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The problem. The problem dealt with in this study
is. the cO'ii'Cern for faculty development. in a time of
diminishing student enrollments, reduced faculty mobility,
increasing pressure for accountability, and economic inflation. Faculty vitality and teaching effectiveness were
found to be concerns within such an environment. The purpose of the study was to develop a model which would enable
maximum development of existing personnel within an institution. The study actually served two functions; produced
the model and served as a historical foundation for a threeyear faculty development program at Drake University.
Procedures. It was shown that independent higher
education InstItutions such as Drake University, without
excessive outside regulations, provided a unique situation
in which to pursue a program of needed change, faculty
development, and evaluation. Following a thorough needs
assessment through standardized instruments, literature
search, visitation of parallel programs and information exchange with other institutions, goals were identified by the
Faculty Development Office staff and the Faculty Advisory
Committee. Alternatives for goals achievement were obtained
from the faculty through proposed projects and Faculty
Development Office sponsored seminars. Last, a nonthreatening, qualitative, and quantitative evaluation was
conducted on each project funded, to assess its effectiveness
in meeting these goals. All evaluation instruments were
designed for the specific needs of each project.
Pindin,s. The developed model consisted of three
parts: a mod~Ied example of a Task Analysis and Timeline
for a 3-Year Program, which outlined the dutIes ot the
coordInator, researcher, and Faculty Advisory Committee (PAC)
in assessing, implementing, and evaluating faculty development programs; a representative Outline for Instituting a
Facult Davalo ant Pro ram From a Needs Assessment, whIch
s owe
e mportance 0 a compre ens va nee s assessment
for goals establishment, the advantages of faculty proposed
projects for goals achievement, and the means for evaluating
the effectiveness of such short-term projects and long range

climate changes, a Paradi~ for Chanqe and Evaluation in
Facult Devalo ent WIthIn an InstItutIon, whIch showed the
separate, ut para e purpose to
e Faculty Development
Office (FDO), connected to the faculty by a projects screen.
Involvement through faculty initiated projects, good communications, and a dedicated FAC help assure program acceptance and anxiety reduQtion. Well informed, organized,
sensitive leadership were found to play integral roles in
program success.
Conclusions. An historical baseline has been developed as part of the three year program at Drake University.
The strength of the developed model appears to lie in its
applicability to many institutions dealing with maximizing
the effectiveness of existing professional personnel. The
synthesized instruments provide effective guidelines for:
1) faculty proposed projects; 2) assessment of the merit
of projects proposed for funding: 3) a proposals log for
bookkeeping and quantification of FAC dispositions toward
projects 1 and 4) Likert-type evaluation instruments for
assessing the effectiveness of funded projects in meeting
program needs and goals. However, further validity and
reliability tests should be undertaken for necessary confidence.
Recommendations. Administrative priority helps to
assure success. The advisory committee should have their
normal work load lightened to assure adequate time for
meetings and adequate, active participation. External evaluation should be undertaken periodically to assess progress.
Establishment of a faculty development board should be
explored with distinctive duties of assessment, implementation, and evaluation to help reduce bias and overload.
For Drake University specifically, the following
recommendations were proposed: 1) reasons for student dropout should be explored, 2) greater administrative and
faculty Lmportance should be placed on successfully utilizing
standardized instruments at the college and departmental
level for assessing climate changes: 3) an incentive system
related to periodic review of faculty accomplishments
should be explored, 4) the area serviced by Drake University
should be assessed for specific needs; and S) faculty
development should become a permanent office, separated
from the line bureaucracYe
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE
The purpose of this dissertation was to design a
model for instructional and faculty development which could
be used for colleges and universities.

This design was

prepared by reviewing, analyzing, summarizing, and evaluating (1) theoretical literature pertaining to the subject:
(2) reports of empirical studies; (3) observations of

developmental programs at selected institutions of higher
education; and (4) experience with a foundation sponsored
faculty development program at Drake University in Des Moines,
Iowa.
The proposed model was designed to meet four major
criteria:

First, it was to provide a system for gathering

valid and reliable data from which needs could be identified;
Second, the model was to provide a framework in which a
collegiate university could generate valid and realistic
goals from identified needs; Third, it was to provide means
to generate alternative methods to reach stated goals;
Fourth, it was to provide methods of assessing the effectiveness of each alternative to members and clients of the
university community.

2
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

A review of educational history reveals cycles of
societal interest and impact.

Higher education has pro-

gressively become more complicated, and subject to public
pressure.

Simultaneously, it is affecting more individuals,

but with less agreement than in the past.

In the late

1950's major crises were brewing in higher education,
primarily because students felt they were being herded
through an irrelevant education with little flexibility.

In

the mid-1960's incidents on campuses across the country
forced change on higher education and society.
Ikenberry has said that the purpose of higher education today has arisen from the memorable past, needs of the
present, and hopes of the future. l In general, he believes,
institutions should serve three major functions: instruction, research, and public service. 2 Ewald observed that
the philosophy of America as a nation, which education has
not completely learned, even with its recent turmoil, is
npragmatism".3

10 • S. Ikenberry, American Education Foundations:
An Introduction (Columbus, OhIo: Charles Merrill Publishing
Company, 1974), p. 3.
2

Ibid., p. 313.

3W• R. Ewald, Jr., Environment and Change: The Next
50 Years (Bloomington: IndIana universIty Press, 1971"
p. 4.

.

3

Kerr, an educational optimist, observed that:

edu-

cation and society are mutually dependent.
Dependent on demography, dependent on the
judgment of public authority, dependent upon the
comparative performance of its competitors,
dependent on the mercies of mass media, open to
the surrounding community, vulnerable to attack
against its own inadequacies, higher education
today, as contrasted with a decade ago, is becoming more conscious that it is a sub-system
within the total society and it ioes not lead a
life entirely of its own design.
There appears to be a widening gap between education
and the public.

Semas observed that in these times of

economic instability and inflation, professors seek job
security and tenure. 2 Kerr stated that society seeks
relief from educational taxes and tuition hikes. 3
Zeckhauser and Zeckhauser pointed out that students want
improved faculty performances and the assurance of a
marketable skill. 4 Havelock observed that knowledge

lClark Kerr, "What We Might Learn From the
Climteric,tl Daedalus, 11 (Winter, 1975),3.
2p. tie Semas, "New Financing Plan Worries Canada's
Academic's, I. The Chronicle of Higher Education, XIII, No. 21
(February 7, 1977), 5.

3 Kerr ,

2£. cit., p. 1.

4sallY Zeckhauser and Richard Zeckhauser, "Encouraging Improved Performance in Higher Education," Daedalus,
11 (Winter, 1975), 3.

4

explosion has placed strains on students and faculty.l
According to Redfern, "Accountability n 2 is being demanded
by administrators who are caught between government requirements for aid 3 and overworked faculties.

Brodinsky's "Back

to the Basics n4 movement, in the age of innovation has
added to the confusion.
Each of these scholars has suggested there is room
for improvement in higher education, since it is here that
many of the world's leaders begin their careers.

The mis-

sion of educational institutions is to facilitate learning
and acquisition of interpersonal relations skills.

However,

even with eighty percent of faculty involved in teaching,S
or learning facilitation, little attention is paid to the
art and evaluation of this aspect of the faculty member's

lR. G. Havelock and others, Planning for Innovation
Through Dissemination of KnoWledie (Ann Arbor: UnIversIty
ol MichIgan, InstItute for socIa Research, 1976), pe 1-1e
2G• B. Redfern, How to Evaluate Teaching: A Performance Objectives APlroach (Worthington, ohio: School
Mana'gement InstItute, 9'2), p. 7.
3R• W. Fleming, "Reflections on Higher Education,ff
Daedalus, II (Winter, 1915), 12.
413 • Brodinsky, "Back to the Basics: The Movement
and Its Meaning," Phi Delta Kapgan, LVIII, No.7 (March,
1911), 522-527 ..
5D• Light, Jr., "Thinking About Faculty," Daedalus,
I (Fall, 1974), 262.

5

responsibility.
Eble observed that flexibility appears to be a keystone to the future of faddish education. l

He stated that

this flexibility must become stability in motion, with the
cultural values considered.

Upon visiting 70 colleges and

universities in the United States, he found that rigidity
in physical facilities and curriculum almost limited teaching to traditional lectures, with little diversity to
respond to student concerns, or sensitivity to societal or
community demands. 2
Gaff observed that few colleges or universities have
instructional development programs, very few individuals
participate if faculty development exists; budget allocations are generally meager, reflecting the institution's
low cencern for such ideas; few policies and guidelines are
available for guidanceJ few trained and experienced consultants are available; and evaluation guides are generally
nonexistent.)
A few institutions have begun to work with the

educational realities of:

lK. E. Eble, Professors as Teachers (San Francisco:
Jessey-Bass Publishers, i973), p. 19.

2Ib~d., p. 11.
3J • G. Gaff, Toward Faculty Renewal (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1975), pp. 177-7B.

6

• • • decreased funding, steady or declining
enrollment, limited faculty mobility, together
with demands for aocountability voiced by
students, parents, and state and federal
officlals.~

Since learning faoilitation, or teaching, is central to education, professors are being asked to re-examine
their personal and professional perceptions toward instruction and relations to students.

Berquist and Phillips found

that in almost all programs, teaching is a large part of the
faculty member's professional duty and should be highly
valued; teaching is generally not a serious concern in the
preparation of college professors1 teaching is often neglected when considering promotion and tenure.

They maintain

that self, peer, and student evaluations of teaching should
be vital aspects to incorporate in such considerations. 2
Mayhew found that certain conditions are considered
necessary for success in any faculty development program.
First, adequate leadership must be available and supportive
of constructive innovation and needed

change~

second, timing

must be right for introduction to faculty members or reception from them: third, change must be viewed as needed by
those involved, it must be gradual, it must also be in

lW. H. Bergquist and S. R. Phillips, A Handbook for
Faculty Development (Montpelier, vermont: CapItal cIty
Press, f§75), p. l.
2

Ibid., p. 44.

7

general agreement with institutional goals in the beginning;
and fourth, incentives, such as monetary rewards, reduced
loads, and recognition for extended services, should be
l
provided.
Zeckhauser and Zeckhauser observed that incentives have also been found to be a critical part of such
program success. 2
Program evaluation according to Gottman and Clasen,
appears to be another critical issue in faculty development. 3 Effective evaluation systems were found to be
nonthreatening, they encouraged participation and self
analysis, and they were flexible.

A few such systems are

being developed, however, much remains to be done to assure
societal accountability, faculty satisfaction, and improved
teaching.
In today's economic situation, there is a real need
for justifying educational expenses.

Simultaneously,

society, students, and educational financiers are demanding
more accountability, practicality, personalization, and
sensitivity to change.

lL. B. Mayhew, How Colleges Chan~e: Approaches to
Academic Reform, U.S., Educational Resource InformatIon
Center, ERIC Document ED 125 607, July 1976.
2zeckhauser and Zeckhauser, ~. ~., p. 100.
3J • Me Gottman and R. E. Clasen, Evaluation in
Education: A Practitioner's Guid~ (Itasca, IllInoIs:
F. E. Peacock': publIshers; Inc., Bf74), chapter 2, passim.

8

New ideas and sensitivity to change pressures are
needed.

However, with the reduced mobility of faculty

members accompanying the current economio inflation, infusion
of change ideas by conventional routes is becoming increasingly difficult.

Alternatives, including revitalization of

existing staffs, institutions and budget and scheduling
reorganization should be seriously attempted.

Nimmer, a

graduate student in science education at the University of
South Dakota, found that needs of the area serviced by an
institution could be economically and effecitvely assessed
through brochures and postcard dissemination. l
The model proposed in this dissertation will seek to
develop the methods for change recognition, involvement,
assessment of alternatives, communications, and evaluation.
Certain questions will need answering for these processes
to occur.
QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED

• Can valid and meaningful data concerning faculty
and students be gathered and interpreted in a manner useful
for faculty in toward improving their teaching?

lopinions expressed by D. N. Nimmer, in an address,
"Dissemination of Educational Information Through Various
Media Channels," at The National Association of Research
in Science Teaching Annual Conference, Cincinnati, Ohio,
March 23, 1977. (Tape available with this author.)
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• Can significant numbers of faculty be stimulated
to become involved in faculty development?
• Can appropriate, faculty-initiated projects (workshops, seminar, consultant utilization, stipends, etc.) be
designed and implemented to meet the needs identified
through baseline data?
• Can effective instruments be developed to assess
proposed projects?
• Can approved projects be evaluated for effectiveness in attaining the proposed needs and goals?
• Can an effective newsletter, memoranda, and interview system be developed to keep faculty and staff informed
of program progress and insure feedback?
• Can a model be developed with the potentiality to
facilitate the initiation, maintenance, and assessment of
faculty development programs?
IMPORTANCE AND LIMITATIONS OF STUDY

The primary purpose of this study was to design a
model to assess needs, generate and implement goals, and
evaluate faculty development programs.
The importance of the study is to be found in the
following provisions:
• It provides a summary of the literature concerning
the history of change, faculty development, and program
evaluation.
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• It provides for effective utilization of resources in situations of economic inflation.
• It provides means for assessing needs, implementing appropriate change and evaluating effectiveness.
• It provides suggestions for increasing personal
interaction within the program, to help reduce anxiety and
fear.
• It provides suggestions for a blend of curricular,
supervisory, and personal development.
• It emphasizes the

~portance

of learning facilita-

tion, or teaching.
The study grew out of involvement in the Drake
University Faculty Development Program.

The Drake University

case study was used out of convenience and for the freedom
independent higher education provides for innovation.

The

importance of this case study was that it was an actual
documented case with strengths and weaknesses closely
studied.
The primary importance of the model rests in its
flexibility and adaptability.
entirety, or in part.

It may be utilized in its

The model also appears to have appli-

cation in many education, and other, institutional settings.
The program model may be valid for institutions
similar to Drake University; however, its reliability in
other types of institutions needs further study to assure
greater confidence.

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This section deals with the literature related to
three major aspects of effective innovation in higher
education.

Each is summarized before proceeding with the

report and design of the model.
The section on Change in Higher Education deals
with the justification of the need for it, initiation of
change in a nonthreatening manner, and various change
models.

The section on Faculty Development explores the

strengths and weaknesses of a variety of programs, emphasizing these aspects which appear to fit the model proposed
in this study.

The Program Evaluation section is concerned

with the need for efficient evaluation, various effective
nonthreatening evaluation programs, and the part evaluation
plays in any systematic change.
CHANGE IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Historical

Bac~ground

The educated man is a product of his genetic inheritance and his sociological culture.

"The establishment

of written schools to provide formal education came with the
development of written language in Sumeria around
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3500 B.C."l

The Chinese refined learning by 3000 B.C. and

stated the "aims of education were to develop moral character and good judgment.

The curriculum included reading,

writing, history, etiquette, music, poetry, and philosophy
of Confucius. n2
The Greek philosopher Heraclitus stated 2500 years
ago that "there is nothing permanent except change."3

The

Romans developed the first dichotomous schools based on the
Greek ideologies and Roman practicality.
was the maxim of the empire.

"Control thyself n4

From about 4 B.C. to the

present, religion had an extensive, mixed influence on education. 5 John Locke summed up schools and their critical
relation to teachers when he stated "the school that has
good teachers needs little else, and the school that is
without good teachers will be little better with anything
else.,,6

History has shown that a status quo mentality has

dominated in all changing societies, and that education has

10 • S. Ikenberry, American Education Foundations:
Charles MerrIll Publishing

An Introduction (Columbus, Ohio:
Company, 1974), p. 74.

2 Ibid., p. 75.
3 M• C. Nahm, Selections from Earl
(New York: Appleton-century-Crofts, Inc.,

5 Ibid., p. 85.
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typically lagged behind society.

H. G. Wells brought edu-

cation back to its responsibility to changing society in
the statement "education is the preparation of the individual for the community."l
Thomas Jefferson tied the importance of education to
American democracy in stating
if a nation expects to be ignorant and free in a
state of civilization, it expects what never was
and never will be. There is no safe deposit for
the functions of government but with the people
themselves nor can they be safe without information. 2
The history of man has beoome a composite of his relations to change, and his involvement in this phenomenon.)
Generations have repeated the errors of their predecessors,
with few attempts at alteration, or questioning why such
repetition became the modal operation.
In many instances, disturbance of the status quo
has been almost universally rejected.

Society seems content

to remain a victim of its environment rather than living
harmoniously 't'lith it through better understanding of needed
select change.
standing.

Education is an integral part of this under-

Human history must not become what H. G. Wells

referred to as "s race bet.ween education and catastrophe."

1

2 Ibid., p. 114 ..

Ibid., p. 20

3p • E. Burrup, Financing Education in a Climate of
Change (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc .. , f974), p .. 1.
4 Ikenberry , ~.

£!!.,

p. 3.

4
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Logical change must be planned and antioipated.
~ontemporaEY

Educational Change

A changing society must put stronger accent on
knowledge of process planning, Ewald asserted, in order to
offset the unfamiliarity and uncertainty that change imbues. l
Traditional methods, mores and instruotional attitudes might
be adequate for the existent and known, but new economio,
sociological and political situations require new knowledge.
There needs to be, Ewald argued, an examination of new uses
of present knowledge pertaining to the new questions, an
intersection of many disciplines for answers, and an institutional attitude which seeks to facilitate the transfer of
scientific methods to social usage.
At the college and university level, differences in
the perceptions of individuals pertaining to goals, pose
extensive problems for change groups trying to be effective

from within.

McNeil and Popham observed that professors are

not noted for \>1illingness to change their performance unless
they can see a discrepancy between what they want to achieve
and what they are actually achieving.

2

1W. R. Ewald, Jr., Environment and Change: The
Next 50_Years (Bloomington: IndIana unIversity Press, 1971),
pp. 7-8.

2J • D. McNeil and J. W. popham, "The Assessment of
Teacher Competence,!! The Second Handbook of Research on
Te~Ohin" ad. R. Me W. Travers (chicagot Rand McNally &
Co., 19 3) I PPe 231-32.
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Gruabard stated that educational institutions must
come to reflect the quality of their instructional systems,
curricula, and the value and diversity of their product. l
Ewald noted that currently, the only national philosophy of
education is being reflected in short-sighted pragmatism. 2
Kerr observed that after complaining about the
apathetic attitudes of the 1950's, higher education was
inundated by political extremists.

These activists shook

the credibility of the hallowed institutions to their very
foundations.

Nevertheless, though, enrollments have

stabilized, and education, aooording to Kerr, as an American
institution has passed from its "Golden Age to its Age of
Survival,") without seeming to have changed much.

It

appears, according to Sikes, Schlesinger and Seashore, that
Benjamin Franklin's suggestion that "those who ignore
history are doomed to repeat it," has gone almost unheeded
in education, for many institutions are still unsure of
their functions. 4 In addition, Sikes, Schlesinger, and

IS. R. Gruabard, "Thoughts on Higher Education Purposes and Goals: A Memorandum,f! Daedalus, I (Fall, 1974), 6.
2 Ewald,

~.

cit., p. 4.

3Clark Kerr, UWhat t'1e Might Learn from the Climateric," Daedalus, II (Winter, 1975), 1.
4W.

w.

Sikes, L. E. Schlesinger, and C. N. Seashore,
Renewing Hi~her Education from within (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass piiIiils"hers, 1974), p. 19.
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Seashore observed that educational institutions are unsure
whether to lead or follow.

This uncertainty, they assert,

may also be the primary reason that few successful changes
are internally initiated.

Outside events:

war, depression,

civil rights, and economics have had extensive consequences
on college campuses.

Until recently, they assert, education,

its administrators and staff, have been most reluctant to
yield to, or foster change on any significant scale. l
A number of other critical problems have arisen,
forcing education to seek constructive, well thought-out
change.
•

budget deficits have risen significantly since

1972 (Figure 1).
•

operational costs have risen sharply since

1973 (Figure 2).
budget costs-problems have shifted since 1971,
with professional salaries showing little increase, fringe
benefits decreasing, equipment costs quadrupling, and
utilities costs tripling (see Table 11, Appendix

A)e

tuition rates have tripled since 1960 for public
and private institutions (Figure 3), while simultaneously
the unemployment rate has been increasing for college
graduates, raising real questions concerning the personal
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Private

Public

o

1972-73

1973-74

1974-75

This chart is based on data from 226 private and 144 public
colleges and universities of all types.
Figure 1
Institutions with Budget Deficits

l

lCorbin Gwaltney, The Chronicle of Higher Education
Desk Book 1976-77 (Washington, D.C.: Editorial Projects for
Educatlon, Inc. f 1976) I p. 112.
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Average tuition rates have increased tenfold since 1928 at
the institutions compared above.
Figure 3
The Rise of Tuition Rates

lIbid., p. 121.

l
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financial and time investment in a college education
(Figure 4).
•

the drop-out rate remains high, raising the

question of personal satisfaction with college, especially
among female undergraduates (Figure 5).
there have been major shifts in degree emphasis
indicating area where institutions may capitalize on
projected needs (see Table 12, Appendix A).
•

college is generally becoming an endeavor for

elitists with lower income groups attending vocational
schools.

This tends to dichotomize society and possibly

increase antagonism toward education (Figure 6).1
Eble stated that society, generally, no longer
believes that educating more students will solve national
problems.

Most important is the need to break down barriers

to understanding between the educational institution and the
outside world.

Be argued that such an approach should not

be viewed as a threat, but rather as an unique opportunity
to respond directly to societal needs.

One of the more

acceptable ways would be to respond to public pressures to
improve undergraduate teaching quality.

This, Eble asserted,

may eventually force most institutions to shift emphasis
away from graduate research.

Colleges, he observed, need
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Percentages of college graduates unemployed--males, females,
black, and white--are compared with the rates of unemployment in the total civilian workforce.
Figure 4
Unemployment Rates for College Graduates

lIbid., p. 204.
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The percentages of students staying in college over a 4-year period are shown above.
For every 100 black women enrolled as freshmen in 1971, only 35 remained as seniors in
1974.
Figure 5
The College Drop-Out Rate

lIbid., p. 205.
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The effect of family income on students' plans for attend-

ing college or vocational school is shown in this chart,
based on information gathered in a fall, 1974, nationwide
sample of high-school seniors.
Figure

6

Educational Plans for High-School seniors

lIbid., p. 194.
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to recognize that values need alteration to bring about
desired educational change. l
The trend toward faculty unionism stemming from
occupational dissatisfaction such as salaries, tenure, work2
load, and staff reduction all center about static nature
of educational growth.
Margarell indicated that due to the enrollment
plateau of the traditional student age group (18-22 years
old), and increase in enrollment among the nontraditional
student (anything other than the 18-22 year old age group),
a modification of educational direction is inevitable.

(See Appendix A, Table 13.)

Valley constructed a Typology

of Learners (see Appendix A, Table 14), citing many
advantages which the nontraditional learner brings to
educational institutions, among them:

longer range of

learning, more definite career objectives, ability for self
support, diverse backgrounds, and experience.

The National

Center for Educational Statistics (NCES) indicated what
some states are already doing and where others could improve
in Comparisons of Part-time Enrollments in Higher Education

lK. E. Eble, Career Deve10ement of the Effective
Change Teacher (Washington, D.C.: American AssocIatIon of
unIversIty Professors and Association of American Colleges,
1971), p. 7 e
2"stevens Faculty Ends Strike After 18 Days," The
Chronicle of Higher Education, XIII, No. 23 (February 22;

1971), 4.:
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in Fall 1974.

(See Appendix A, Table 15.)

Hamilton and

the Office of New Degree Programs are dOing extensive work
regarding nontraditional learner, showing, among other
things, that the estimated demand for further education in
Iowa (see Appendix A, Table 16), indicated great potential
for nontraditional students.

In addition, they explored

subject area choices and found the first choices of subject
areas among nontraditional learners were vocational in
nature, followed by professional fields, general education,
and home and family living.

(See Appendix A, Table 17.)

The U.S. Census Bureau found dramatic changes
between 1970 and 1974 in who goes to 0011egeso

Among them

were the dramatic increase in black enrollments of all
age groups, but especially among adults (25-34)

J

declines

in white students between 18 and 24 years of age; and
moderate increases in white adults (25-34) (Figure 7).1
Burrup has stated "the value of education is social
and economic growth and development." 2 In addition he found
that due to the marginal utility of education "usefulness
and utility of additional units of a particular item
usually decreases as they are added."

IGwaltney, ~. oi~., p. 197.
2Burrup,

2E. cit., p. 249

3

Elementary and
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Figure 7
Who Goes to College
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secondary education are easier to finance than higher edul
cation.
Burrup also observed that higher education was
found to "suffer comparatively because it is unable to show
in objective terms the measured and increased output
provided with additional units of inputs.,,2
On the other hand the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
claimed that
People who have a good education produce more
goods, earn more money, buy and consume more
goods, read more magazines and newspapers, are
more active in civic and national affairs, enjoy
a higher standard of living, and in general, contribute more to the e~onomy than those who are
not as well educated.
Burrup also stated that
1. Rapidly changing conditions in the nation
and in the world have greatly increased demands
on schools ••• The so-oalled costs of eduoation
are in reality investments in human capital •••
No nation can remain in a leading position in
science, business or industry if its commitment
to education operates substantially below the
level of other oountries for any extended pariod.
Thus, investment in education may really be
investment for national survival. 4
This observation would seem to indicate that higher
eduoation is worth the effort.

This view is supported by

3Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Education,
An Investment in Peo£le (Washington, D.C.: Chamber ol
Commerce, 1955), Introduction.
4surrup, ~. cit., pp. 72-73.
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Feldman and others. l

They observed many ohanges in

students who attended oollege.

These students became more

open minded, independent, flexible, and sooially aware.

It

may be interesting to note that the greatest ohange occurred
in all students within the first two years of college, but
was amplified in women and high aptitude students.

Further,

Feldman noted, small liberal arts oolleges made the greatest
effect on students, apparently related to oloser interaction with peers and faculty.
~haracteristics

of Change in Higher Education

Upon study of 100 institutions of higher education,
Mayhew observed that successful change programs were
characterized by a felt need for change, adequate leadership,
a well developed institutional philosophy of education, good
initiation timing, incremental change, adequate reward system for participants, involvement of innovators, sensitivity
2
to external factors, and an adequate source of funding.
Acoording to Havelook, such organizations possess two
charaoteristio responsibilities:

the ability to "maintain

the system the way it is, and • • • change the system so

IK. Ae Feldman and others, The Imtact of COllerS on
Students (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Pub lahars, 1969 , p.

19.

to
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tha't it performs better. ttl

Sikes, Sohlesinqer and Seashore

also observed that successful ohange proqrams have similar
humanistic values, student-oentered currioula, and democratic student programs • .,2
Kerr observed that higher eduoation has just passed
through one of 'the greatest periods of turmoil in its
history.

It is presently approaohing another orossroad.

Unfamiliar foroes are affeoting its development and seeking
to direot its future in new directions.)

Socie'tal pres-

sures for accountability, s'tudent desired participation,
eoonomic pressures, sociologioal unrest, political pressures, and faculty dissatisfaotion have all oombined to
produce turmoil in education.

Kerr also noted that change

goals are obviously needed to cope with some of these
pressurese

These change goals should be selected with due

consideration to the basic principles of change and change
agentry. 4

IRs G. Havelock, The Chan¥e Agent's Guide to Innovation in Education (Englewood cIIl s, New Jersey: Educational
Technology Publications, 1975), p. ix.
2Sikes, Schlesinger, and Seashore, ~. cit., p. 27.
3 Kerr,

2e. cit., p. 1.

4 R• Harrison, "Classroom Innovation: A Design
Primer,tI The Changin College Class~om, ed. R. Harrison and
P. Runkel ~San Francsco: Jossey-Bass, 1969), pp. )03-40.

t
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Agents

An effective change agent is essential to effective
educational change.

Havelook wrote that suoh agents must

constantly bear six principles in mind.

He stated these

as goals for training ohange agents.
First, ••• the prooess of ohange, how it
takes plaoe, and the attitudes, values and behaviors that usually act as barriers or
facilitators. Second, ••• he should be able to
identify the innovators ••• maintainers, ••• and
defenders or resistors ••• in a particular area,
••• and give these different voices a chance to
be heard before final decisions are made.
Third, ••• a high level of awareness of new
practices ••• based on continued scanning of
newsletters, press reports, and broad educational
journals and magazines, ••• potentially worthy
of adoption by his system. Fourth, ••• he builds
a staff with a diversity of views and approaches,
and he encourages dialogue among them. Fifth,
••• change agent should always hold a total system
view of change and its effects. Sixth, ••• the
administrator needs to be working constantly to
build the internal self-renewal capability of
his staff and organization as a whole. l
In addition, Havelock claimed that the change agent must
become a catalyst to change: a solution giver, knowing
where and when to give advice: a process helper, skilled in
various stages of problem-solving, such as defining needs,
setting objectives, acquiring resources, creating solutions,
installing and adapting solutions, and evaluating solutions 1
lastly he must be a resource linker, bringing together needs

lHavelock, ~. cit., pe ix.
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and resources as depicted in Figure 8. 1
Rogers and Shoemaker observed, in a summary of
empirioal evidence, the following attributes which make
change agents effective:

a} the extent of change agent

effort; b) empathy with clients; c} credibility in the
eyes of his clients; d) higher social status among clients;
e) higher education and literacy: f) cosmopoliteness, and
g) homophily with clients. 2
Havelock also identified six stages in the process
of ohange (Figure 9).

In Stage I, a viable relationship is

established with the client system.

In Stage II, the

problem is diagnosed and the client's awareness of his needs
is assessed.

In Stage III, relevant suggestions for solu-

tions are acquired from a diversity of sources.

In Stage

IV, a range of alternatives is generated, from which a
potential solution fitting the needs of the client can be
generated with minimum adaptation.

In Stage V, client

acoeptance, through natural leadership, informal communications with client audience and pilot groups is aohieved.
In Stage VI, program stabilization, so that it becomes
self-maintaining, while simultaneously providing the client

2Ee Me Rogers and F. F. Shoemaker, Communications
of Innovations (New York: Free Press of Glencoe, Inc.,

Ig'IJ.
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Change Agent as Process Helper
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system with a model for attacking new problems, is sought. l

Change Models
Havelock and Havelock found, in a meeting of 50
change experts at the Michigan Center for Research on
Utilization of Scientific Knowledge (CRUSK), six major ways
of implementing the constructive change process.

(See

Appendix At Table 18.)
The Research Development and Diffusion Model (Rn &
D)

concept evolved by Brickell is guided by five assumptions.
First, it assumes that there should be a
rational sequence in the evolution and application
of an innovation. This sequence should include
research, development, and packaging before mass
dissemination takes place. Second, it assumes that
there has to be planning, usually on a massive
scale over a long time span. Third, it assumes
that there has to be a division and coordination of
labor to accord with the rational sequence and the
planning. Fourth, it assumes a more-or-less passive
but rational consumer who will accept and adopt the
innovation if it is offered to him in the right
place at the right time and in the right form.
Fifth and finally, the proponents of this viewpoint accept the fact of a high initial development
cost prior to any dissemination quality of the
innovation and its suitability for mass audience
dissemination. l
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This oonoepe is shown graphically in Figure 10.
Two important proposieions were derived from ehe
go & D Perspeoeive as oan be seen from their raeings by ehe

pareioipanes.
Sucoessful innovaeion usually requires formal
planning, shore-term and long-eerm.
How participants raeed this point:
29 "essential"
12 "very importane"
5 "somet'That important II
o "not important" •••
Innovation is more effeotive when evaluation,
preferably in formal quantitative terms, is
employed at eaoh seep of development, diffusion,
and installation.
How partioipants rated ehis poine:
8 "essential"
28 livery importane"
11 "somewhat impore!ne"
1 "not importane".
The second change model concept was the Social
Interaotion Process (8-I) advocated by Mort as shown in
Figure 11.2
ThiS.e.view of the change process places
emphasis on the patterns by which innovations
diffuse through a social system. A larqe body
of empirical research tends to support five
generalizations about the process of innovation
diffusion: (1) that the individual user or
adopter belongs to a network of social relations
which largely influences his adoption behavior;
(2) that his place in the network (centrally,
peripherally, isolation) is a good predictor of
his rate of acceptance of new ideas; (3) that

IHavelock and Havelock, 2£. cit., pp. 14-17.
2p. R.. Mort, tfStudies in Educational Innovation
from the Institute of Administrative Research," Havelock
and Havelock, ~. cit., p. 19.
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The Social Interaction View of the Change Process
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informal personal contact is a vital part of the
influence and adoption process; (4) that group
membership and reference group identifications
are major predictors of individual adoption, and
(5) that the rate of diffusion through a social
system follows a predictable S-curve pattern
(very slow beginning followed by a period of
very rapid diffusion, followed in turn by a long
late-adopter or "laggard" period).l
Four notable propositions were derived from the S-I
perspective as can be seen by the following participants'
rating.
Effective dissemination and utilization are
facilitated by informal opinion leaders, particularly when these opinion leaders are innovative
in orientation and have considerable influence
over a large number of colleagues.
How participants rated this point:
10 "essential"
32 "very important
8 "somewhat important"
o "not important" •••
The adoption of new ideas and practices is
strongly influenced by the perceived norms of the
user's professional reference group_ If the new
behavior is seen as desirable or representative
of the best practice "in my profession," it is
more likely to be adopted.
How participants rated this point:
8 "essential"
28 lIimportant
13 "somewhat important n
o "not important" a • •
Informal person-to-person contact is an
important factor is effective dissemination,
particularly when the user is at the trial stage.
How participants rated this point:
14 "essential"
27 livery important n
7 "somewhat important"
o Itnot important n • • •
To aohieve utilization, a variety of messages
must be generated pertaining to the same innovation
ff

ll

IHavelook and Havelook,

OPe

cit., p. 18.
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and directed at the potential user in a purposeful sequence on a number of different channels
in a number of different formats. The resource
system must act synergistically, bringing
together a variety of messages and focusing
them in combination, in sequence, and in repetition upon the potential user.
How participants rated this point:
16 "essential"
20 "very important"
8 "somewhat importynt lf
1 "not important".
As Havelock and Havelock pointed out, the problemsolving approach to change is based on the assumption that
innovation is an integral part of the problem-solving
process.

It is a patterned sequence of activities, origin-

ating with a needs assessment.
is formulated.

Next, a problem statement

Then a search for innovation is performed.

Finally, they assert, adapt '3tion of the selected innovation
to the original need is performed.

The role of the outside

change agent becomes consultative or collaborative. 2
Figure 12 illustrates this relationship.3
Three dominant propositions were derived from the
problem-solver perspective as can be seen from the participants' responses.
The user's need is the paramount consideration in any planned change activity.
How participants rated this point on a preconference inquiry form:

1 Ibid., pp. 20-22.

2

Ibid., p. 8.

3 Ibid .,

p. 9.
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26 "essential"
15 "very important"
7 "somewhat important"
o "not important" ....
Users' needs cannot be served effectively
until an effort has been made to translate and
define those needs into a diagnosis which represents a coherent set of problems to be worked on.
How participants rated this point:
17 "essential"
23 "very important"
9 "somewhat important"
1 "not important" •••
User-initiated change is likely to be stronger
and more long-lasting than change initiated by
outsiders.
How participants rated this point:
20 "essential"
l6-"very important ll
4 "somewhat importfnt"
o "not important".
Another model for change is the linkage process
developed by Havelock as shown in Figure 13,2 integrating
the three previous models.
An effective change process requires linkage
to more and more remote resource persons, and
ultimately these overlapping linkages form an
extended series which can be described as a chain
of knowledge utilization connecting the most
remote sources of expert knowledge in the
universitY3with the most remote consumers of
knowledge.
All subsystems of the society must be able
to simUlate each other's problem-solving and
exchange messages concerning needs, problems, and
solutions; but the efforts of all need to be
coordinated and facilitated in accordance with an
evolving concept of what the total dissemination

lIbid., pp. 8-10.
2

Ibid., p. 25.

3 Ibid., p. 24.
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and utilization system should become. This
concept of a "total system" must be clearly
oriented toward a definition of "the public
interest" which safeguards, as much as possible, 1
the special interests of the subsystems involved.
Five major propositions were derived from the linkage
view of ohange.
To be truly helpful and useful, resource
persons must be able to simulate the user's
problem-solving processes.
How participants rated this point:
17 "essential"
21 "very important"
6 "somewhat important"
1 flnot important" •••
Effective utilization requires reciprocal
feedback.
How participants rated this point:
25 "essential"
17 "very important"
4 "somewhat important"
1 "not important" ....
Resources systems need to develop reoiprocal
and collaborative relationships not only with a
variety of potential users but also with a large
diverse group of other resource systems.
How participants rated this point:
20 "essential"
20 "very important"
8 "someWhat important"
o tlnot important" •••
Users need to develop reoiprooal and oollaborative relations with a variety of resouroe systems
(cosmopoliteness).
How partioipants rated this point:
10 "essential"
30 "very important"
8 "somewhat important ll
o "not important" •••

1

Ibid., p. 25.
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A willingness to listen to new ideas (openness) is an important prerequisite to ohange.
This applies both to resource persons and users.
How participants rated this point:
35 "essential"
11 "very important"
3 "somewhat importtnt"
o "not important".
Bennis, Benne, and Chin observed eight types of
change programs.
Exposition and propagation, perhaps the most
popular type of program, assumes that knowledge
is power • • •
Elite corps programs grow from the realization
that ideas by themselves do not oonstitute action
and that a strategic role is a necessity for ideas
to be implemented • • •
Human relations training programs are similar
to the elite corps idea in the attempt to translate
behavioral science concepts in such ways that they
take on personal referents for the men in power
positions.
Staff programs
idea • • • observe, analyze,
and • • • plan rationally • • •
Scholarly consultation • • • includes exploratory inquiry, scholarly understanding, confrontation,
discovery of solutions, and scientific advice to
client.
Circulation of ideas to the elite builds on
the simple idea of influencing change by getting
to the people with power or influence.
Development research • • • is directed toward
a particular problem, not necessarily a client, and
is concerned with implementation and program • • •
Action research, • • • for • • • is identical
to applied research generally except that in action
research the roles of researcher and subject may
change and reverse, the subjects becomin~ researchers
and researcher engaging in action steps.
0

•

•

lIbid., p_ 25.

r

2W. G. Bennis, K. De Benne, and R. Chin, The Plannin
of Change (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1969 ,
pp. 61-6a
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The eight programs do have definite but unavoidable
biases built into them.

Bennis, Benne, and Chin recognize

four such major biases.
Rationalistic Bias: No Xmplementation of
Program. • •• Intelligent action requires commitment and programs as well as truth.
Technocratic Bias: No Spirit of Collaboration. Change typically involves risk and fear
• • • Yet change efforts sometimes are conducted
as if there were no need to discuss and "work
through" these fears and worries • • •
Individual Bias: No Organization Strategy
is Involved. This refers to strategies which
rely on the individual while denying the organizational forces and roles surrounding him • • •
Insight Bias: No Manipulability • • • • It
is not obvious that insight leads directly to
sophistication in rearranging social systems
making strategic organizational interventions.

Of

Change Implementation
Bennis, Benne and Chin also identified programs for
implementing planned organizational change in three stages:
training, conSUlting, and applied research.
Training • • • The main objective at first
was personal change or self-insight. Since the
fifties the emphasis has shifted to organizational development • • • Briefly, laboratory training unfolds in an unstructured group setting where
participants examine their interpersonal relationships • • •
Consulting • e • Heavy emphasis is placed on
the strategy of role model because the main
instrument is the change agent himself • • •
Applied research e • • In the survey-feedback
approach, • • • data are reported in "feedback"
meetings where subjects become clients and have
a chance to review the findings, test them against
their own experience, and even as~ the researchers
to test some of their hypotheses.
1 Ibid., pp. 68-69.

2

Ibid., pp. 70-71.
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Bennis, Benne, and Chin also observed that most
planned change centers about all three stages, and that the
client and agent must playa variety of roles.

The inter-

vention of the change agent is predicated upon many factors:

"cost, time, degree of collaboration required, state
of target system, and so on.n l
The aspect of change, in any program, which is least
understood is the implementation stagew

Bennis, Benne, and

Chin identified the necessary minimum elements which must
be incorporated in any change program.

First the client

system needs a clear understanding of the change and its
consequences, some control of the change fate, and trust in
the change agent.
self-motivated.
trative support.

Second, any change should be observed as
This requires top management, or adminisThird, emotional as well as cognitive

elements must be included.

Fourth, the change agent should

be able to reduce resistance to change.

This requires a high

quality client-change agent relationship.2
In another study, Griener found that seven approaches
commonly used in organizational change.
The Decree Approach. A "one-way" announcement originating with a person with high formal
authority and passed on to those in lower
positions • • •
The Replacement Approach. Individuals in
one or more key organizational positions are
replaced by other individuals • • e

1 Ibid., p. 71.

2 Ibid ., pp. 77-78.
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The Structural Approach. Instead of decreeing or injecting new blood into work relationships, management changes the required
relationships of subordinates working in the
situation of organizational relationships,
organizational behavior is also presumably
affected • • •
The Group Decision Approach. Participation
by group members in implementing alternatives
specified by others • • •
The Data Discussion Approach. Presentation
and feedback of relevant data to the client
system by either a change catalyst or by change
agents within the company • • •
The Group Problem Solving Approach. Problem
identification and problem solving through group
discussion with the help of an outsider • • •
The T-Group Approach. Training in sensitivity to the processes of individual and group
behavior. Changes in work patterns and relationships are assumed to follow fromlchanges in
interpersonal relationships. • •
Frymier and Hawn argued that progress in education
depends on change.
phases:

Their theory of change involves three

phase one is composed of intellectual activities

such as planning, policy making, and hypothesizing; phase
two, the doing phase: phase three, consists of the evaluation, assessment reflection and judgment phase.

Maslow's

hierarchy of needs, as well as values, were found to exert
great influence on individuals@ actions capitalizing on the
halo effect and involvement for improving individuals and
curriculum is essential for change.

Newsletters and

bulletins, advertising individual's efforts at constructive
change is important as a means of reward, praise, and

1 Ibid., pp. 81-82.
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encouragement. 1
Alvin Toffler, futurist author, has said that
contemporary society is in the post-industrial age, but
that educational institutions persist in preparing students
for the industrial mold.

Greater individualization, em-

pathy, and emphasis upon individual cultural and programs
such as Iowa 2000, looking cautiously to the future are
desperately needed. 2
Kenneth Boulding, educational economist and poet,
reflected this same argument concerning the post-industrial
age and emphasized the effect slow moving, bureaucratio
state eduoational systems have on needed change.

Institu-

tional and personal motivation, such as voucher plans, may
instill more rapid change through healthy competition with
private systems.]
New Jersey is presently studying a voucher system
which may give more money to students and less directly to
colleges.

The report of the New Jersey Booher Commission

recommended:

IJ6 R. Frymier and H. C. Hawn, Curriculum ImErovement
for Better Schools (Worthington, Ohio: C. A. Jones PUblishing Company, 1970), pp. 9-32.
20pinion expressed by Alvin Taffler, in an address,
"Politics Today and Tomorrow," at Drake University,
Des Moines, Iowa, November 9, 1976.
30pinion expressed by Kenneth Boulding, in an address,
"Dilemma in Higher Education," at Kansas City Regional Conference on Higher Education, Kansas City, Missouri, January 22,
1977.
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That the state more than double the proportion of higher-education funds channeled through
grants to undergraduate students from the
present 10.3 percent to recommended 23.6 percent.
The proportion of state funds going to institutions would be oorrespondingly reduced.
That student aid be extended to part-time
students and those enrolled in non-collegiate
postsecondary education programs.
That state support for private oolleges be
channeled primarily through aid to students.
That the state provide equal subsidies for
undergraduate education at all publio colleges-60 peroent of the oost per student.
That the state support graduate education at
public institutions through subsidies, doctoral
fellowships, and allooations for research
aotivities.
That state support of county community colleges
be adjusted aocording to each oounty's local taxing
ability, and that county colleges be required to
maintain an open-door policy for admission of
1
students regardless of residence or ability to pay_
Trow found that, in comparing a 1969 study with a
1975 study of 25,000 undergraduate, graduate, and faculty on
various college campuses, a generally conservative trend had
developed concerning eduoational issues.

The report

indicated religious beliefs remained steady.

The report

also showed that faculty unionization had increased, undergraduate and graduate students were more satisfied, the
peroentage of students desiring abolition of grades had
dropped from 59 percent to 32 percent, an inflation of grades
had occurred; however the percentage of faculty feeling
teaching effectiveness was more important than publishing

lnGive Students More Money, Colleges Less, N. J.
Urged," The Chroniole of Higher Education, XIII, No. 18
(January 11, 1§"), 2.
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fell from 86 percent to 76 percent.

However, attitudes to-

ward women had become more liberal. l
Bowen observed that with the calm in education, it
appears to be a good time to initiate needed faculty change
for improved teaching.

Private education seems to be an

especially good place to begin.

Bowen characterized private

higher education as "steadiness without stagnancy."

Further-

more, he stated that enrollments in private higher education
showed a 1 percent increase in 1976, attrition rates remained constant, student/faculty ratios remained constant,
and the net burden of debt declined, indicating that private
universities may be the logical place to initiate change for
efficiency. 2
Margare11 indicated in Table 19 (see Appendix A)
that public colleges and universities enrollment appears to
be at a stand still, while that of private institutions has
continued to show modest growth.
During the past 10 years, public colleges
and universities have gained enrollment at an
average rate of 8.5 percent a year, more than
four times the growth rate of private colleges
and universities. This fall's (1976) enrollment

1M• Trow, "A Conservative Trend on Academic Issues,"
The Chronicle of Higher Education, XIII, No. 18 (January 17,

I§"),

6•

2opinion expressed by Howard Bowen, in an address,
"Values and Dilemma in Higher Education," at Drake University,
Des Moines, Iowa, February 3, 1977.
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survey, however, indicates private oolleges
and universities have gained 1.9 percent in
enrollment, while the publio institutions
showed no gain at all. 1
Still, many private, and inoreasingly public, institutions seek unique ways to attraot prospeotive students to
their campuses, Drake University's "sleeping bags weekends"
is an example. 2
Bowen stated there are large, relatively untapped
sources of students, if education would cultivate a sensitivUpon observation of Table 1,
Bowen's argument becomes clearer. 3
ity to such societal needs.

Table 1
Untapped, Potential College Students

Year

Professional/Managerial
% of Population

% of
Others

1900

10

90

1940

15

85

1975

23

77

IJack Margarell, "Public College Enrollment Growth
Appears to be at a Stand Still," The Chronicle of Higher
Education, XIII, No. 12 (November 22, I§'65, 3.
2Janine Lehrer, "Recruiting Seen as Big Success,"
Times-Delphic (Drake University), November 19, 1976, pp. 1, 6.
30pinion expressed by Howard Bowen, in an address,
"Trends in Educating the Adult Learner," at Drake University,
Des Moines, Iowa, February 4, 1977. (Tape on file in University Faculty Development program.)
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Professional and managerial percentages of the
population have been increasing, however only 12 percent of
these individuals are college educated, therefore a large
potential population exists for sensitive educational institutions to draw from. l This population, which is older than

22 and already employed, is generally not viewed as
potential students.
In order to attract this nontraditional group,
scheduling flexibility and appropriate curricula should be
developed.

As Gruabard stated,

Higher educational institutions cannot wait
for the demand to manifest itself and then respond by offering specific courses (probably in
the evening). They ought, rather, to engage in
systematic studies of what adults in a society
like our own need to know, or would profit from
knowing, and seek to make these things available
to ever larger groups during the day, at night, on
weeken~s, in the summer, and at many convenient
sites.
In addition, Cogan found two important items become
conspicuous upon closer scrutiny of education's historical
last half century.
The first is that almost every reform that attained
national scope embodied some valuable innovative
educational ideas that deserved to be incorporated
into the instruction offered in the schools~ The
second is that most of the innovations were poorly
understood in the schools (the activity school) or
were starved for resources to implement them (the

2Gruabard,

££.

cit., p. 10.
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core ourrioulum), and therefore delayed and
deformed in their implementation (team teaching)
and often perished, sweeping good ideas into
oblivion along with the bad. l
Sergiovanni and Starratt succinotly summarized the
change view which education should cultivate.
A school which emphasizes professional
complexity, job satisfaction, decentralization,
• • • as well as a de-emphasis of formalization,
stratification, and effioiency, is more capable
of nurturing meaningful educational change. 2
Gruabard stated this more elaborately:
The change in the 1970s must come from within:
from college and university administrators,
obviously, but also from faculties, students,
trustees, and alumni who share some kind of
commitment to the possibilities of higher education. When sufficient numbers of these men and
women have begun systematically to call for
change, there is at least the possibility that
state and federal legislators as well as corporate
and private donors will begin to listen with new
interest to what spokesmen for colleges and
universities are saying. The new educational
possibilities are immense; they need to be linked to
the kind of society which the United States currently is but also to the one that it aspires to be.
In the absence of a more subtle sense of the nature
and requirements of the American democracy--in the
absence of a more precise delineation of democracy's
potentials--there can only be the partial and
halting reforms of the moment, and with them the
overwhelming preoccupation with budgets and administration. These last are not trivia: it would be

1M• L. Cogan, Clinical Supervision (Boston:
Mifflin Company, i973), p. 2.

Houghton

2 T • J. Sergiovanni and R. J. Starratt, Emerging
Patterns of Supervision: Human Perspectives (New York:
McGraw-HIlI BoOk Company, 19'1), p. 163.
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foolish to deny their great importance. They
do not, however, give sustenance to a system
that needs desperately to clarify its goals. l
In conclusion, education should consider, therefore, what society needs and is willing to support as
important factors in determining the direction of change.
Next, faculty and administration should become more aware
of the need for the change; decide to make the attempt;
explore the alternatives; collect supportive information for
a program in general agreement with present values and
incrementally meeting societal demands, implement the
program, and finally evaluate its effectiveness.

Summary
• Change is inevitable.
• Logical change must be planned and anticipated.
• An

effective needs assessment, including value as

well as cognitive data, is needed to know when change is
needed.
• Change clients must see a need for change.
• Change should be initiated incrementally to reduce
anxiety and opposition.
• Change must be realistic and understood by the
change clients.
• Knowledgeable, effective change agents can assure

IGruabard,

2E,-

cit., p. 11.
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smooth, effective change.
• Effeotive change models possess all or most of the
above oharacteristics •
• Effective implementation requires these stages:
training, consultation and application of research, with
extensive feedback.
• A number of events are currently pressuring educa-

tion for change:

inflation; increasing institutional defi-

cits; prohibitive tuition increases; steady drop-out rates,
leaving many students unsatisfied; accent on the nontraditional student popu1ation1 college becoming elitist,
inoreasing faculty dissatisfaction: accountability for
action and funding being

demanded~

and decreasing mobility

of faculty members.
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT
Historical Background
Faculty Development has been influenced by many
events in educational history.

Few individuals, according

to Light, realize that prior to the current century, there
were three primary models of the academic man and his institution.

The English, or Oxford model, which was dominant in

the eighteenth century, emphasized the mental disciplines
for the ruling elite.

The primary goal was to develop common

social, moral, and intellectual characteristics of the
ruling classes.

The professor served as a moral and
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intellectual model.

The English model had extensive effect

on the America's elite colleges and universities from the
seventeenth through the nineteenth centuries. l
The second model, recognized by Light, was the
Scottish, or practicality-based, idea.

This system was

based on public, and open, higher education, sitting atop
a broad base of public education.

The professor was valued

for what he knew.

In America this system became reflected
in the Land Grant institutions. 2
The third model, outlined by Light, was the German,
or scientific system.

The greatest difference between this

model and the English and Scottish was its neglect of
teaching, except for training future scientists.

The pro-

fessor was recognized as someone who discovered new
frontiers through research.

This system transformed the

American system into a system of specific disciplines, each
with their own literary societies, journals and distinctive
identities.

The elective system, proposed by Eliot enabled

faculty to pursue their individual research.

This system

grew in importance and pushed the private and denominational
colleges to the eduoational periphery.

It also made eduoa-

tion one dimensional, thus reducing diversity.)

1 0 • Light, Jr., "Thinking About Faculty," Daedalus,
I (Fall, 1974), 260-61.
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Eble observed one of the major problems with higher
education today to be its lack of diversity.

Eble found,

upon observing 70 colleges and universities in 40 states,
that the traditional lecture dominated all areas of instruction.

He also observed that the physical structure of

institutions actually encouraged this method almost solely.
Very little technology was found to be incorporated though
this is the age of the technological advances and communication.

Very little faculty and student or peer interaction

was encouraged.

Very little practical teaching outside the

classroom was Observed.

Eble also stated that mass educa-

tion through the homogeneity of curriculum, credit hours,
assignments, testing, grading certifying was found uninspiring, and a very inappropriate preparation for life. l
The catalogue offering 2000 courses, he observed, may be
misleading in its validity.

"A degree of ad hocness needs

to enter the curriculum. n2
The best improvement in any curriculum may
follow from a firm agreement that no course
last beyond five years. It may not even matter
too much if faculty members subvert the intent
by seeing to it that many changes are in name
only. 3
The actual beginning of a faculty development,

1 K• Be Eble, Professors as Teachers (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1973), pp. 1-20.
2 Ibid., p. 19.
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instructional improvement, or curriculum review, however,
requires that specific steps be followed.

Eble observed

that, among these steps, a certain portion of the institution's operating expenses should be allocated to faculty
development, specifically for development of teachers and
teaching.

A regular, continuing program encompassing all

aspects of faculty development should exist.

Major aca-

demic responsibilities should reside in a single administrative office. l
Eble also observed that the program itself should
include:

needs of the beginning teaoher; grants and leaves

for mid-career and older teachers, possibly on a competitive
basis; departmental grants, designed to add competence to
faculty members; support for non-teaching portions of the
institution, which support teaching: coordination with an
evaluation and assessment system; reward system within departments, designed to improve

teaching~

information con-

carning exchange programs, innovations at other campuses, and
faculty development systems. 2
Theoretical Bases for Faculty Development
Faculty development is based on a good understanding
of the nature of supervision.

Acoording to Sergiovanni,

newer supervisory models are emerging which enhance

lIbid., p. 129.

2 Ibid., p. 130.
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institutional change.
They depend largely upon promoting personal
and professional growth of the entire staff as
a means of effectively managing the schools enterprise • • • Client enriohment is, after all, at
the apex of any hierarchy of school purposes. L
Sergiovanni also asserts that supervision is a process
which enhances the achievement of institutional goals. 2
There are many models which enhance the effectiveness of supervision in educational settings.

Getzels and

Guba's social system formulation consists of two interdependent but interacting dimensions.

The first dimension is

the institution or nomothetic, defined in terms of its
roles, which are subsequently defined in terms of role
expectations necessary to fulfill the goals of the institution.

The second dimension, the ideographic, deals with

the human element of social systems.

The roles are defined

similar to those expected for institutions. 3

The two

dimensions are in constant interaction as can be seen in
Figure 14.

The model seeks to identify conflict situations

which may result between individual and institutions.
Role-personality conflicts resulting from discrepancies

lsergiovanni and Starratt, ~. cit., pp. 9-10.
2 Ibid., p. 10.

la.

W. Getzels and E. G. Guba, "Social Behavior and
the Administrative Process," The School Review, LXV (1957),
423-441.
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Figure 14
General Model Showing the Nomothetic and t~e
Idiographic Dimensions of Social Behavior

lIbid., p. 429.
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between expectations of a certain role and needs of the
individual may be anticipated and alleviated.
The theoretical bases for faculty development programs appear not only in supervision models, but also in
curriculum models.
Taba worked extensively in the area of curriculum
development theory.

She developed a framework for curricu-

lum development consisting of seven steps based on the
expansion of the basic four-step curriculum model (Figure
15).

These seven steps are:

diagnosis of needs; formula-

tion of objectives; selection of content: organization of
content; selection of learning experiences; organization of
learning experiences; and evaluation. l
Notice that before objectives are formulated,
"needs" are examined. These needs include the
needs of society, the needs of the individual
student, and the demands of the disciplines of
knowledge. Sometimes this first step is the most
important since ~t affects all the other steps
quite radically.
Tyler also did extensive work on early curriculum
development, however, he refined the seven statements back
to four basic questions.
More recently, Frymier and Hawn worked extensively
outlining how people who work together can improve the

pp ..

2sergiovanni and Starratt, ~. cite, p. 226.
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Objectives to Be Achioved
Determined by Analysis ~f:

Classified by:

Levels of:

1. Culture and its needs
2. The learner ond !corning
processes, and principles
3. Areas of human knowledge and their unique

1. Types of behavior
2. Content areas
3. Areas of needs
Etc.

1. Over-all aims of
education
2. School-wide objectives
3. Specific instructional objectives

functions

4. Democratic ideals

Selecting Curriculum Experiences
Determ/ned by what
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Nature of knowlrdge
Development
Learning

AfJected by:

Resources of the
school
Role of other educative agencies

Content

Lea~ner

Learning experiences

.
Possible Centers for Organizing Curriculum

-
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~

Continuity of
learning
IntegratIon at
learning

-

..-

Determined by
requirements of:

L-

-

.-Afjecled by
and a/]ecting:

of orgallizntioll:

Subjects
Bro:1d fields
Areas of living
Needs, experiences
Activities of children
Focusing ideas
Etc.

~ The school organization
Methods of using
stGff
Methods of accounting for lC:lfning

-

'-

H H

The Scheme of Scope and Sequence
Determined by:

Requirements of scope
of learning
Requirements of continllity of ic<lrning

Dimensions 0/:

AfJeued by:

Scope and sequence of
content
Scope and sequence of
mental oreratIOns

Centers of organlZIng curriculum

--------------------------------------~

Figure 15

. 1
A Model for Curricu 1 urn Deslgn

1 Taba, Ope cit., p. 438.
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quality of their educational programs.

They stated that

Curriculum improvement requires curriculum
change; change should be predicated upon good
information, good relationships, and a good
rationale; and being a curriculum change agent
requires sinsitivity, intelligence, experience,
and skill.
Frymier and Hawn observed that curriculum improvement is a
"people problem."

To improve the curriculum requires devel-

oping, nurturing, broadening, uplifting, and revitalizing
the lives and minds of those implementing curricular decisions every day.

2

They further believe that every effective

social system requires three phases of operation:

phase one

includes the intellectual activities such as planning,
policy-making, and hypothesizing; phase two is the doing
phase: and phase three is the evaluating or reflecting phase.
Critical in this process is corrective feedback, and the
concept that evaluation should be accomplished by a separate group.

3

From these curricular experts, it becomes apparent
that curricular and faculty development are intertwined and
actually enhance one another.

In addition, certain faculty

and curricular development commonalities emerge to produce
effective programs.

lFrymier and Hawn, 2E.- cit., p. 5 ..
2

Ibid., p. 6.

3 Ibid., pp. 9-12.
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Characteristics of Effective Programs
All faculty development programs have certain effective commonalities.

Gaff observed that these similarities

and differences centered about three areas of developmental
emphasis.

The following characteristics emerged from his

statement on what is needed in successful programs.
Colleges and universities should take
special steps to see that the teaching faculty
knows about current educational criticisms,
research findings, change proposals, and
innovative programs • • •
• • • there should be periodic reviews of the
instructional program and proposals for its
improvement • • • Periodic review can revitalize
an established program while providing a basis
for the development of new ones.
• • • there should be institutional policies
and procedures favorable to the creation of
alternative teaching and learning environments
which transcend the limitations of such traditional concepts as a self-contained campus, a
curriculum isolated from the rest of student
life, a fragmented disciplinary approach to
teaChing! standardized courses, and a single
program.
Gaff says the ideas of professional and faculty
development, such as sabbatical leaves, travel for conferences, and research support, are not new.

However, the

increased opportunity related to specific development of
professional and teaohing rules is new.

Centers devoted to

these specific ends are beginning to appear on the college,

lJ. G. Gaff and R. C. Wilson, "The Teaching Environment," American Association of Universit Professors Bulletin,
LVII (December,
1
0-93.
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university, regional, and national level. l
Programs differ considerably in focus. Depending on what aspects of the teaching-learning
process they emphasize • • • Faculty-development
programs • • • focus on faculty members rather
than on the courses they teach or their organizational environments1 • • • In contrast, instructionaldevelopment programs • • • focus on the design of
effective conditions of learning, particularly as
provided by courses, emanating from their roots in
the fields of curriculum and instruction, learning
theory, educational media and technology, and
system theory. And organizational-development
programs • • • focus on the environment within Which
students, faculty, and administrators work; • • •
The most successful programs include elements 0f all
three approaches in a comprehensive endeavor. 2
There is a well defined movement toward institutional
improvement, especially as it relates to better teaching.
The creation of a number of institutional research offices
attests to the degree of importance attached to the movement.

A high degree of consciousness has developed about

the need to provide faculty renewal opportunities and more
effective teaching to a greater diversity of studentse

How-

ever, actual experience with in-service programs at the
university level has been very limited.
stemmed from outside funding sources.

Most programs have
The decision then

becomes, whether the programs are sufficiently defined and
meritorious of continuation after outside resources have

IJ. G. Gaff, Toward Faculty Renewal (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1975), pp. 177-78.
2 Ibid., p. 114.
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been expended.
If successful, the new ideas concerning
instructional improvement will bring fundamental
and lasting change to academic life. They can
lead to an increase in the importance of teaching
among faculty, the revision of institutional
polioies and practices to provide greater support for
teaching effectiveness, a redefinition of professional activity to include regular and repeated
participation in in-service education, and the reallocation of resources to finance instructionalimprovement efforts • • • But, if the current
efforts fail to improve teaching or learning, the
current flurry of interests in them will be nothing
more than a passing fad, and academic life will
return to the way it was before the notion arose
that faculty, instruction, and organizaiions can
and should be systematically developed.
These ideas can be shown graphically in Table 20
(see Appendix A).
The real test of such programs will be their long
term effect.

Most proposed programs are also working within

the contraints of the traditional institutional framework.
The possibilities of signifioant long term changes within
this constriction cannot be expected to be great.

The need

for a change in the philosophy of the institutional program
development must be consistent with an explicit and coherent
philosophy of education, if any progress is to be made. 2
Another factor to be considered is the removal of
barriers to encounters between faculty and students.

The

curriculum, as part of the institutional and faculty development program, should create conditions for close, frequent,

1 Ibid., p. 117.

2 ~., p. 182.
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continuous interaction between faculty and students, in and
out of formal classes.
Faculty influence appears more pronounced at
institutions where association between faculty
and students is normal and frequent, and students
find teachers receptive to ynhurried and relaxed
conversations out of class.
This situation, generally observed in small residential four year colleges, become especially critical when
one recognizes many such institutions are in financial
jeopardy today.
Gaff observed that what has actually been occurring
has been a fragmentation of the curriculum, a separation of
curriculum from the remainder of the student's lifel separation of facts from values: separation of faculty from
students, and divorcement of the institution from society.2
Integrative programs are very much needed, and their
success may depend on their originating from faculty to be
accepted and to meet student needs.
These new programs and their activities will
be judged primarily in terms of the impact that
they have on the lives of students$ • e * This
means that instructional-improvement programs
ought to help the faculty develop the attitudes,
competencie~, and techniques to realize e _ •
objectives:

Ipo Jacob, Changing Values in College (New York:
Harper and Row, 1951), p. 8.

2Gaff,

~.

cit., p. 184.

lIbid., pp. 184-85.
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Among these objectives were:

the ability to interest,

motivate and stimulate students to learn certain subject
matter due to its value to them 1 the ability to teach
students higher mental skills as opposed to mastery of
facts; the ability to aid students to explore and develop
values related to factual information; the ability to
carry teaching beyond given disciplines, and the classroomJ
the ability to become effective counselorsJ the ability to
implement a holistic curriculum, as opposed to fragmented
disciplines; the ability to maintain informality among
students, while supporting formal curricular and student
development. l
Bergquist and Phillips observed that almost all
faculty development programs center about three basic
propositions.
teaching is an important aspect of the
college faculty member's professional role and
hence should be highly valued, • • • teaching
is frequently not a serious concern in the
training of college faculty, and • • • teaching
is ofteq neglected in issues of promotion and
tenure.
It is generally agreed that the development of professors' teaching skills is a desirable goal, but just how

lIbid., p. 185.
2w. H. Bergquist and S. R. Phillips, A Handbook for
Faoulty Development (Montpelier, Vermont: CapItal CIty
Press, !9'!j~, p. ~.
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to develop these qualities has never been clearly delineated.

Astin and others have stated the view that

Some critics appear to believe that teaching
would improve if only professors drawn astray by
the sirens of researoh, or lulled by the boredom
of pedagogical routine, had their classroom performances sharply evaluated. Other critios seem
to hope that a new ourriculum, style of teaching,
form of governanoe, or more relevant purpose
would generate the necessary qualities, as if a
new system requiring sensitivity and endurance
would necessarily also elicit them. l
Astin and others observed that many forces have oombined to produce this climate of concern:

the need for

experimentation within the institution to reform the outside: the demand for accountability for services required by
students and society; and deolining aoademic intra and
interuniversity mObility.2
Astin and others also noted that in today's time of
eoonomio stress and student quiescence, faculty development
programs appear to be the best and most timely means to
improving education.

It is at least a plan to begin to

break down the isolation between professors so they can
address some of the demands placed upon theme 3
There is still a certain enchantment with higher

lAo W. Astin and others, Faculty Development: In a
Time of Retrenchment (New Rochelle, N.Y.: The Group lor
Human Development in Higher Education and Change Magazine,
1974), p. 14.
3

~.,

p. 17.
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education in American society even though it has recently
been shaken.

There is a growing suspicion within society

that education, in a time of economic stress, no longer
ultimately leads to a good job and that professors enjoy a
greater amount of free time than those paying their salaries.
For these reasons, among others, students and society are
seeking to hold professors accountable for doing a good job.
These are all good reasons, Astin and others asserted, for
implementing an effective faculty development program. l

The

main reason, however, should be to effect the quality of
teaching and morale of professors and students, which in turn
calls for a variety of initiatives within several stages. 2
Astin and others enunciated some of these reform
initiatives.

Among them were:

rewards for individual

initiative through easement of their normal burdens for
assisting novice professors; sabbatical leave to update professional skills, financial rewards and promotion:
accountability, by assisting professors in defining goals,
aiding in personal, confidential assessment, and teaching
how to teach; assisted self-study through faculty requested
outside consultants; and consultant interviews with students
relating needs and goals back to facultYe

1

Ibi~.,

pp. 18-20.

3 Ibid., pp. 20-24e

3

Furthermore,
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programs on teaching including the following were incorporated.
regular, detailed observations of and discussions about teaching by colleagues, visitors,
specialists, and students:
a widespread, disciplined sharing of knowledge
about learning as an activity, based on the
experience of faculty and students, the expertise
of researchers, and written autobiographical accounts
of learning;
the systematic training of graduate students,
as part of their normal program, in skills useful
to a future professor;
the establishment of a campus teaching
institute to coordinate and assist all of these
activities;
the creation of a new contract between professors and their students that would provide various
ways to certify student mastery other than requiring a teacher to grade his or her own students
and would urge more elaborate faculty assessments
of student work for the sole use of each student. l
Astin and others made some key recommendations for
new faculty development programs.

First, regular campus

programs on teaching should be organized within universities
and colleges, coordinated by an institute.

It should be

supported out of the general budget, sustained by faculty
themselves and using 10 percent of their time for creating
and maintaining a pedagogical campus culture primarily

through direct observation and discussion of teaching
techniques.

Second, supervision of a teaching practicum for

graduate students in the course of Ph.D. work for college
teaching.

Third, evaluation of teaching methods of graduate

1 Ibid., pp. 24-25.
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students equivalent to scholarship assessment, ultimately
resulting in a statement of mastery from said institution.
Fourth, a system of confidential assessment and official
certification by third parties outside the discipline
should be developed.

Fifth, faculty should have access to

small grants for special teaching projects.

Sixth, parallel

with department structure could be colleague departments
encouraging teaching as well as research.

Seventh, develop-

ment of a system for assisting in mid career changes.!
Fred Gaige, Director, Center for Professional Development
at Kansas City, felt such mid career crises were the origin
of most faculty dissatisfaction problems. 2 Beginning with
those in mid career crises, with no mobility for new
intellectual challenges, dissatisfaction spreads to other
faculty.
Once the institution accepts the need for alternaeives, its next problem is supporting it.

with today's

emphasis on faculty development, more grants are becoming
available.

However, faculty time is more at a premium.

The program should fit into existing faculty time schedules,
or have the power to change them.

In the past, most

lIbid., pp. 82-83.
2opinion expressed by Fe Gaige, in an address,
"Stages in Career Development of Faculty Members," at Kansas
City Regional Conference on Higher Education, Kansas City,
Missouri, January 22, 1977.
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resistance to c:nanqe has been due to lack. of knowled9'e
about how to improve.

This knowled,e can become an eSfutn-

tial part of faoulty development.
Bowen felt faculty development snGuld. 089'in with a
small, well-prepared program directed at those wishing to
participate.

A deliberate effort should be made to incor-

porate highly respected individuals within the institution.
It should gradually spread to include everyone within the
institution. 1
The next decade will not be easy for
professors. Economic and sooial pressures
will require a new level of resourcefulness.
Faculty will seek to protect their economic
interests in a variety of ways, including
group action1 but ultimately their well-being
depends on support for higher education by
taxpayers, potential students, and donors.
Whatever self-defensive measures are required,
faculty should place their main hope in programs for professional development. To the
extent that faculty d.evelopment thrives,
oolleges and universities will have more to
offer the publio and professors will at the
same time find greater satisfaction in their
work. 2
Part of the answer to finding a viable program,
whioh oan fulfill the maximum number of these local goals,
was found to lie in cooperative endeavors between faculty,

lopinion expressed by Boward Bowen, in an address,
"Eoonomic Projeotions and Enrollment in Private Higher
Education," at Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa, February 3,
1977 (tape on file in University Faoulty Development Program).
2Astin and others, 22- ~., p. 86.
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instit.utiomJ, regional aqe.lloies, and national aqenoies for
inst.it.ut.ional and faoulty development.

The st.udy of what

other inst.itutions are suocessfully producing, was an
essential step to suoh att.ainment.

Visitation and observa-

tion of other programs, newsletter exohanqe, literat.ure st.udy
and regional conference at.tendance also aid in clarification
of program goals.
Astin st.ated that more att.ent.ion should also be
placed on charact.eristics of entering freshman.

In studies

he had conduct.ed (Environment.al Assessment Technique, EAT),
the characteristics of freshman were highly related to
institutional characteristics.

He felt it important to know

whether student characteristics reflected in their needs
were consistent with those of the institution. 1

This

attention could have extensive effect on the retention rate
and the word students spread to prospective students about
the institution.

Programs such as the Drake University

"Recruitment Telethon", 2 Lehrer stated, were attempted to
meet enrollment needs.

Student volunteers manned phones,

each contacted ten prospective high school seniors and
answered questions about the instit.ution and education in

lA. W. Astin, "Some Characteristics of Student
Bodies Entering Higher Educational Institutions," Journal of
Educational Psychology, LV, No.5 (October, 1964), 267-75.
2Lehrer,

Ope

cit., p. 1.
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general.

They also informed the prospective student of

such upcoming programs as sleeping bag weekends. l

Lehrer

observed that the purpose of these programs was to get the
prospective student on campus to observe facilities and
talk to students presently enrolled.

Hadley, Director of

Admissions at Drake University, said "the students sell the
institution .. tJ2

They may also severely hurt such recruit-

ment programs if their needs don't match those expounded by
the institution.
Gruabard observed that
• • • higher education took its place in a long
line of other "causes"""-urban blight, environmental decay, raoism, poverty, and crime in the
streets--that managed to command public attention for a season, but that seemed incapable of
retaining the public's interest • • • • Some will
say that it is simply times that are out of joint,
that this is not the moment for bold educational
ventures: public ~nd private) monies for innovation and growth are no longer available1 professional and legislative resistance to major
innovation is substantial; student interest in
reform has declined; public apathy concerning
education in general and higher educatisn in
partioular has reached new proporeions.
This attitude has created an atmosphere in almost
every institution to look out for its own survival, when
the reverse is needed more than ever before.

Cooperation,

not competition among higher education's components is

2 Ibid •

3Gruabard, 22-

£!!.,

p. 20.
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needed, supplantin9 the idea of administrators funotionin9
solely as efficient fiscal crisis managers.

Simultaneously,

educational institutions have initiated oonstruotive introspeotion.

The ohallenge is to manage this without impreca-

tion of those who govern in high plaoes whether in the
oollege, university, state, or nation. l
The ohallenge to education in America has become one
of preserving and/or developing quality, through diversity.
Too many institutions have lost sight of their real opportunities, objectives, and values by trying to emulate a few
peroeived prestigous models.

New olienteles currently
being ignored need servioing. 2
Light observed that it appears that the faculty, as
a cluster of professions, is the greatest shaper of higher
education.

Misplaced priorities of emphasis upon creation

and publication of new knowledge versus effective teaching
of such knowledge has far-reaohing implioations in eduoation.
In the professions, such as law and medicine, only a small
faction of their membership is concerned with such research.
They recognize their role as primarily service professions. 3
Light noted that today there is an increasing demand

lIbia., pp. 3-4.
3Light, 22- cit., pp. 258-63.
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that teaching count for more.

Yet to make teaching a more

honored and rewarded profession., more knowledge about
teaohing faoult.y and their careers 1s needed.

The career

ladder need not end at professorship attainment...

Int.er-

disciplinary programs which are st.imulating to both faculty
and students, in a nonthreatening manner, are needed. l
Light observed that
if institutional funds are arranged in the
right way, and if such ventures in education are
rewarded locally, professors would have nothing
to lose and everything to gain by entering a new
venture. In short, if administrations put real
clout behind excellent.and imaginat.ive t.eaching,
and keep rewarding their facult.y for doing so throughout their ent.ire oareer, they will get what they
bargain for. It is worth a try.2
Colleges are beginning to wrestle with these institutional and faculty dilemmas.

Lavaroni and Savant reported

that replacing tenure with periodic review and extended
appointment by faoulty, students and administrators met
with great sucoess at Dominican College in San Rafael,
California.

The system has the freedoms for which tenure

was established without its abuses.

The program grew out of

suggestions and alternatives proposed by the entire academic community.3

l~ .. , p. 262.

2Ibid., p. 263.

le. W. Lavaroni and J. J. Savant, "Replacing Tenure
with Periodic Review,u Phi Delta Kapea.n, LVIII, No.6
(February, 1977), 499.
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This new system replaces the virtually
absolute and automatic meohanism of traditional
tenure with scheduled reviews preceding appointments, reapPointments, or promotions, to be
effective for varying periods of time depending
upon the rank in question and the nature of the
review. Aooording to this policy, assistant
professors may receive appointments ranging from
one to three years; associate professors, one to
five years; and full professors, one to six years.
No one receives an appointment for life or until
the aqe of retirement. The normal profeSSional
requirements for promotion remain in effect.
However, the system of extended appointment entails review and recommendation by the committee
for Professional Review--a body initiated by the
new policy.
The CPR, which functions through the College
Counoil, sets up a yearly review calendar; it
examines evidence ranging from student, peer, and
self-evaluations to the instructor's record of
special services and accomplishments, it makes
appropriate recommendations regarding reappoint- 1
mant, promotion, and the duration of appointments.
To be more responsive to a wider range of needs and
expeotations, Jacobs observed that educational programs
must become more flexible and develop certain common
parameters. 2
Definitions. A program is defined as a set
of planned interrelated activities designed to
achieve a specified goal(8) and which requires
time and other resources for implementation.
Program Development is defined as the process of
assessing needs and developing goals; delineating
and selecting alternative means to goal attainment: implementing and monitoring the best solution strateqy; and comparing intended with actual

2J • Jacobs, "A Model for Program Development and
Evaluat.ion," Theory Into Practice, XIII, No.1 (February,
1974), 15.
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qoal achievement. Evaluation is defined as the
process of delineating, obtaining and providing
relevant information to decision makers to
.
service the decision needs inherent in program
development. Evaluation is the servant of
development. • •
Finally, something should be said for the
relation between program development and curriculum development. Curriculum development is seen
as a subset of activities in program development
when the program deals directly with student
performanoe espeoially in academic subject areas. l
Thomas Jefferson said that a democratic society
could not survive without an eduoated populaoe. 2 Amerioans
need to reflect on what their system offers in not being
totally in the oontrol of the federal government.

Ikenberry

observed that several of the private institutions remain
among the oountry's most oonspicuous centers of scholarship
and education while providing alternatives and weathervanes
to sooietal needs and encouraging individual personal choice.
For these reasons Ikenberry asserted they should not become
dependent on public support.)
Pace found in his study the "Demise of Diversity"
that the small liberal arts colleges,
In measures of faculty and peer involvement,
academic satisfaotion, sttmulating academic
experiences, and meaningful campus life, the
alumni and students of these colleges rate their
experience one or two standard deviations above

l~.t pp. 16-17.

2Ikenberry, ~. ~., p. 126.
3 Ibid ., ppe 13-113.
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the alumni and. students of oomparable universities. These institutions do what
eduoators dream 8 001 lege should do. They make
profound differenoes in tbe people who pass
through them, not only 1n terms of the oollege
experience but in terms of lasting breadth. On
measures of broadened literary acquaintance
awareness of different philosophies and oul~ures,
appreoiation of art, music, and drama, friendships and sooial development, and the ability to
write and speak effectively, the liberal arts
colleges oome out ahead. In particular, select
oolleges do notioeably better than seleot universities. Yet tbese institutions are closing
at a rapid rate. l
Notable Exam2les
After extensive study of many faculty development
programs throughout the United States through newsletter
mailing lists, attendance at various programs, and review
of compilations such as Erickson and Erickson'S unpublished
Faculty Development Conferenoe paper 2 outlining 62 programs:
Hodgkinson's and others Manual for Evaluation of Innovative
Programs and Practices in Higher Education, 3 and Crow's and

lR. Pace, "The Demise of Diversity?", Daedalus, I
(Fall, 1974), 261.
2G• R.. Erickson and B. L. Erickson, "Report to the
Attendance of the Faoulty Development Conference" (Warrington,
Virginia: Arlie House, October 17-19, 1976). (Xeroxed.)
Hereafter referred to as Faculty Development Conference of
the Professional and Organizational Development (POD) Network in Higher Education, Kansas State University, Manhattan,
Kansas.
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others FacultX. Devel0J2!l!E!llt Centers in Southern universities,l
certain common pressures for faculty development became
apparent.

Among the most conspicuous pressures were:

• Leveling or declining student enrollment
• Decreased mobility of faculty and administrators
• High percentage of tenured faculty members
who were mostly in their forties
• A buyer's market for students with regard
to educational opportunities
• Economic crunch for universities and for
students
• The need to better prepare graduate students
for jobs in higher education
• The proclivity of students to tell it like
it is, not to be awed by a teachers authority, and
to bring legal action if they don't qet what they
pay for
• Increased demand for accountability by
parents, • • • and the public in general
2
• An articulate (and often negative) press.
Jacobs summarized the four essential stages in any
complete program development, which best address these
pressures.

First is goal setting, premised upon the felt

need for change, or problem situation.

This process re-

quires an extensive needs assessment, then deduction of
priority goals.

Jacobs felt that needs must meet two

criteria--Are they within the institutions jurisdiction?
Are they authentic?

Is there a discrepancy between what is

and what should be?

The most difficult task becomes

1 M• L. Crow and others, Faculty Develoement Centers
in Southern Universities (Atlanta: Southern Reglona!
Education Board, !§76).
2 Ibid .. , p. 3.
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establishing priorities among qoals.

Caution should be

observed in not defining more goals than oan be realistically attained within the program.

Constant re-

evaluation of goals must occur throughout the entire time
span. 1
Second is program planning in whioh identification
of alternative solutions to goal planning are undertaken,
followed by a reduction of stated goals into smaller performance units.

The role of representative

~ ~

and

advisory committees are especially valuable at this staqe. 2
Without established criteria, rational
program selection and planning cannot occur.
Examples of criteria for program selection are:
correspondence of program objectives with those
established in the goal setting stage1 projected
cost and effectiveness, time requirements,
feasibility, etc. Existent programs designed to
meet specified objectives should be studied first
to save resources and "reinventing the wheel."
It should be borne in mind that the development
of new programs is time consuming and costly.
Most goals dealing with conventional academic
skills development probably should be pursued by
selecting already packaqed programs on the commercial market. If none meet the specified
criteria, ~ new program will have to be
developed.
Third is implementation.

It is vital, Jacobs con-

tinued, that one person should be designated as responsible
for the program plan.

Constant modifications are required,

IJacobs, ~. cit., pp. 11-18.
2 Ibid., p. 18.
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and the ooordinator should be able to see the program in
its entirety, to foresee problems, and alleviate some of
them. l
The implementation stage may be viewed as
consisting of two parts. First is the management and operation of the plan. Second is
interim assessment of progress toward goals and
objeotives. 2
Jacobs also noted that a carefully kept log of
activities is essential for future reference.

Further it

may also aid in preventing repetition of mistakes.

In

addition logs may aid transposition to other situations. 3
Fourth is what Jacobs referred to as the summative
education stage. 4 This is the evaluation stage of the implemented program.
This determination, called summative evaluation, leads perhaps to the most crucial decision:
whether to recycle the program in its implemented
form or modify the program in some way to correct deficiencies, or reject the program because
it faileg to do the job it was intended to
achieve.
In order for this four stage model to succeed, in
real and practical application, four concepts need to be
understood.

lIbid.
3 Ibidel p. 19.

5 Ibid •
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First, the model requires some recycling loops
to prior stages in the program development
process. Second, the model does not require
each stage to follow in logical suocession
from goal setting, to planning, to implementation,
to summative evaluation. Third, the model could
"start" at anyone of the four stages, although
some backing up may be necessary_ Fourth, the
model does not necessarily require one stage to
occur at a time; two or more can be in process
concurrently.l
Tyler was in general agreement with these four
stages, but included satisfaction of the first three stages
of Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs as essential to any development. 2
Bergquist and Phillips expanded such programs to
include eleven different strategies for faculty development.
The eleven strategies are:

training, consultation, per-

sonal and organization development, methods-promotion,
instructional materials, equipment, discussion, evaluation,
rewards system, career transitions, and comprehensive
institutional development. l
In addition, success in these prinoipal designs was
found to hinge on several requirements.

According to Jacobs,

top administrative support needs to be an integral part;

1 Ibid., p. 20.

2J • M. Gottman and R. E. Clasen, Evalua;ion in
Education: A Practitioner's Guide (Itasca, Il11noIs:
F. E. Peacock puEIIshers, Inc., 1974), p. 4.
3sergquist and Phillips,

Ope

cit., pp. 260-66.
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and advisory committees need in-service training to

be effective; the coordinator needs adequate authority;
mutual trust needs to be nurtured; adequate time needs to
be allowed for change to occur; manuals of the overall
program should be dispensed to help all involved to understand proposed changes, adequate, relevant data needs to be
assembled in a non-threatening manner, and costs need to be
worked out in advance. l
Scully noted that many institutions of higher education are beginning to reconsider a curriculum core as a
common starting point for students and a means of raising
funds to explore change and faculty development. 2
Stanford University recommended that a
university-wide western culture requirement be
reinstated • • • Marist College has announced plans
to abandon an unstructured curriculum • • •
Middlebury now requires all studentsto take basic
courses in the humanities! the social sciences,
and the natural sciences.~
Harvard has listed six characteristics of the
educated man or woman, and is in the process of curricular
change to implement them.

IJacObs, 2£- cit., p. 21.
2 M• G. Scully, "Many Colleges Re-app:aising Thei:
Undergraduate Curricula," The Chronicle of HLgher Educat10n,
XIII, No. 21 (February 7(1977),1.

3 Ibid., pp. 1,

lO~
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The.ability to think and write clearly.
,An 1nformed acquaintance with the mathemat1cal and experimental methods of the physical
and biological sciences.
An awareness of other cultures and other
times.
Some understanding of, and experience in
thinking about, moral and ethical problems.
Good manners and high aethetic and moral
standards.
Depth in some field of knowledge. l
Bowen said the Rummel Plan, which consisted of a
series of eight courses required by all students throughout
the college years, two each year for four years, produced
common understanding for discussion within classes and the
institution.

Bowen also observed, in a broad based curri-

culum utilizing the Rummel Plan, that the costs of educating
one student in a four credit course could be reduced from
tOday's average of $240 to $202.

In a limited based curri-

culum, he could bring the cost of educating the same student
down to $112.

He defined broad based curricula as offering

570 classes1 the moderate based curricula as offering 476

classes, and the limited based curricula as offering 320
classes.

Bowen also found that a combination program in-

corporating 35 percent conventional programs, 25 percent
Rummel program, 15 percent independent study, 10 percent
mechanical methods, and 15 percent tutorial methods, could
reduce the cost of educating the same student in a moderate
based curriculum in the same four credit course from $240

1 Ibid., p_ 10.
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to $212, and in the reduoed ourriou1um to $164. 1
As Soully observed, the laissez fairs attitude may
apply in economics but has no place in eduoation. 2 Faculty
Development Programs are attempting to fit the program to
the institution.
Centra sent letters to every college and university
in the United States and inquired into the existence of a
faculty development and instructional program.

Of the 2,600

accredited degree-granting institutions (2 year, 4 year
colleges and universities) 1,783 responded.
(1044) said they had a program.

Sixty percent

Another three to four per-

cent said they were planning programs.

Seven hundred fifty-

six (70 percent) of this group responded to a four-page
questionnaire concerning their program.

Estimates of effec-

tiveness of institutional wide policies or practices in
development were conducted.

Centra found that generally

summer grants to provide, at least half salary, temporary
teaching load reductions to work on new courses, or research,
travel grants to refresh or update knowledge in a particular
field, visiting scholars program, and travel funds to attend
professional conferences were ranked as most effective

lopinion expressed by Howard Bowen, in an address,
"Economic and Options," at Drake University, Des Moines,
Iowa, February 4, 1977 (tape on file in University
Faculty Development Program).
2scully, ~. cit., p. 10.
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(see Table 21, Appendix A).l

An analysis or assessment of practices indicated
that student ratings of instruction to help faculty improve,
formal and informal assessment by colleagues for teaching
or course improvement, administrative teaching and course
evaluation, and self assessment were the most frequently
used techniques (see Table 22, Appendix A).2
The author felt that there were four unique programs
which, in combination aided in the synthesis of his model,
while simultaneously satisfying all the requirements discussed thus far in this chapter.
The Faculty Development Program at the University of
Wisconsin (Oshkosh) provides budget support <travel, consultants, student assistants, supplies) for well defined
professional development projects in a wide range of areas.
The program also provides Compensation for Additional Service (CAS) for projects done during calendar periods but
outside the faculty member's load assignment.

The program

is administered by the Faculty Development Board (ten faculty,
Grant Officer, Dean of the Graduate School, and a designee
from Vice-Chancellor's Office).

The program also contained

a Research Board and a Curriculum Board, each with five

IJ. A. Centra, "Survey of Faculty Development
Practices," Faculty Development and Evaluation in Higher
Education, II, No. 3 tFal1, 1976), 2-6.
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faculty and three administrators.
The program consisted of four major components:
Research Component which provides support for
faculty research projects in all disciplinary areas including unique faculty interests.

Program proposals are

evaluated according to criteria established by the Research
Board.

Proposals are evaluated twice each year (September

and February).
Curriculum Development Component which supports
faculty to engage in substantial curriculum development
efforts which oannot be completed within one academic year.
In-service Component which supports faculty involvement in a wide variety of off- and on-campus professional
development activities through CAS.
Academic Institutes Component which provides support
for temporary academic units focusing on interdiscipl i.nary
problems and issues. 1
1.

2.

The primary objectives of the Program are to:
Provide continuing opportunities for faculty
to renew their intellectual vitality and
further their professional growth;
Improve the quality and diversity of the
University's academic programs and make them
more accessible to learners in its service
region;

lOffice of the Assistant Vice Chancellor for
Academic Systems, "Faculty Development Program,1t (Oshkosh:
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, August, 1976) t fact sheet.
(Mimeographed.)
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3.

4.

Improve decision-making and organizational
functioning within the University communitY1
Better utilize the institution's internal
resources in efforts to improve instruction
and assist ficulty in their professional
development.
The Oshkosh Calendar Plan is unique in that it com-

bines the features of two traditional plans, the four-onefour semester plan and the Colorado College Modular approach.
Two main semesters are offered, each having
three modules of seven, seven, and three weeks.
A summer semester of eight weeks includes two fourweek modules. Courses may be offered intensively
over a three-week module, less intensively over
seven weeks, and in the traditional pattern over
14 weeks. • • • Included in the program is a system
of continuous registration which permits students
to enroll in and complete courses at various times
throughout the year.
The new calendar reorganizes the faculty load
dimension of the academic year to provide greater
opportunities for course development university
governance responsibilities, research, and other
professional activities. Faculty responsibility remain the same, an annual teaching load of 24 undergraduate credits (or its equivalent) and campus-based
responsibilities, other than teaching, extending over
34 weeks. 2
This calendar plan for a 17 week semester is shown
graphically in Figure 16. 3
The Division of Instructional Development, which
began at Utah State University in 1969 is committed to the

1 Ibid., p. I -1 •

2R• Birnbaum, "Using the Calendar for Faculty Development," reprint from Educational Record, LVI, No.4 (1976),
227.
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improvement of the instruotional process in various departments across the oampus.

It is a modestly funded (Fund for

the Improvement of Post-Secondary Eduoation--FIPSE Grant)
and staffed program concerned almost solely with its own
institutional problems.

The model for instruotional devel-

opment has evolved into four basic steps!
(1) Developing faculty awareness, through
newsletters, seminars, and other similar activities involving the faculty at large, (2)
capitalizing upon faculty initiative, primarily
through small scale funding under a program of
mini grants, (3) conducting fairly substantial
faculty su~ort activities, where participating
faculty me ers are released full time for one
quarter to work intensively on a project of
their own choosing, and (4) working with an
entire department to revise particularly
Important !teps In the ourriculum for its
graduates.
The four part instruotional development program can
be seen graphically as a oumulative process in Figure 17.2
It was observed by Eastmond that faculty who had
been in the system for five to nine years showed the highest
program awareness.

Generally, strong, positive feelings

were expressed by the faculty toward the program intent.

3

According to Phillips, the University of Puget
Sound sought to develop a comprehensive faculty development

lJ. N. Eastmond, Jr., "Instructional Development
Under the Microscope Perceptions of Faculty Members," (Logan:
Utah State University, June, 1975), p. 1. (Mimeographed.)
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program through a Lilly Foundation Grant.
components to the program are:

The three major

Departmental Consultation

concerning curriculum revision, teaching methodology, and
departmental organization.

Second is a series

volunta~

workshops and seminars dealing with specific issues of
teaching and learning.

The lengths of these workshops vary
from two hours to one week. l Workshop retreamseek to
provide faculty time and seclusion for
in-depth reflection of their roles as teachers,
to examine their current practices, to consider
various approaches to instruction, and to explore
the relationship that exists between their
teaching and other aspects of their lives. 2
•

8

•

In addition, Phillips noted that the incorporation
of nationally prominent faculty development authorities give
strength and direction to the program.

Third is a program

of faculty exchange, in which pre-service preparation and
post-service evaluation are incorporated.

Seminars on

teaching compose a large portion of such exchanges.
The Institutional Goals Inventory (IGI) was used to
assess goals.

All faculty, top and middle administrators,
3
and a representative student population were sampled.
It

was felt that the

lS. R. Phillips, Faculty Development Newsletter
(University of Fuget Sound), October 15, 1975, p. 4.
3 Ibid., p.ll.

-----------
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• • • instrument would allow the university to
assess the present state of affairs in some
detail, judged the progress it has made in
reaching its stated goals and objectives, and
provide guidelines for future planning and
implementation of its program of faculty
development. l
Phillips felt it would be unrealistic to expect all
faculty members to participate in all aspects of the program,
however, if faculty could become involved in some phase
others will become more attractive.

The more involved

faculty become, the more clearly they can define their own
needs.

Involvement of this level makes faculty development

at the University of Puget Sound more broad based and
effective in the classroom. 2
The University of Florida Office of Instructional
Resources (OIR) is unique in that it is part of one of the
largest educational institutions in the united States, comprising sixteen colleges and two schools with a total
enrollment of 28,000. 3
The primary objectives of the OIR is to improve
instruction through innovative programs implementation,
experimental program encouragement, and continued support
of effective existing programs.

The OIR seeks to attain

four major functions.

2 Ibid., p. 12.

3Jeannie webb, "Office of Instructional Resources,"
(Gainesville: University of Florida, 1976), p. 20.
(Mimeographed~)
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• To provide programs to faculty for the
analysis and improvement of the teaohinglearning prooess.
• To provide to faculty oonsulting servioes
and technioal assistance in the design and use
of instruotional programs and materials.
• To provide testing and program evaluation
servioes to faculty and staff •
• To perform instruotional researoh. l
The OIR is based on two assumptions:

first, it is

primarily a faoulty servioe organization1 second, personal
improvement results from personal innovation and experimentation. 2
Some of the activities in the instructional development and improvement program of the University of Florida
are mini-sabbatical programs; instruotional laboratory:
instructional program for faoulty including the teaoher
assistance program and the modularized oourses for faoulty
development: and learning laboratory and personalized
learning oenter. 3
The Office of Instruotional Resouroes is
funded by allocations from the general eduoation
budget of the university • • • •
The only formal evaluation prooedures for
the Office of Instruotional Resouroes have been
assessment of projects supported through the minisabbatical program and the oompilation of attendance figures for the Office's faculty development
programse A large evaluation project is now
underway in the Personalized Learning Center. No
overall assessment of the effectiveness of the
office has been Tade, but this is seen as a much
needed activity.

2 Ibid., p. 21.
J 1bid ., pp. 23-24.

4 Ibid., p. 24.
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Summary
Faculty and curricular development have been influenced by many forces.

Definite oharacteristics and alter-

natives have emerged from the effective development
programs.

Among the prominent features of faculty and

curricular development programs are the following.
• Three basic models shaped the future of American
higher education:

The English or Oxford elitist1 the

Scottish or practical system, and the German or scientific
model.
• Faculty development programs reflect the influence
of prominent developers, such as Taba, Getzels and Guba,
Frymier, and Tyler.
• Lecture methods dominate today's teaching methods
in higher education.
• Faculty development needs to aid professors in:
diversifying methodologies; personal and professional
development; obtaining student feedback to improve teaching
effectiveness; conducting periodic review of instruction
program and proposals for improvement: creating an environment oonducive to creation of alternatives; and providing
financial and moral support for constructive experimentation.
• Teaching improvement needs to become the ultimate
purpose for all faculty development programs.
• Rewards should be an integral part of the program.
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• Adequate finanoial resources must be available.
• The replacement of tenure with annual professional review has proven effeotive in reducing stagnation
tendenoies upon tenure attainment.
• Effective faoulty development programs possess
the following charaoteristics!

effective goal setting

techniques; alternatives for utilizing ad hoc groups: a
single coordinator responsible for exeoution of program
goals 1 expeditious program implementation, effective summative evaluative system; program flexibility; an active
advisory committee; good communications system; incorporation of feedback; and visible administrative support is
apparent.
• Curricula core may provide financial opportunities
for experimentation.
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM EVALUATIONS
Historical Background
Program and curriculum evaluation in education is
not new.

Tyler was one of the earliest explorers of evalua-

tion of instruction based on educational objectives and
their definition, and clarification done jointly by teachers
and evaluation specialists.

He saw the task of development

of evaluation models and question types as a task of the
evaluation specialists while production and review of such
questions was undertaken jointly with the faculty and
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specialists participating. l
Bloom and others development of the Taxonomy of
Educational Objectives became a landmark in the identification of educational objectives which fall in the cognitive
domain.

It classified educational objectives and provided

instructional evaluation techniques appropriate for each
class and subdivision. 2
Weiss reported that a passage of the 1965 Elementary
and Seconda;y Education Act contained a clause which stipulated that evaluation must be a necessary building block in
the design and construction of American educational reform. 3
Gage stated educational objectives could be effectively evaluated if faculties were given workshop help from
specialists and time to relate them to personal situations.
Although Faculty Development is not new, certain characteristics are common in effective systems.

lR. W. Tyler, Constructing Achievement Tests
(Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University Press, 1934).
2B • S. Bloom and others, Taxonomy of Education~l
Objectives (New York: Longmans and Green, 1956), pass1m.
3c . H. Weiss, "The po1iticization of Evaluation
Research," Journal of Social Issues, XXVI, No.4 (1970),
57-68.
4 N • L. Gage, Handbook of Research on Teaching,
(Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1§63), p. ~§O.

4
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Characteristics of Effective Systems
Bowen stated any instructional evaluation program
should compare standards to see if any change in students
occur over time; institutions should learn to work with
other institutions cooperatively, public relations reporting of good and bad news to the community should become
honest and regular; programs should begin on a small scale
to establish techniques and oommunications networks, then

expand slowly; programs should be incorporated into the
teaching load; stUdents who participate should receive
credit for one course for honest effort.

He felt this was

the way to true accountability.l
No evaluation system can progress very far without
adequate source information.

Gage's Handbook of Research

on Teachi~g2 and Travers' follow-up Second Handbook of
Research on Teaching 3 contain extensive bibliographies.
Nimmer found that one of the most effective ways of
assessing societal needs of communities serviced by the
university need not be elaborate or expensive.

Post cards

and brochures were found more effective than television or

IBowen, "Values and Dilemma in Higher Education."

3R• M. W. Travers, The Second Handbook of Research
on Teaching (Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 19735.
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radio, and less expensive. l
Cohen, Trent, and Rose said no evaluation of
teaching can be conducted without,
• • • first defining appropriate criteria for
judging teaching effectiveness; second, developing and administering the necessary assessment
devices; and third, getting faculties to incorporate the procedures and act on the results. 2
Herman noted that any instructional evaluation system must be based on proper planning.

There must be an

agreed upon definition of the term evaluation based on
needs, rationale, duties, information, time, and funds. 3
Herman also observed that a total staff evaluation
should begin by assessing what, and how well, current practices are producing.
Such key considerations as the following need
to be considered: (1) Is there a meaningful
program for the selection of various categories
of staff to be employed? (2) Does the staff
specifically know what is expected of them?
(3) Is there consensus on the purpose of evaluation? (4) Is there consensus on the methodology
of evaluation? (5) Is there planned positive
use in staff development of the informations
gained from evaluation? and (6) Is there a felt
need that evaluation is desirable and/or th!t
current evaluative program oan be improved?

INimmer, 22. ~., pp. 8-9.
2A • M. Cohen, J. W. Trent, and C. Rose, "Evaluation
of Teaching," Travers, 22- cit:., p. 1041.
3 J • J. Herman, Developing an Effective School Staff
Evaluation Program (West Nyak, New York: Parker PUblIshIng
Company, Inc., 1973), p. 11.

4~., p. 12.
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The initiating factors for such evaluation systems
can vary from those developed by staff through unilateral
decisions from above.

They may have been initiated by

administration in cooperation with faculty, feeling a need
for such direction.

An outside agency or expert might have

been employed for a variety of reasons.

There are obvious

advantages and disadvantages to each method.

However, the

greater the participation and inVOlvement or awareness in
the decision-making process, the easier, more nonthreatening,
and more effective the evaluation.
Herman noted that representative committees have
been a logical solution.

Committees should range in size

from 10-25 for expediency of decision-making and maximum
involvement.

Representatives need to have a desire to serve

and have the support of those they represent.

The desire

to serve helps overcome the problem of motivating a group
into action.

Serious consideration needs to be given to

student and societal representation effected by the institution's presence, changes, and worth.

l

Herman stated that the degree of success of any such
evaluation system will be greatly tied to the quality and
quantity of communications between steering committees and
the institutional personnel.

The distribution of minutes

and other relevant decisions through an effective

lIbid., pp. 11-12.
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communications network has proven essential.

Newsletters,

bulletin boards, program and high administrative memos,
word of mouth, media, institutional newspapers, and any
other unique and effective means should be explored and
incorporated. 1
The committees should know, Herman argues, precisely what their responsibilities are.

This requires a

thorough understanding of the programs needs, goals, objectives and means of obtaining them. 2
Herman stated that the primary purpose for the
existence of the Steering Committee on staff evaluation
should be:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

To review the current staff evaluation
program • • • and what, if anything, needs to
be done to improve the current situation.
To study and review staff evaluation programs
of superior quality which are operative in
other schools, businesses and industries: • • •
To review existing research in the area of
staff evaluation • • •
To establish a philosophy to guide the
development of a total, unified staff evaluation program.
To develop the pertinent objectives of the
total • • • staff evaluation program.
To provide • • • an estimate of the human,
material and monetary resources necessary
to properly bring the total staff evaluation
program to fruition.
3
To act as an advisory body e • •

lIbid., pp. 11-17.

2 Ibid., pp. 13-28.
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The responsibility for acting as an advisory body
includes yearly progress reports and final written statements on the evaluation plan including the following:
a.
b.
c.

d.

e.

f.

A statement of philosophy and objectives
in the area of staff evaluation.
A complete description of the total program's
mechanics _ • •
A complete plan for publicity releases and
in-service education and job upgrading_
A suggested time schedule within which • • •
schools should establish the suggested staff
evaluation program • • •
An estimate of the staff, materials, equipment, supplies and costs that are necessary
to carry on the suggested program through
implementation.
A listing of those elements which the
committee members feel are imperative to
program development • • • • 1
Evaluation systems, according to Herman, might serve

a single purpose or a multitude of purposes through varying
techniques.

He listed some of the more comprehensive

reasons for conducting evaluations as:

to improve instruc-

tion, to improve task performance, to select staff for
future promotions, to distinguish staff assignmants, to
grant merit pay, to provide a basis for tenure decisions,
to acquaint the individual with his responsibilities, to
motivate individuals, to provide personal information to
individuals regarding their strengths and weaknesses, and to
provide a variety of information, concerning staff members,
2
for administrative decisions.

1 Ibid., p. 22.

2 Ibid., pp. 25-26.
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Rose observed that, with the aooountability movement, certain aspects of higher education will necessarily
change.
• • • the operation of higher eduoation involves
a set of mutual, interrelated functions and relationships which operate together to aohieve a
defined purpose: providing the students with an
opportunity to learn • • • Aocountability, is a
system concept, and the systematic evaluation of
these programs is equally as crucial as is the
systematic evaluation of instructional programs.
The intellectual and emotional lives of the students, as well as the well being of the faculty
or administrator participants, are being influenced positively or negatively beC!USe of
professional development programs.
No one would argue that evaluation poses many
problems for development programs.

Among them, that high

stakes may be plaoed in the hands of improperly trained
evaluators.
Rose observed that generally only two basic
dichotomized types of evaluation systems exist, the quantitative and the impressionistic.

The quantitative type which

accompanied the accountability movement of the 1950's and
1960's, was impersonal, lacking in clearly defined goals,
but easily manipulated statistically.

2

Rose asserted that a more consequential and

IC • Rose I "Evaluation: The MisunderstOOd, Maligned,
•
Misconstrued Misused and Missing Component of Profess1onal
Development,~ Facult Development and Evaluation in Hi her
Education, II, No. 3 Fa , 19
, 2 •
2 Ib id ..

, p. 24.
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effective program is the holistic evaluation, which rests
on three assumptions:
(1) that there is a purpose for activities such
as professional development and that this purpose is related to the purposes of the institutions in which it has been established and thereby,
it is related to the goals of higher education:
(2) that professional development activities are
not ends in themselves, but are related (or should
be) to meaningful and measurable results: and
(3) that professional development activities
are intended to result in improved faculty
performance and student learning. l
Thus, the holistic evaluation, according to Rose,
is sensitive to three major areas:

concern for the sooial-

psychological environment in which the program functions;
for the attitudes, values, and interests of individuals:
and for intended and unintended program consequenoes.

2

The ultimate goal of program evaluation should be
to improve performance, Redfern argued.
Improvement of performance is achieved in
several ways: self-endeavor, helpful supervision, a stimulating learning environment, optimum
quantities of learning materials, supplies, and
a supportive climate. Systematic evaluation is
but one means of stimulating improvement.
Libbee, proposed a simple diagnostic teaching evaluation technique which does not depend on administrative
diagnostic data.

The procedure requires one hour of class

Teachin
ngton, Oh

A
0:

School
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time for administration, tabulation, and analysis.

It oon-

sists essentially of giving students an eight item openended questionnaire for rating personal faoulty traits,
oourse content, work load, and study materials, as well as
suggestions for improvement.

The results are tabulated

anonymously, then discussed with the instruotor and students as a group.

The advantages of the system lie in its

ease of administration, application to many Situations, and
partioipation of students and faoulty face to faoe.

The

primary disadvantages are lack of norms and inability to
identify responses of particular students possessing speoial
needs.

Libbee suggests the best time for administration of

the questionnaire is about mid-term, so suggestions may be
incorporated into the course or program. 1
Most effective evaluation systems are thus flexible,
continuous, representative of the population being evaluated, based on reliable feedback and measurable

objectives~

adequately funded, nonthreatening, designed to aid personal
faculty development, and play an integral role in change
programs.
The Role of Evaluation in Change Programs
Evaluation is probably the most important aspect of
a development program.

In a liberal sense, evaluation must

Evaluation
Hi her
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precede the program to assess initial needs, and it must
follow the program to measure change progress.
Bergquist and Phillips observed that evaluation
exhibits a diversity of forms.
Any organization that wishes to change in a
systematic and thoughtful manner must continually assess the discrepanoy between current
operations and desired outcomes. Such an assessment procedure is necessarily evaluative in
nature, since values and preferences are inherent
in any statement of desired outcomes. Student
evaluation is probably the most oommonly used
method of instigating change in faculty performance. Two other sources of evaluation, by the
instruotor himself ayd by his peers, are both
used more sparingly.
Aooording to Bergquist and Phillips, for self evaluation to be effective, the faculty member needs to see his
performance as inadequate or below his personal standards.
He will generally not change before experienoing some
discrepancy, pain, dissonance or stress.

An effective

faculty development program would contain a stage in which
faculty were asked to assess personal strengths, weaknesses, and areas of potential improvement.

Such assessment

should be done ~ masse to avoid isolation of an individual. 2

Bergquist and Phillips observed that peer evaluation

is rarely observed in faculty development programs.

The

reluctance to develop such evaluation systems stems from

lBergquist and Phillips,

~.

cite, p. 45.
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time required and low levels of trust characterizing many
institutions.

Some enoouraging methods, however.do exist,

according to Bergquist and Phillips:

team teaching with

mutual evaluation1 rotating class assignments, encouraqing
individuals to sit in on classes they will teaoh next: and
development of rotating master teachers system, with reduced
teaohing loads to give aid where needed.
must be established.
very helpful.

Ultimately trust

Interpersonal skills training can be

The proportion of organization efforts versus

individual efforts can be inoreased.

Departmental awards

for good teaching and faculty review are two more examples. l
Bergquist and Phillips observed that student evaluation generally draws attention directly to instruction.
When done effectively, such evaluations can produce data for
valid comparisons of teaohing performances.

Such evalua-

tion may also increase student-faculty interactions and
indirectly improve instructional skills and student involvement.

Accountability can be enhanced by student evaluation.

It has been recognized, according to Travers, that such
evaluations are generally fair in that sex, age, grade point
average, and grade received from the instructor had little
relationship to the student'S rating of professors.)
Bergquist and Phillips observed several negative

2 Ibiq., pp. 46-48.

2
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aspects of student evaluations.

First, a defensive atti-

tude may be developed by faculty, which can b100k change.
This attitude oan be partially eliminated through a multilevel evaluative instrument providing general, or summary,
information for administrators and ohairmen with speoifio
evaluative data of individual usage.

Second, questions

have arisen about such data due to the types of information sought.

Third, a dlservioe can be done to development

of faculty if such evaluations are used as the only feedback to the instruotor without peer and self evaluation
incorporated.

However, the appeal to student evaluation

continues to lie in their reduoed expense, student involvement, and ease of quantification. l
Bergquist and Phillips stated that improvement of
the student evaluation could be aocomplished in these
general ways:
(1) the instrument can be reduced to a
minimal number of items by means of factor analysis and related statistical techniques: (2) the
instrument can be designed to be minimally
evaluative and maximally descriptive, using
check-lists and precise situational-descriptors
("under condition X, the teacher is likely to
do .... % a, b , c, or d n ) : and (3) the instrument
can be constructed so that some items can be
used for tenure, salary, and promotion decisions,
while other items can encourage instructional
improvement. The items on the former should be
evaluative and the data should be made available to department chairmen and deans1 the
•

•

0

lBergquist and Phillips, ~. ~e, pp. 47-48.
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items on the latter should be descriptive and
Should be made available only to the instructor.
The primary roles of evaluation in change programs
for faculty development are thus:

representation of the

population; reduction of the discrepancy between the present
conditions and what is desired; encouragement for population participation through nonthreatening procedures;
provision for reliable feedback to faculty; and acceptance
by the faculty.

There are many fine examples possessing

these characteristics.

A few of them will be described.

Notable ExamEles
Gottman and Clasen's study indicated that certain
obvious factors have been overlooked in evaluation system
models.

They have stated that Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs

(Figure 18) cannot be taken for granted, even in higher
education.

Certain physiological needs, security needs

(salary), and love needs must be realized before any self
improvement in faculty or students can be expected.
Evaluation in Education:

2

In

A Practitioner's Guide, Gottman

and Clasen made extensive, practical use of Tyler's Model
as a means of justifying setting objectives, achieving
objectives, and evaluating educational programs.

l~., p. 48.

2Gottman and Clasen, ~. cit., p. 4.
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model is based on four basic questions.
1.
2.
3.
4.

WHY? -- what needs can you cite that justify
the existence of this educational program?
WHAT? -- what are your objectives in the
program?, i.e., what objectives will the program
accomplish to meet the need under WHY?
HOW? -- how will you have the program function
to meet its objectives?
HOW WILL YOU KNOW? -- what kinds of information
should be gathered so that you know if the
HOW is meeting the WHAT for the WHY?!
The why question provides the change agent with the

basics for conduction of a needs assessment.

The what
.............

question aids in synthesis of program objectives from
identified needs.

The

~

questions provides the change

agent with the basics of flow charting in order to achieve
synthesized goals.

The how will you know question provides

an evaluation system coordinated with the entire program.
2
An array of these questions can be seen in Figure 19.
Hodgkinson and others put together a compilation of
many of the most effective and innovative programs in the
United States, many of which have already been discussed.
Included in this manual are evaluations of many of the
standardized instruments used in this faculty development
program.]
Frymier and Hawn believe that unless evaluative
techniques become effective "the curricula for young people

2 Ibid., p. 29.

3aodgkinson and others, ~. cit.
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What are the pro-

HOW?

How

T~ill.

you accomplish

~~Y?
What needs exist? t-_______g_r_a_m_'_S__O_b~j_e_c_t_t_v_e_s_?_+----_____t_h__
__________________________
ese objectives?

THE TARGET POPULATION has

1. Higher truancy

1. There will be a down2. Higher disciplinary
\"ard trend over time
incidents
in the total number of
3. Lower basic skill
students absent each
leve ls
day so that there will
4. Lower class participabe no discrepancy
tion
after two years.
5. Lower homework comp le te d
4. a. The total amount of
6. Lower independent work
talk per 20 minute
1. Lower extra curricular
discussion period
participation
will increase over
8. Communication with
time.
adults poorer
9. Communication with
b. The total number of
peers poorer
questions asked per
10. Communication with
20 minute discuss ion pe riod pc r
parents poorer -student will inthan non-target popUlation
crease over time.
This discrepancy should be
zero (in comparison with
the non~target population;
1. e. J the more typical
students in school).

14b.
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I
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I

4b. Critical point
is point (X). ,
See if student
talks at all
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If not, ther..

(X)

intervene,
YES

As student talks,
have group ask each
other i questions
(1

I

Also, the
amount of talk
and number of
questions
should increase
over time.

Teacher asks questions
that stimulate small
discussion' (2
Group members get a
task which requires
~ to ask questions
which stimulate discussion

Figure 19
The Blackboard Stage
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....
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in American schools will probably become more uniform but
Hl
less effective.
They further believe that every effective social system refleots three phases of operation
parallel to our concept of government:

the intellectual

phase, including planning, policy establishment, and
theorizing--the legislative branch; the doing, effeoting or
accomplishing phase--the executive branch, evaluating,
assessing, refleoting or judging phase--the judicial branch. 2
To be effective when suoh changes in values are in educational issues, the fairest and most efficient system must
be incorporated.

Democracy, encouraging maximum partioipa-

tion appears the best way to insure acceptance and permanence of created structures.
Gaff observed that
unless we can evaluate our programs and can
demonstrate that they produce results in terms
of better courses or better eduoated students,
more knowledgeable, sensitive, effective, or
satisfied faculty members or more effectively
managed organizations, we will be out of
business. And we should be. In that event,
the promising faoulty development moveme~t will
have been just a ~assing fad, as some cr1tios
already maintains

lprymier and Hawn, 2£- cit., po 3.
2

Ibid., p. 9.

3J • G. Gaff, "An Agenda for Cooperation in Faculty
Development,rt pacultf Develolment and Ev~luation in Higher
Education, I, No. 1 197~), ·
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Green and others state Bthe change is clear, if the
educational institutions are going to survive, the 1970s
must be approached as the decade of clarification and confl1.·~t
resolution. Hl The eva1uator must share the brunt of
v
g

the burden.
Deming and Phillips developed the means and methodology for a systematic curriculum evaluation.
Two needs have become apparent: the development of curriculum evaluation models which
facilitate far more definitive judgments than do
those now popularly used; and the testing of such
models, the result of which should allow the
models' authors to improve them, and the users
to see their unique strengths and limitations.
On the basis of these perceived needs, the following model [Figure 20] was developed and tested
through its application to an actual eduoational
program. 2
The system proposed by Deming and Phillips should
allow a systems model developer to test his model prior to
actually putting it into practice.

This is accomplished

by using Figure 20 and the following explanation.
Use of the descriptive categories requires a
description of the program's philosophic underpinning.
Assumptions, or beliefs, concerning the evaluation system
should be articulated in measurable terms.

Next, a

lR. L. Green and others, "Research and the Urban
School: Implications for Educational Involvement," Travers,
22. cit., p. 623.
2s. S. Deming and J. A. Phillips, Jr., "Systematic
Curriculum Evaluation: A Means and Methodology," Theo~
into Practice !TIP) , XIII, No.1 (February, 1974), 428

Philosophic
Underpinnings

Description

Intents

Description

Process

Description

I Description I

Product

I

Appropriate
External
Criteria of
Judgment
Philosophic
Underpinnings

I

I

J
Intents

Process

Product

Figure 20
Proposed Hodel l

lIbid., p. 43.
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description of the intents of the program, including statements of the hypotheses evolved from intents means for
comparison of intents with products should be undertaken.
Next, the means for assessing what is happening, or did
happen, during the programs execution should be developed.
This assessment should inclUde instruments which function
as assessment tools.

Next, the products should be

described, and the means selected for assessing the program
outcomes.

Attention should be given to predicted program

outcomes.

Statistical analyses should be included for

hypotheses testing_

Next, a consistency analysis should be

conducted through examination of all the matrix boxes
checking for consistencies.

Finally, an appropriate

external criteria of judgment should be applied to draw
conclusions concerning major strengths, weaknesses, and
specifications of the program.

1

The strength of this model as related to curriculum
lies in its yielding information of value to the planners
of programs in classification of the role of models in
curriculum evaluation.

Further, the model is intended to

provide assessment in the form of description, analysis and
judgment.

It tells the designee whether the present model

accomplishes its several intents.

Repeated application

should provide further information covering validity.

l~., pp. 42-44.
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Evaluation models which weather the test of implementation
may be valuable in many settings and multi-purposeful in
application.

Without such a systematic means of evalua-

tion, the curriculum planee may become a victim of his own
biases.
Bowen summarized some of the internal changes which
such evaluation systems should force.

They are:

establish

goals, which force introspection 7 gather information about
goals--beginning with students, progressively followed
through their education; administer standardized tests,
check attrition rates, check values changes, (OMNIBUS
Personality Test)l and allocation of student time, conduct
entering-exit interviews: conduct alumni interviews concerning valuable parts of college experience; and assess
impact of programs on changes in students and faculty. 2
Birnbaum summarized evaluation programs succinctly,
stating
Evaluating the effects of a comprehensive
faculty development effort poses the same kinds
of problems inherent in measuring other aspects
of higher education. The evaluation program
being planned will be an integral part of the new
calendar and will include the effects of the
faculty development effort. 3

lAstin and others, ~. ~.
2sowen, "Economics and Options," 2£e cit.
3Sirnbaum,

2£. cit., p. 230.
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Birnbaum proposed two ways to deal with this
problem:
tion.

individual evaluation and institutional evalua-

If individual ohanges are to be effeotively evalu-

ated, increases in the proportion of time that individuals
devote to researoh and ourrioulum development aotivitiesJ
inoreases in interdisoiplinary teaching; increases in
positive student evaluations of teaching effectiveness,
could logically be expected. l
Once institutional ohanges oocur, Birnbaum asserts,
there are two ways to measure it.

Increased proposals for

new courses and courses incorporating innovative teaching
strategies and formats should be expected.

Indireot

effects may be assessed through pre- and post-administration
of standardized instruments which refleot impact upon
faoulty and student attitudes related to university functions, teaching, ooncern for innovation and institutional
unity. 2
Initially it may appear as though faculty development programs are prohibitively expensive.

However,

Birnbaum states, if the alternative implications of the
steady state environment is weighed, the costs of not making
the investment become greater than most institutions are
capable of justifying.

3
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Summary

• Tyler, Bloom, Weiss, and Gage did much of the
foundation work in evaluation systems for faculty development programs.
• Effective, evaluation systems contain provisions
for comparisons over time, small scale beginnings, a felt
need for evaluation, collection and analysis of valid and
reliable data, input from all affected members of the client
system, clearly established budgetary and clerioal needs,
clarification of client expeotations, measurable goal
statements, effective advisory committees, which know their
specific responsibilities, effective communications systems,
assistance for correcting weaknesses, and continuous evaluation processes •
• The Holistic, Diagnostic and Tyler's question's
evaluation techniques are three effective examples for
program evaluation.
• Deming and Phillips developed the means and
methodology for systematic curriculum evaluation.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE LITERATURE

This chapter sought to review three major segments
of literature:

change in higher education, faculty develop-

ment, and program evaluation.
It was observed that change is inevitable.
for change in higher education to be effective and

However,
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nonthreatening, it needs to be planned, viewed as a need by
the participating faculty, based on reliable data which
aocurately represents the faculty and society serviced, and
handled by an experienced change agent or coordinator.
Some of the more effective change models studied
were the Research Development and Diffusion Model, the
Social Interaction Process Model, the Problem-Solver 140del,
and the User-Resource Linkage Model.
Three basic systems observed to have exerted extensive effects on the American system of higher education
were the English or Oxford model, the Scottish or practical
model, and the German or scientific model.
Through the work of such authors as Taba, Tyler,
Getzels and Guba, Sergiovanni and starratt, and Frymier, it
was discovered that faculty development and ourriculum
development are in many ways parallel and intertwined in
effeotive educational programs.
Four suocessful Faculty Development Program examples,
incorporating the major aspects of the above authors were
disoovered at major universities in the United States.

They

were, The University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh Calendar Plan,
the Division of Instructional Development at Utah State
University, the University of Puget Sound Program, and the
Florida Office of Instructional Resources Program.
The major Faculty Development Program evaluation
systems were based on work by Bloom, Weiss, Tyler, Bowen,
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Harman, Redfern, Bergquist and Phillips, and Gaff.

The

effective programs developed by these authors were found to
agree in the need for program evaluation systems to contain
provisions for comparisons over time, small scale beginnings,
a faculty-felt need for evaluation, valid and reliable data,
clear goal statements expressed in measurable terms, an
effective advisory committee representative of the faculty,
and effective communications.
It appears that a great deal of information has
been generated in the supportive areas related to faculty
development, however, no integrated programs possessing all
the above characteristics in one implementation package were
found.

This compilation of literature should serve the

function for baseline development of institutional faculty
development programs.

Chapter 3

THE DRAKE tnlIVERSITY EXPERIENCE AS A CASE STUDY
This chapter will seek to show the advantage to
using an independent, medium-sized institution to develop
a faculty development model.
Drake University is a medium-sized institution of
higher education.

It is a comprehensive, private university

located in a midwestern, urban setting, with a campus
covering about 100 acres, a professional staff of 317 and
student enrollment of about 6000.
It is characterized by its strong liberal
arts college, professional schools, and graduate
programs. It has historically played an
important role in this region in providing
pre-professional and professional educational
opportunities to students from Iowa and contiguous states.
Although the several oolleges are substantially
autonomous in development of their curriculum,
they operate within the philosophy of the University
which seeks to provide to the student an education
which incorporates entry level skills for the job
market, the theoretical and conceptual knowledge
necessary for oontinued growth as an individual
and as a professional, and an awareness of values
to assist the student in her/his activities as a
person and as a profession. l
Drake University is classified as a "comprehensive

lMildred Steele, "A Report for the North Central
Assooiation of Colleges and Secondary Schools, Vol. l,n
(Des Moines, Iowa: Drake University, November, 1976),
Abstract.
(Mimeographed.) Hereafter referred to as Drake
University Profiles 1976-1977, "Report for the North
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Sohools."
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university I,nl in the Carnegie typology of institutions of
higher education.

This means it is

• • • an institution with a college of liberal
arts, at least two professional schools, and
an enrollment of 2,500 or over. Now, in addition, a comprehensive university is one which
has limited doctoral programs or none. 2
Though they have never been completely defined, the
following characteristics also appear to typify such comprehensive institutions.
• • • (1) faculty and learning resources characteristic of a research university, but focused upon
undergraduate and MeA. level students; (2) unusual
opportunities for interaction between the liberal
arts and the professional students with the benefits of a better understanding of society on the
part of young professionals and a better understanding of professional education by young
liberal arts graduates; (l) close relations and
interactions between the several colleges, their
professional accrediting agencies, and the
appropriate external constituencies. 3
CHANGE PRESSURES
Drake University, like most private institutions,
is heavily tuition dependent (see Table 23, Appendix A)
and competition for students with state subsidized institutions is keen. 4 It also is primarily a teaching institution (see Table 24, Appendix A) devoting an above

1~., p. 2.2.

lIbid., pp. 2.2ld-2.2le.
4 Ibid., p. 2.21b.
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average percentage of general expenditures to instruction. l
Economic pressures are Been as requiring Drake
University to increase the student:faculty ratio from 16:1
in 1976 to 20:1 by 1980. 2
Capital needs at Drake have undergone substantial analysis and the original plans of the
Centennial Development Program have been modified
to meet anticipated requirements ove r the next
10 years or more. Major faotors influenoing the
redesign of the physical plant plan include: the
change from enrollment growth to enrollment
decline; the increasing burden of maintenance
costs upon the operation budget by greatly expanded campusJ and, continuing assessment of the
University's ability to generate capital funds-particularly in the light of dramatically
increased operational needs. Drake's capital
needs, therefore, encompass refurbishment/rennovation projects, limited construction of additional
facilities, purchase of property, better equipment of academic programs and providing resources
of anticipated special projects. 3
The plateau in student enrollment (see Table 3,
Appendix A), places strains on private institutions, such
as Drake University, which is aoutely dependent on tuition.
As reported by Garson, the enrollment situation does not
appear promising in the future, with most Iowa counties
reporting declines in secondary school enrollments.

The

1 ~., p. 2.21j.

2Committee on Status of Profession, "Drake University
Faculty Development Program, a Proposal to the Northwest
Area Foundation," March 30, 1976, p. 1.
3steele, 2£. ~., p. 7.11c.
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reduction can be seen graphically in Figure 21.1

With 65%

of Drake University's freshmen students coming from between
101-500 miles from the campus,2 the resulting smaller pool
of secondary school graduates could affect academic programs.
From Figure 22 it may be observed that Drake
University's enrollment has already declined to a plateau.
The possibility of further declines could change the nature
of the institution. 3
Among the most conspicuous pressures on institutions,
such as Drake University, the following were identified •
• Roark and Winkler reported, direct student loans,
which could greatly aid private institutions such as Drake
University, appear to have a questionable future. 4

Addi-

tional financial problems for private institutions, could
make subsidized institutions appear more appealing
economically.

lAD Garson, "Enrollment Decline Hits Iowa's schools,"
Des Moines Sunday Register, October 24, 1976, p. SA.
2The Student Information Form (Los Angeles: American
Council on EducatIon), conducted by Drake University, Fall,
1975.
JOffice of the Registrar, Drake university,
Des Moines, Iowa.
4A• C. Roarck and K. J. Winkler, "House Subcommittees
Approve $3.6 Billion for Education, The Chronicle of
Higher Educatio~, XIV, No.2 (March 7, 1§"), 13.
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• An inflationary economy has produced dramatic
changes in higher education maintenance and operation costs
(see Table 11, Appendix A), placing increased financial
burdens upon private institutions such as Drake university.l
• The rising wave of unionism as seen in Table 25
(Appendix A), reflects some of the general faculty dissatisfaction and has compounded problems for educational institutions. 2
• There has been increased pressure for tenure
across the country (see Table 26, Appendix A).

At Drake

University, both tenure and mean faculty age have been
rising (Table 2).
• The decreasing amounts of donations to private
universities and colleges (Figure 23) may reflect society's
changing attitude toward education. 3 For Drake University,
specifically, declines in relation to today's economic inflation could alter the nature of the institution (Figure 24).
A number of possible solutions are being explored to
alleviate some of the strain on today's higher educational
institutions, especially private, or independent, institutions.

1corbin Gwaltney, The Chronicle of Higher Education
Desk Book 1976-77 (Washington, D.C.: EdItorIal Projects
lor EducatIon, Inc., 1976), p. 116.
2ltFaculty Unionization," The Chronicle of Hig-her
Education XIV, No.2 (March 7, 19'7), 2.
3awa1tney, Ope cit., p. 159.
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Table 2

Drake University Professional
Staff Trends 1970-1976

Faculty/
Administrators
Mean Age

Standard
Deviation1

Faculty/
Administrat.ors
% Tenure

1969-1970

M.A.·

M.A.·

1970-1971

M.A.·

N.A.·

45.5 2
46.0 2

1971-1972

M.A.·

M.A. •

48.4

1972-1973

M.A.·

N.A. •

N.A.·

1973-1974

42.9

11.5

1974-1975

43.4

11.2

1975-1976

43.1

10.9

66.5 1
1
68.6
76.3 1

1976-1977

43.5

11.1

81.5

2

1

.Not available ..
I Dia1 Computer center, Data Base, Drake University,
Des Moines, Iowa.
20ffice of the Vice President of Academic Administration, Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa.

llions of dollars

Public
InstitJtions

Major
Private
t
Universities

62-63
64-65
66-67
68-69
70··71
71-72
72-73
73-74
74-75
Gifts for current operations and capital outlay are shown above, by type of
institution, since 1960-61.1

Figure 23
Patterns of Giving to Higher Education

1Gwa1tney, op. cit., p. 159.
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Figure 24
Drake University Endowment and Annuit
Fund Balances for Years Ended May 31

1

lOffice of Vice President Business and Finance,
Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa.
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• Van Dyne observed that realignment plans of such
systems as the City University of New York and the state
universities of New York may indirectly aid some private
institutions, by spending funds more equally about the
state.

Better utilization of state monies would ultimately
improve education for its students. l
• The New Jersey plan being studied seeks to pro-

vide more money to students, who may then attend the
college of their choice.
institutions. 2

This plan may also aid private

• Hamilton observed that the pressure in Iowa, as
reflected in the Third Century Report, indicates pressure
to aid the nontraditional learner. 3 (See Table 16,
Appendix

A.)

The combination of the pressures described above
indicate the need to encourage institutions, such as Drake
University to re-examine their directions and purposes to
assure a continuation of its contribution to society.

lL. Van Dyne, "Realign CUNY, SUNY in two State Systems, New York is Urged," The Chronicle of Higher Education,
XIV, No.2 (March 7, 1977), 4-S.
2"Gi~e Students More Money, Colleges Less, N.J.
Urged," The Chronicle of Higher Education, XIII, No. 18
(January I', 19"', 2.

31 • B. Hamilton, The Third Centur: Post Seconda
Planning for the Nontraqlt anal Learner (Princeton: Educational TestIng servIce, 19'6) , ppe i6-I7.
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FACULTY DEVELOP1~NT PROGRAM BACKGROUND
The Drake University faculty development program
was officially begun in the Fall of 1976.

It originated

from
• • • an outgrowth of 30 months of study by the
Drake Committee on the Status of the Profession-a select, ad hoc, University Senate committee.
The committeers-primary oharge is to "review the
faoulty personnel system • • • and recommend policies
and procedures to achieve institutional vitality,
flexibility and stability.
Among the special tasks of this committee are
insuring professional competency and faculty responsibility;
promoting teaching improvement1 promoting and professional
activities, including faculty, and career development. 2
This specific proposal was drafted by an
ad hoc committee appointed by the President
or the University. The committee was chaired
by the Vice President for Aoademic Administration and included three members of the Committee
on the Status of the Profession, the Vice
President for Institutional Development, the
Assistant to the President, and the Executive
Director of Admissions. 3
A three year grant totaling $160,000 was presented
to Drake by the Northwest Area Foundation of St. Paul,
Minnesota.

The guidelines to be followed for obtaining

such funds are described completely in Appendix E.
The Drake Faculty Development Program was summarized

lcommittee on Status of Profession, ~. cit., p. 6.
3 Ibi '!._, p. 7.
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in the following statement of the problem.

The entire

problem statement is described in Appendix E.
A. The Problem
Continued professional growth by faculty
is particularly important for a university suoh
as Drake, with its strong oommitment to quality
teaohing and olose contact between faculty and
students. Due to eoonomic and enrollment pressures, Drake has set a goal of increasing the
student/faculty ratio from 16 to 1 at present to
20 to 1 in 1980. This ohange contemplates
stabilizing the faculty at a reduced number in
the future. At the same time, meeting institutional responsibilities to present students, as
well as serving future students, became a critioal
problem for both the individual faculty member
and the university at large. • • The current
danger of faculty stagnation must be alleviated by
a systematic program to stimulate faculty development wit~in a changing and more demanding University
context.
The major goals of the program are outlined here,
however, the goals in their entirety are described in
Appendix E.
Goal It To enhance the professional skills,
vitality, productivity, and innovativeness of
the faoulty, thereby improving student learning
opportunities. • • •
Goal II: To improve the learning process
by interrelating student needs and expectations
with the teaching and advising methods of
faculty. 2
The program's coordinator's baokground is in curriculum development, and the program thus leans toward
curricular models.

The strong influence of such authors as

Taba, Tyler, Sergiovanni and Starratt, Getzels and Guba,

1 Ibid., po 1-

-

2 Ibid., p. 4.
...-
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and Frymier and Hawn are refleoted in the program's design.
The development of representative Faoulty Advisory Committees, extensive personal coordinator and faoulty interaction, and emphasis on voluntary partioipation of faculty
members due to interest rather than pressure, are examples
of the curricular development influence.
This author's project also reflects some similar
curricular development influences as will be observed in the
next section.
FACULTY DEVELOP~mNT PROJECT

From the study of literature and parallel programs
certain principles concerning faculty development emerged
from the Drake University Program.
It is inevitable that change will occur.

Logical

change, however, needs to be planned and anticipated.
For this to occur a knowledgeable, effective change agent
needs to be identified.

Although administrative power is

deemed unnecessary in effective programs, the coordinator
may be given sufficient authority to utilize it when and
where necessary_
need

The responsibilities of the coordinator

to be well understood by the institution and the

coordinator.

A pilot assessment of faculty and institutional

needs may be conducted to identify efficient methodologies
and paokets of support and resistanoe.

Adequate resources

need to be secured in order to achieve proposed goals from
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the pilot study.

Working space, conveniently, accessible

and relatively conspicuous to all client members needs to
be secured.

Research associate and efficient clerical help

need to be identified early in the program.

An effective

needs assessment, including values as well as cognitive data,
is needed to identify change areas.

Such an assessment

should include a thorough study of the literature pertaining to such programs, visitation to exemplary programs at
other institutions, consultation with experts in the field,
and assured representation from all segments of the faculty
population.

The faculty should see a need for such change.

Change needs to be initiated incrementally to reduce anxiety
and opposition.

The proposed change should be viewed as

realistic, and generally understood by the faculty.

A log

or itinerary needs to be kept and adhered to as closely as
possible to reduce possible bureaucratic delays.
An

effective system for synthesizing attainable and

measurable aoals from identified needs may then be developede
rl

An

effective Faculty Advisory Committee (FAC) representing

all sections of the University community, radicals and
conservatives included, is essential at this stage.

It may

be desirable to give the group adequate time to work
together as a unit for the coordinator to familiarize them
with the program and to develop a system for efficient
operation

$

Ad hoc groups within the FAC or the University

--

community have been effective in special purpose projects.
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Top level administrative support needs to become apparent
to all faculty members affected.
An

efficient communications sy,tem needs to be

developed to assure information transmission and a feedback
route from the faculty.
In faculty development programs, goals should seek
generally to aid faculty in diversifying methodologies,
increasing personal and professional developments, obtaining student feedback to improve teaching effectiveness,
conducting confidential periodic review of the instructional
program and proposals for improvement, creating a nonthreatening environment conducive to creation and/or exploration of alternatives, and providing financial and moral
support for constructive, well organized and researched
experimentation.
The erocedures for achieving identified goals, need
to be developed.

Adequate advertisement of the institu-

tional, college, and personal level need and goals should
be made available to the faculty.

Guidelines and qualitative

and quantitative merit assessment methods may then be specified by the coordinator and advisory committee and communicated to faculty.

Personal interviews with colleges,

departments and faculty proposing projects (workehops,
seminars, consultations, stipends, etc.) can then be conducted for clarification development of a nonthreatening
environment, and encouragement of viable programs.
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Communications become critical at this point in the Faculty
Development Programs

In addition to personal interviews, a

newsletter devoted specifically to the program might be
developed, which is sufficiently unique to command attention, concise enough to fit on one page (two sides), and
distributed regularly to all faculty and staff.

Frequent

personal contacts need to be encouraged, in person or by
phone, to help assure adequate communications with the
faculty, and reliable, personal feedback.

Ideas from all

sections of the institutional faculty helps assure the
development of alternatives, acceptance by those affected,
and longevity of the program.
A nonthreatening evaluation system needs to be
established which contains:

baseline empirical and values

data for comparisons over time; small scale beginnings to
establish methodologies; a felt need for evaluation by the
client institution, college, or individual; ideas from all
affected members; and provisions for continuous assessment
of individual projects within the program in a personalized,
yet parallel manner.
All program evaluation instruments need to be personalized, olear, concise, anonymous, easily tabulated for
quantitative assessment.

In addition, they may include

provisions for open-ended comments and/or criticisms.

With

all of these program generalities in mind, the first specific step in the Drake University Program was to do a needs
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assessment for the project.
Needs Assessment
Needs were established to justify the reasons for
the program's existence.

Needs were assessed following an

extensive study of the literature related to change, faculty
development and evaluation; personal observation of some
effective, exemplary programs (University of WisconsinOshkosh, Kansas City Regional Consortium on Higher Education-KCRCHE) already in existence; establishing an exchange
mailing list with programs at twenty other institutions;
participation in workshops and consultations with experts
in the field, interviews with college departments and
individuals.

Each step was discussed with the Faculty

Advisory Committee for suggestions and approval.

In addi-

tion, extensive search and analysis of previous studies
conducted at Drake University were explored for validity and
applicability, and faculty response to the program.

The

Institutional Goals Inventory was also conducted in the
Fall of 1976 for more current perceptions of both students
and faculty.

From these needs, goals were developed

specifying what objectives were necessary in order to meet
the identified needs.
The data and instruments utilized in the development
of the needs and goals for the baseline study are discussed
in the following section.
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~ gathering and. analysis.

Data were collected

for this study from a variety of sources.

The Baseline

data, from which needs were assessed were assembled from:
1.

Enrollment data from the Office of the Registrar.

2.

The American Counoil on Eduoation (ACE) Study conducted in the Fall of 1975.

3.

The Hill Advisory Unit Study which ran from Fall,
1973 - Spring, 1975.

4.

The College and University Environment Scales (CUES)
Pilot test run in Spring of 1976.

5.

The National Center for Higher Education Management
Systems (NCHEMS).

6.

The Institutional

Goal~

Invento!y (IGI) conducted in

the Spring of 1974.
7.

Drake University enrollment statistics from the
Office of the Registrar figures, such as those in
Figure 22 are fairly typical of today's situation
in higher education in the united States.

They

point to the need for change in certain specific
areas if Drake University is to remain an effective
educational contributor to the community and the
country.
The ACE study norms are based on a survey of 314,000
freshmen from 562 universities and colleges

e

Students

responded to the Student Information Form (SIF) revised
annually to reflect changing concerns of the academic
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community.

The instrument serves two functions:

to obtain

student perceptions data from longitudinal research and to
obtain standard descriptive and normative data for general
information.

It is designed to elicit a wide range of

biographic, demographic, seoondary sohool baokground, career
plans, eduoational aspirations, financial arrangements, and
current attitudes.

Seven hundred eighty freshmen were
sampled in the Fall of 1975. From that data, Table 31 was

constructed to aid in need assessment.
Table 4 oontains the opinions of Drake University
freshmen in 1975 concerning a variety of topics.
It may be inferred from these opinions that Drake
University students are not particularly liberal, seek
involvement, have defined aspirations and objectives, are
empathetic, and seek more than simple pragmatism.
The Bill Advisory Unit study was used to identify
"exit prone" freshmen using high school grade point average,
ACT, and SAT scores.

The project was initiated in the Fall

of 1973 and was in effect for two years.

Each of the 180

freshmen identified as "exit prone" was assigned an advisor
by

the academic dean.

The selected faculty participated in

a humanistic training program to increase their effectiveness as advisors.

Each advisor and advisee met each two

IThe Student Information Form, ~. cit.
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Table 3
Characteristics of Drake Freshmen
Identified from 1975 ACE Study

Percent of
Male
Female
Entered Drake at age 18

7S

75

Cauoasians

95

90

Took the SAT

75

68

Took the ACT

88

91

Modal high school grade average B+

18

22

Live in residence

86

95

Aspired only to Bachelor's degrees at
Drake

62

73

Jewish

16

15

Catholic

27

29

Political liberals

43

32

Chose Drake as first choice due to
good academic reputation

83

88

Modal parental income in exoess of
$40,000 annually

30

28

Mothers were high school graduates

32

32

Live 101-500 miles from Drake

65

68
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Table 4
Drake University Student Opinions
Identified from 1975 ACE Studyl

Percent*of
Female
Male
Government not controlling pollution

85.2

86.6

Government not protecting consumer

73.0

71.9

Government should help private colleges

76.3

80.9

Need more grants, fewer loans

89.1

83.8

Discourage large families

69.6

56.2

Sex ok if people like each other

72.3

38 .. 8

Women should get job equality

87.9

92.0

Young more idealistic than old

73.3

65.9

Students help evaluate faculty

75.4

78.6

Use same degree standard for all

74 .. 0

75.2

Federal government should discourage
energy use

80.2

83.6

Get a Bachelor's degree

80 .. 5

82.2

Find job in preferred field

70 .. 0

53.3

Chances are good student will:

*Incorporate only those opinions to which at least
70% of a student segment responded positively.
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Table 4 (Continued)

Percent of
Male
Female
Important Objectives:
Be an authority in my field

73.1

72.9

Help others in difficulty

60.1

69.7

Develop philosophy of life

66.3

71.4
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weeks to discuss probla-s.
~n

FroFigure 25 1 i t appears that
.n

the teohnique was suocessful, and that some of the advisory
techniques have oarried over, as may be seen from the
retention rate in 1976.

It was also observed that a direet

proportional relationship existed between the grade point
average and probability of retention.

In addition, it was

observed that, the longer a student was retained into the
sophomore year, the less became his probability of dropping
out.
The College and University Environment Scales (CUES
II) norms are based on 15,395 students from 100 institutions
in eight categories.
items on eight scales:

Students respond to 160 true/false
practicality, community, awareness,

propriety, scholarship, campus morale, quality of teaching,
and faculty-student relationships.2

Although the Spring

1975 Drake sample of 44 randomly selected freshmen, upper
classman, and transitional students was too small to draw
any conclusions, it did serve as a pilot study for methodologies development.

CUES II has proven to be convenient

and valid at other institutions for providing faculty,

lOffice of Admissions, Hill Adviso~ Unit Studt
(Des Moines: Drake University, october 2g, 19'4), p • •
(Mimeographed.)
2college and University Environment Scales
(Princeton, New Jersey: Institutional Research Program for
Higher Education--Educationa1 Testing Services, conducted
by Drake University, Spring, 1975).
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80

% df

70

Returning
Sophomores
60

50
1968

'69

'70

'71

'72

'73

'74

Figure 25
Hill Advisory Unit study on Retention

'75

'76
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administration, and student groups with materials for constructing a realistic profile of the institution's environment as seen through the eyes of the respondent.

CUES II

has also been proven valid by Educational Testing Services
(ETS) in accurately assessing college and university
environments.

It is the plan to incorporate it into Drake

University's Faculty Development Program in Year 2.
In 1974, the Higher Education Outcomes Measures
Identification Study (OMIS) from the National Center for
Higher Management Systems (NCHEMS), was refined by college
presidents, academic affairs administrators, student affairs
administrators, budget and finance administrators, state
level planners, and state legislators.

Its purpose was to

aid the institution in determining; current status, performance assessment and the impacts they have, educational
directions to pursue, accountability to funding agencies,
l
student dissatisfactions, and community impact.
The OMIS-NCHEMS instrument grew out of a 1972 Ford
Foundation sponsored survey of 385 participants from diverse
backgrounds utilizing the Delphi technique.

Participants

ranged from congressmen, to students, to educational press
members, and 19 other professions between.

The study

IS. Micek and W. Arney, The Higher Educa~ion O,:tcomes Measures Identification Stud lBo~lder: Western
Interstate Comm1ss on or H1g er Educat1on-WICHE, November,
1974), pp. 1-10.
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attempted to forecast, through 118 change statements,
general trends in higher education for the next 5-15 years.l
The 1975 Student Outcomes Questionnaire which resulted from the OMIS-NCHEMS study centers about five items
to which students respond on a Likert Scale.

They also

address each item on how much this institution contributed
to their progress in each area, and how important the progress was to them.

The five areas items are:

intellectual

growth; social growth; aesthetic and cultural growth 1 educational growth; vocational and professional growthJ and
personal growth.
The Spring 1976 survey of 439 graduating Drake
2
seniors responses to the NCHEMS are shown in Table 5.
A more useful representation of the students attitudes to faculty and deans was ascertained from the breakdown of students by major field.

Due to the size of the

samples in some of the cells, however, caution must be
exercised in interpretation.

Such information is on file

in the Faculty Development Office for respective college
utilization but is not reported in this study.

IV. Huckfeldt, A Forecast of Changes in Posts.econdary Ed:gcation (Boulder: weste:-n Interstate Commission
for Higher EducatIon, 1972), pp. V-V1.
2National Center for Higher Education t-'anagement
western Interstate commission for nIgher
Sxstems (Boulder: conducted
by Drake University, Spring,
Education-WICHE) ,
1976.
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Table 5
Goal Area Discrepancies as Perceived
by 439 Drake Seniors Identified
from 1976 NCHEMS Study

% students feel Drake

contributed much or
very much to:

Item

% students who felt
this was of much or
very much importance
to them:

Intellectual growth

69.5

88 .. 7

Social growth

59.4

92.7

Aesthetic and
cultural growth

29 .. 6

61.4

Educational growth

74.6

86.7

vocational & professional growth

58.4

89.3

Personal growth

66.3

95.0

The OMIS-NCHE~ffi study did indicate significant need
for growth in social, vocational and professional, and
personal dimensions.

In the area of intellectual and edu-

cationsl growth, Drake university appears to be doing an
adequate job.

In the area of cultural growth, students did

not seem to express a great interest, although those concerned expressed the need for improvement.
The Institutional Goals Inventory (IGI),1 developed

IInstitutional Goals Inventory (Princeton, New
Jersey: Educational Testing services~, conducted by Drake
University Spring 1974 and Fall 1976.
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by Educational Testing Services (ETS), was designed to
identify respondent's perceptions of the degree to which an
institution is reaching toward a specified set of goals and
the degree to which they feel it should ~ reaching toward
them.

The instrument consists of a questionnaire composed

of 90 goal statements (20 goal areas) in three broad categories (see Figure 29, Appendix B).l
In interpreting the results, the higher the

II

is 11 goal area mean, the greater the importance

the goal is seen as presently having on the
campus compared with other goals. The higher
the "should be" mean, the more importance the
goal s~ould have in the eyes of the respondent
group.
The greater the discrepancy between the is and the
should be, the greater the gap between what is and what
should be in the eyes of the respondents.

A (+) sign

indicates the should be is greater than the is.

An

analysis

of the data suggests possible priorities for institutional
change.

A graphical representation of such data summaries

is available from Educational Testing Services indicating
means and discrepancies.
(see Appendix 8).3

An example is shown in Figure 30

Such profile charts are especially

rt

lInstitutional Goals Invento : Summar
for Drake Un vers ty Pr1nceton, New Jersey: E
Testfng ServIces College and University Programs,

1977) •

2Institutional Goals Invento~, ~. cit., p. 6.
3Institutional Goals Invento

Summa

Data Re

rt
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valuable for colleges and departments in isolating areas of
needed change.

The lGl was mailed to a random sample of

undergraduate students and faculty in the Spring of 1974.
A return of 129 students and 169 faculty was obtained.
The instrument was again administered in the Fall
of 1976, but this time the classroom of eaoh oollege.

Sig-

nificantly representative samples were obtained from each
college concerning faculty, and for students in the Colleges
of Business Administration, Eduoation, Fine Arts, Journalism,
Law, and Pharmacy.

The College of Liberal Arts was sampled

at a later date and will not be included in this study.
Table 6 shows a comparison of the two goal a.reas by

is and should be discrepancies for faoulty and students at
Drake University.

Areas being well serviced by the institu-

tion can be observed as well as areas neglected.
Table 7 shows the results of the Fall 1976 ranking
of is/should be goal disorepancies of the entire sample of
867 for comparison and baseline needs assessment.

Certain

similarities exist between these ranking and those of 1974
such as a need for greater emphasis in

~;e

areas of:

individual personal development, intellectual orientation,
intellectual/aesthetic environment, humanism/altruism, and
innovation.
Information collected for each college (not displayed here) will be distributed to each individual college
for their personal use.

Table 6
Is/Should Be Discrepancies Rank Ordered, Students/Faculty, Spring 1974

Student
Goal Area

Faculty
Discrepancy

Individual Personal Dev.
Humanism/Altruism
Intellectual Orientation
Intell./Aesthetic Environ.
Vocational Preparation
Innovation
Community
Social Criticism/Activism
Off-Campus Learninq
Democratic Governance
Public Service
Freedom
Social Egalitarianism
Research
Advanced Training
Cultural/Aesthetic Awareness
Meeting Local Needs
Accountability/Efficiency
Traditional Religiousness
Academic Development

+1.60
+1.23
+1.15
+1 .. 11
+1 .. 06
+1.01
+0.99
+0 .. 97
+0.92
+0.89
+0 .. 96
+0.13
+0.10
+0.64
+0.62
+0.60
+0.59
+0.59
+0 .. 4.4
+0.42

Goal Area
Intellectual Orientation
Intell./Aesthetic Environ.
Humanism/Altruism
Individual Personal Dev.
COmmunity
Innovation
CUltural/Aesthetic Awareness
Academic Development
Vocational Preparation
Social Criticism/Activism
Research
Public Service
Meeting Local Needs
Democratic Governance
Advanced Training
Freedom
Accountability/Efficiency
Off-Campus Learning
Social Egalitarianism
Traditional Religiousness

Discrepancy

+1.40
+1.19
+0.95
+0.91
+0.89
+0.80
+0.19
+0.13
+0.72
+0.70
+0.69
+0.66
+0.59
+0.59
+0.47
+0.44
+0.41
+0.39
+0.31
+0.18

....
'"
U'I
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Table 7
Is/Should Be Discrepancies Rank Ordered for the Entire
Sample of 867 Fall 1976, (Includes
Students/Faculty/Administrators)
Goal Area

Discrepancy

Individual Personal Development

+1.19

Intellectual orientation

+1.12

community

+1.03

Intellectual Aesthetic Environment

+1.03

Humanism/Altruism

+0.94

Innovation

+0.87

vocational Preparation

+0.83

Democratic Governance

+0.82

Public Service

+0.74

Social Criticism/Activism
Accountability/Efficiency
Cultural/Aesthetic Awareness
Research
Freedom
Advanced Training
Off-Campus Training
Meeting Local Needs
Academic Development
Social Egalitarianism
Traditional Religiousness

+0.70
+0.65

+0.61
+0.61
+0.56
+Oe55
+0.55
+0.52

+0.50
+0.43
+0.36
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In addition, The Third Centu"
••_ post Seconda;y
'::L _
Plannin9 for the Nontraditional Learne~, an Iowa based
study of indicating trends away from traditional students
in higher education, was incorporated to help clarify
project needs.
Upon completion of the representative needs assessment, the next step was to synthesize the project goals
based on these needs.
S}lmma;:y.

From all the previous sources, the fol-

lowing needs were synthesized and ranked by university,
college, and personal level.

They were then organized

systematically by the Faculty Development Program coordinator and this researcher as follows:
Faculty perceived University needs:

Northwest Area

Foundation guidelinesJ student enrollment; tuition reduction; student retention; student demographic diversity,
preparation for decreasing enrollment; direct student loans
to aid private higher education.

From the literature and

Drake University Data Bank, the following needs also emerged:
faculty tenure alternatives; endowments 1 unity of purpose
for university goals (sense of community); and sensitivity
to societal pressures.
College

needs~

academic teaching excellence,

faculty/student relationships; intellectual growth1 social
growth; vocational and professional growth; personal growth;
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innovation 1 awareness of new developments within professions; unique personal qualities among faoulty, supporting
college goals; cultural growth; and cooperative programs
beyond disciplines.
Individual needs:

academic teaching excellence,

skills in academic teaching; faculty/student relationships;
intellectual growth; social growth: vocational and professional growth; personal growth; innovation, cultural
growth; time for acquiring new research methodology,
climate for establishing self as scholar, and climate for
individual personal development.
Goal Synthesis
The Faculty Development Coordinator, Faculty
Advisory Committee, and Researcher then established prioritiae in the list and identified the following needs as
best justifying the program's existence.

Next the goals,

or objectives, were expanded to meet these needs (Table 8).
Once the goals were established, the next step was to
design alternative procedures

to

achieve the goals.

Procedures for Goals Achievement
Following the needs assessment and goal identification, a system for achieving the goals was developed.

A

Newsletter was also begun, devoted solely to the Faculty
Development Program.

Guidelines and financial awards were

announced in the Newsletter spectru~ and distributed to all
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Table 8
Synthesized Needs and Goals l

Needs
University

Goals

Meet Northwest Area
Acceptance of Faculty
Foundation guidelines Development Program
Academic teaching
excellence

Maintain students perception of Drake's image of
academic excellence
Maintain special professional/vocational
programs

Skills in academic
teaching

Develop sensitivity to
identified student needs

Student retention

Increase student retention through counseling
(faculty/student interaction)
Encourage innovation
within University goals

unity of purpose for
University goals
(sense of community)

provide post-disciplinary
opportunities for study,
research, scholarship
Augment opportunities being reduced through
Drake's diminishing purchasing powers for travel,
replacement, research

College

Awareness of new
developments within
professions

Maintain faculty intellectual orientation

Ip$ Dyer and J. Ger1ovich, "Needs, Goals, Goals

Achievement, and Evaluation Designs," a Working Paper for
the Drake university Faculty Development Program (Des Moines,
Iowa: Drake University, November 20,1976). (Xeroxed.)
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Table 8 (Continued)
Needs

Goals

Unique personal qual- Enoourage faculty innovation within college goals
ities among faculty
supporting college
Maintain special profesgoals
sional/vocational programs

Individual

Cul tural growth

Increase growth in awareness and appreciation of
the literature, music and
other arts
Inorease intellectual/
cultural environment

Soc ial growth

Increase students' social
growth through understanding of other people & their
own views: experiences in
relating to others

vocational
preparation

Inorease students' vocational/professional growth
through preparation in
traditional & emerging
areas
Inorease interaction with
community

Cooperative programs
beyond disciplines

Increase post-disciplinary
interaction

Time for acquiring
new research
methodology

Provide training & support
groupS for individuals
wishing to renew old, or
learn new skills

Climate for establishing self as
scholar

Provide opportunities for
individuals or groups to
engage in advanced study,
scholarship, research

Climate for individual personal development

provide practice in skills
needed for personal development; behavior styles
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faculty and administrators (see Figures 31 and 32, Appendix
C).

Personal interviews with oollege departments and

individuals were conducted to interpret needs, goals and
opportunities.
It was decided that faoulty should be enoouraged to
initiate a proportion of the Erojeats (workshops, seminars,
stipends, consultations, etc.) meeting the identified needs
and goals.
Faoulty Projects
In order for faculty initiated projects proposed to
the Faculty Advisory Committee to be approved for funding,
a system for qualitative and quantitative assessment of the
program's satisfaction of the identified needs and goals
was established.

The Advisory Committee Recommendation

Form (Figure 33, Appendix C) was developed based on a modification of Doxiadis' "Desirability-Feasibility Grid for
consideration of alternatives"l whose validity and reliability had already been tested.

The grid was adapted to edu-

cationsl settings by Dyer and Prentice.

2

le. Doxiadis "The Desirability-Feasibility Grid
for the eonsideratio~ of Alternatives," Athens Center of
Ekistics, The World Society of Ekistics Conference on
Education, Document S, No. 13, July, 1971, p. 9.
2p. Dyer and M. Prentice, "Planning Educational
Future"
For~, XXXIX, No. 4 (May, 1975),
, The Educational
..
479-483.
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The simple checklist yields data which can be
easily quantified.

On the checklist there is also an area

for comments, endorsements, and possible alternatives.
To keep sight of the entire program a eroject
proposals 102 (Figure 34, Appendix C) was developed.

This

chart facilitated the disposition of all projects being
considered and remaining to be considered.
chart contained the following projects data:

In addition, the
the date

received by the Faculty Development Office, the author, the
theme of the project, and the date it was sent to the
Advisory Committee.

The chart also helped reduce the amount

of paper work required to manage such quantities of information.

The Cost to F.D.P. column--Faculty Development

Program--enabled guidelines to be observed and flexibility
to be extended where needed.
bookkeepinge

It also greatly facilitated

The Recommendation Received column was a

tabulation kept of each of the Faculty Advisory Committee's
action on each project.

It was recommended that a ratio

score (the actual votes cast by each voting member/the
maximum possible of Ip for each voting member) of 0.70 was
to be attained for project fundinge

A simple majority

(5 of the 9 voting members) was all that was required for
votinge

If a member was not able to attend a meeting he

could still cast his vote on specific projects to be considered at meetings.

All proposals were customarily for-

warded to the Faculty Advisory Committee members one week
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before a scheduled meeting for voting on projects.

Under

other ~onsiderations, if the Advisory Committee decided to
defer a proposed project, for further clarification it
would be so noted here, and the date the proposer was to
personally defend his proposal before the committee would
be noted.

All proposers could request meetings before the

Faculty Advisory Committee for clarification of their proposal.

Under disposition, was stated the committee's final

action on the project:

accept, defer, or reject.

In addition, a levels/needs and goals area Project
Matrix was developed (Figure 35, Appendix C).

The purpose

of this form was to help keep the entire projects portion
of the program in perspective and balance.

As projects were

approved they were inserted into the matrix.

At a glance,

it was possible to see areas being neglected and those being
emphasized.
Campus communications.

Communications is an essen-

tial part of any Faculty Development Program.

To help

assure sufficient regular space for publioation of information related to the program, a specialized distinctive letter
was developed and distributed regularly to all faculty and
administrators.

Working with the professional staff from

the Office of University Relations, a well balanced and concise Newsletter--SPECTRU~ (Figures 36, 37 and 3S, Appendix
C), news of the Drake Faculty Development Program, was
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developed.

The name ohosen was to depict the wide range of

the program.
SPECTRUM was used to announoe the initiation of the
program to the faculty, identify program needs and goals,
announce university wide speaking consultants, report progress on project awards, and interpret new program areas as
they emerged in the program.

In addition, SPECTRUM was sent

to twenty other institutions of higher education on an
exchange of information basis.
Evaluation.

Following their completion, all funded

projects were assessed for their effectiveness in meeting
their stated goals.

After extensive review of the litera2
ture, it was decided that a modified Likert l and Thurston

Scale would be most effective in such evaluations.

The

instrument (Figure 39, Appendix C) is clear, concise,
quantifiable and the system had already been extensively
studied for validity and reliability.

Qualitative addi-

tions were made possible by the insertion of a comments section following each item rated giving the instrument greater
range and acceptance.
It will be noted that the first three evaluation

IGa Murphy and R. Likert, Public Opinion and the
Individual (New York: aarper & Brothers, 1938).

2w.

J. Good and P. K. Ratt, Methods in Social

Research (New York:

McGrawaill, 1952), pp. 2'0-6.
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instruments are not consistent.

The first one utilized a

10 point scale, but it was later realized that no undecidedchoice was available to the respondent.

The second instru-

ment more closely approached the Likert model, except that
the zero point still gave no undecided choice.

The third

instrument was found to best satisfy all needs and was
utilized from that point forward in all remaining project
evaluations.

The comments from the individual instruments

were very helpful, and will be summarized in the next section to add values information.
Results.

The results of the areas and goals and

levels satisfied by the projects accepted to date are shown
in Figure 35, Appendix C.
The first project was the Alexander TeChnique workshop, conducted by the College of Fine Arts, in December 1976.
It was proposed by a member of the College of Fine ARts with
the following objectives:

(a) to develop knowledge about

the Alexander technique of voice improvement and the
Alexander technique of physical movement as tied to voice
improvement; and (b) to develop skill in using the technique
itself, and teaching the technique to students.

Miss

Marjorie Barstow of Linooln, Nebraska, who had been teaching
the technique for 35 years, conducted the three day workshops for faculty and studentS.

Fifteen faculty and

approximately 100 students actively participated in the

program and received personalized help.
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The total qualita-

tive and quantitative results are shown in Figure 41,
Appendix D.
The seoond project oonducted was the Seminar in
Higher Education I.

It was the initial university-wide

seminar of the Faculty Development Program to the general
faculty.

It was proposed by the Faculty Development

Coordinator and an ad hoc oommittee.

Dr. Howard Bowen,

Chancellor Emeritus of the Claremont University Center,
conducted a two-day program, consisting of a university
level opening address on Values and Dilemmas in Higher Education.

Ninety-five of 317 faculty members and administrators

attended this session, even though it occurred during the
late afternoon of a normal Thursday class schedule.

Also

scheduled were four small group sessions with administrators,
the Faculty Advisory Committee, and individuals selected by
college deans representing most departments.

A total of 138

individuals attended these sessions, however, due to overlap approximately 40 different individuals actively participated.

The total qualitative and quantitative results

are shown in Figure 42, Appendix D.
The third project funded was the speech communications requisition for an outside consultant to assess
curriculum revisions which the department had initiated in
the past few years.

Donald Cushman, Professor of Speech

Communications of Michigan State University, spent two days
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consulting with staff, attending classes, and studying
syllabi to make valid assessments of the program.

The

total qualitative and quantitative results are shown in
Figure 43, Appendix D.

The quan tit a ti ve results of the

consultant are shown in Figure 44, Appendix D.

The corre-

lation between the means of the faculty and oonsultant are
shown in Figure 45, Appendix O.
The fourth project funded was the Teaching Qualitative Methods in the Social Sciences workshop.

This two

day projeot proposed by members of the Social Science
faculty emphasized teaching qualitative research methods as
taught by Jacqueline Wiseman, Professor of Sociology at the
University of California at San Diego.

In addition, the

program dealt with strategies and problems in teaching
qualitative methods and the use of such methods in the study
of social deviance.

The program utilized large open ses-

sions and small interpersonal groups sessions between
faculty and consultant.

The total qualitative and quanti-

tative results are shown in Figure 46 of Appendix D.
The fifth and sixth projects conoern assertive training proposed by the College of continuinq Education.

Sec-

tions were conducted separately for male and female faculty
in four conseoutive two-hour sessions.
involved four basic procedures:

The project training

(1) learning the differ-

ence between assertion, aggression, passivity, and politeness; (2) identifying and accepting personal rights as well
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as the rights of others; (3) reducing bloc ks t 0 assert i ve
behavior; and (4) practicing assertive responses.

The pro-

gram was conducted by two Drake University staff members,
both experienced leaders of assertiveness training with
business, secondary schools and colleges.

To increase

necessary interaction, the number of participants was to be
limited to approximately 10.

At least two additional ses-

sions are being requested by the faculty.

The total quali-

tative and quantitative results are shown in Figures 47 and
48 in Appendix D.
The seventh funded project was proposed by a member
of the English Department to determine to what extent the
National Council of Teachers of English (N.C.T.E.) pOSition,
namely students' rights to their own language, is valid at
Drake and to develop teaching strategies for implementation
of the results into the Freshman English classes.

The

program ran for two days and centered about seminars and
individual conferences with conSUltants Lou Kelly (the
University of Iowa), W. R. winteroud (University of
Southern California), and John Butler (George Peabody
College of Teacher Education).

Five objectives were sought:

(1) to develop knowledge about the N.e.TeE. resolution "The
Student's Right to Their OWn Language"

and the "Back to

the Basics" movement 1 (2) to develop understanding of the
relationship between an individual and his language and the
forces acting upon him; (3) to develop skill in teaching
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language in Freshman English; (4) to develop attitudes to-

ward dialects of English, particularly Edited Standard
English and the so-called "Conununity tl dialects 1 and (5) to
develop values for dealing positively with students'
dialects.

The total qualitative and quantitative results

are shown in Figure 49, Appendix D.
At this writing seven of the projects were completed.

However, a number of other projects have been

funded and will be completed by September 1977.
projects' results are shown in Table 9.

The total

The individual

project.breakdowns, showing need level for which the project was designed, the number of participants, the number
of evaluation forms

analy~ed

are shown in Table 10.

Table 9
Total Projects Results (as of April 1977)

Number of
Proposals

Number
Funded

30

12

Number of Active Participants
(Faculty/Administration)
175

All information concerning these projects and other
university-wide instruments have been stored in closed
files in the Dial Computer Center for future access.
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Table 10
Results of Funded Projects (as of April 1977)

Project Needs
Level

Name

Number of
Participants

Number of Evaluation
Forms Processed

Alexander
Technique

College

llSa

13

Higher
Education
Seminar I

University

150 b

20

Speech
Communication
curriculum
Department
Review

S

4

Teaching
Qualitative
Methods in
the Social
Sciences

Department

SOb

12

Assertive
Training
for Men

University

9

c

3

Assertive
Training
for Women

university

8c

8

Students'
Right to
Their Own

Department

Language

30

15

~umber of participants included students, however,

they were not evaluated in this program.
b

on1y

small, personal group sections were evaluated.

c
of participants limited by consultant due
Number
to interaction required.
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summarx
This section summarized the effeotive qualitative
aspeots of the faculty development funded projeots.
• From all projeots it was observed that small
group sessions were very effeotive following large introductory sessions.
• Those projeots initiated by faoulty, fulfilling
an unique departmental or oollege need were most effeotive.
• Personal skills improvement was an area where
greater emphasis is needed and most satisfaotion is derived.
• Outside oonsulting appears effeotive in developing
and evaluating skills and prooesses.
• Faoulty participation in projeots is consistent
and growing.
• Face to faoe interaotion between faoulty members
(across disciplines) was viewed as positive and helpful.
• Consultants were effective catalysts to change,
however faculty now seek ways to implement suggestions and
reoommendations.
• Teaching the non-traditional student is a widespread ooncern among faculty and administrators.
• Follow-up programs were viewed by almost all as
being useful.
• If faculty development is a priority need, time,
that does not conflict with classes, or other duties, needs
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to be made available when all faculty and administrators
can attend university level programs.
• Consultants helped in identifying and clarifying
strengths and weaknesses in programs.
• Faculty were receptive to personal evaluative
methods.
• Consultants confirm Drake has a strong teaching
staff who are committed to their work.
Upon referring to the Project Matrix (Figure 35,
Appendix C), it becomes apparent that many of the identified
goals (Table 8) are being well handled for so young a
program.

The goal of project acceptance appears well satis-

fied judging from the number of projects proposed (30) in
the first semester.
At the University level, Higher Education Seminars
such as the Howard Bowen program helped make the faculty
aware that the program existed, helped clarify certain
universal goals and concerns of higher education, and
facilitated faculty communicating across disciplines.
The computers in instruction program planned for
June, 1977, will take representative volunteers from Drake
University to Michigan State University to learn how to
make the best use of the excellent oomputers facilities
available at Drake University in teaching and evaluation in
higher education.

Again the number of faculty interested in

attending this project exceeds funds budgeted for this
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project.
Visitation by members of the Faculty Advisory Committee (representing all colleges in the University) to the
University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh and Kansas City Regional
Council on Higher Education (KCRCHE) brought back information which has already aided in clarification and facilitation of goals achievement in this program.

Some examples

from the Oshkosh Program are first, there needs to be a
separation of the Office of Faou1ty Development responsibilities into assessment, implementation and evaluationf
second, better use of the institution'S internal resouroes
might be explored for application at Drake University; and
third, flexible scheduling might be explored.

Examples

proven effective at KCRCHE were first, faculty rewards system and use of internal resources: and second, the value of
a consortium of institutions attacking common problems was
shown.
The qualitative methods in the social sciences
proposal addressed primarily the college level goals of
maintaining faculty intellectual orientation, maintaining
special professional/vocational programs, increasing
interaction within the community, and increasing sensitivtty to societal needs.
The proposed law teaching project addressed to the
College of Law will attempt to improve the teaching techniques
of the entire College of Law faculty-

Faculty, in the
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professions are becoming aware of Drake University's
strength as a teaching institution and are seeking aid in
improving their techniques.

This project may represent the

student-perceived need for the professions to improve
teaching methodologies.

It may also reflect the goal of

seeking innovation in generally traditional areas.

Further-

more, the increased student vocational/professional growth
may be improved through increased teaching effectiveness of
the professions.

The project was endorsed by the entire

Law faculty and will consist of sending two representatives
to a seminar training program to learn new approaches in
teaching law.

Upon their return they will instruct the

remaining Law faculty in such methodologies.

Thus, another

goal, that of seeking to increase the availability of travel
money and registration fees, not currently handled by Drake
University's decreasing allocation for such items, is also
being satisfied.
The workshop on teaching Freshman Composition
satisfied goals at the department level.

Among the goals

addressed were the maintenance of special profession and
vocational programs.

These goals accomplished by the

faculty seeking clarification of the needs of its students
in professional areas, then seeking curricular changes to
achieve them.

It also addressed the goal of increasing

interaction with the community, through interaction with
the press concerning clarification of such discord
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centered about lanquane
disputes.
~

0 n the personal level it

provided the means of attaining the goal of renewing old
skills or learning new ones.
The Alexander Technique workshop addressed the goal
of refining old skills or learning new ones also.

It also

satisfied another goal of providing an effective way to
practice Skills needed for personal development and behavior styles.

It encouraged faculty/student interaction,

increased student vocational/professional growth in the
fine arts, through skill improvement.
The curriculum review of the speech communications
department project, used a well known consultant to assess
progress from an outside source.

A statistical analysis

(t-test and P-statistic) of the evaluation responses
indicated that Ore Cushman and the speech communications
faculty were in general agreement conoerning the revised
curriculum's needs, objectives, strengths and weaknesses,
and the faculty's reception to innovation.
Appendix D.)

It also provided review of skills needed for

personal development.
action.

(See Figure 45,

It encouraged student/faculty inter-

Most of all it provided information on faculty

innovation, while re-emphasizing the fact that Drake does
have an excellent, concerned teaohing staff.
The assertive training seminars provided the means
of attaining the goal of developing personal skills and
behavior styles.

It also encouraged the crossing of
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disciplines and interaotion of faoulty across the
university.
Faculty involvement has exoeeded the SO percent
level sought for this year.

~he

need for ohange appears to

have been realized, and realistic projeots are being
developed to attain them.

~he

general faculty, realizing

their strength lies in being an effeotive teaching institution, have devoted most of their projeot efforts to
maintaining and/or improving this integral Drake Faoulty
Development Program goal.

Generally, the faoulty have

sought personal, departmental or oollege improvement and
innovation through development of personal skills and
strengths or refining them.
Certain areas of the program at this working have
yet to receive attention, suoh as the student needs and
oonoerns.

However, this is a very young program and the

projeots proposed by the Drake faoulty have exoeeded the
expeotations time-line in quality, number, and diversity.
The Drake University faoulty appear sensitive to
the need for change, and realize the Faculty Development
Program is a means of attaining it especially at the
personal, departmental, and oollege level.
From the summary evidenoe reported in the appendioes,
it may be conoluded that Drake University projects aspect
have been achieving many of its stated goals well ahead of
most other institutions' programs in this stage of their
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development.
The projects, however important, are only one
aspect of the total Faculty Development Program.

Respond-

ing to a charge by the Vice President Academic Administration Office, the faculty development staff and Advisory
committee have been developing an Integrated Program for
Professional and Disciplinary Development (IPDD) to be proposed by the end of three years.

An

overview of this

proposal is shown in Figure 40, Appendix C.

The figure

shows the current program in the solid line box, the areas
currently being expanded in the dotted line box, and the
eventual tentative program.
It is anticipated that the proposed program will
eventually be headed by a board with subgroups in Research,
Curriculum Development, Instructional Development, and Postdisciplinary Institutes.
process.

Evaluation would be a continuous

Chapter 4
A PROPOSED FACULTY DEVELOPMENT MODEL
The purpose of this study was to develop a model
for faculty development in higher eduoation.

In doing so,

it also recorded the decisions and programs of the
beginning year of the three-year Drake University Faculty
Development Program.

Through colleotion and analysis of

extensive quantities of literature, data, interviews, and
project analyses, this study provided the historical record
upon which to continue the second and third years of the
program.

The study will also aid in providing continuity

to the program between the first and second years, should
new staff be included in the program.
The newly developed model consists of three integral
parts:

a task analysis and timetable for a three year

program, a rationale for instituting a faculty development
program from a needs assessment, and the paradigm for change
and evaluation in faculty development.
TASK ANALYSIS AND TlMELlNE FOR A THREE-YEAR PROGRN4
The task analysis and timeline provides a fluid
schedule for completing critical tasks simultaneously with
a limited staff.

It provides a convenient method for task

assignments, and preparation for future events as well as a
log of those completede

An example of such a timeline
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appears in Figure 26, which was part of the Drake
University Faculty Development Program.

This timeline was

proven to the author to be one of the most important items
incorporated in understanding the entire scope of such a
program.
OUTLINE FOR INSTITUTING A FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
FROM A NEEDS ASSESSMENT
The outline for instituting a faculty development
program from a needs assessment portion of the model can
become as simple or complex as the designer and program
demands.

Figure 27 is an example used in the Drake

University program.

As the title implies the most critical

portion of the instrument is an effective needs assessment.
From the footnotes under the needs assessment, it may be
observed that a variety of sources were incorporated into
this baseline data bank.
Following the needs assessment the staff and Faculty
Advisory committee established priorities and lLmited these
to a manageable number.

From these critical needs, the

goals, or objectives were synthesized.

These goals were

communicated to the faculty through a specific periodical
devoted to the program, with responses encouraged.
Proposals from the faculty provided the means of
obtaining a variety of possible suggested solutions to
specific problems housed within the broadly defined goals.
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Task Analysis and Timeline for a Three Year program

l

1 M• Prentice, "Timeline for a Three Year Program," working Paper for the Committee on Status of Profession (Des Moines, Iowa: Drake University, Spring, 1976).
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Figure 27 (Continued)
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Increase slurJr-ntS· soda.l
Rrov..1.h throu~~h IInd€'rstanoinlZ of nthf'f pf'oplf" &
their views: l.'xfH'·r1c-ncc in

Propo!als for inCTf'asing stud(·n. 8 1
sod .. l vrov.-th throuch A.C. approv~d
workshops. s(,llllnars. de.
{Approvcn propo •• ls _ _ _ _ __

De.ign :-<0. 1

Propos.at!l (or inr:r;;.a.sin[! sturlentl!i'

Design No.1

relatin~ to "thers

E.

Vocat iona 1 Prf"pa ration
(2,6,7,8,9,11)*

Incrr3.sC' 8tudent8 f

vocational/pro(f"ssionat
gro\\.1.h through preparation
in traditional \nd {"tHe rging
a rea 8

Increase interaction with
Community

F.

*

Cooperativ« programs
heyond disclrlinefl
(7,8,11,12;*

Incf('zuH! post-disciplinary

interaction

Sources of infor.,."ll ion used in needs as;l(,SSlCcnt
(ref", to key pp. 1;;''1-7f})

\'oca~iona.t !pror('s~ional 9: rov.1:h

thronrh prr·paration ill t rariitional i.:
e!nrr~in? ~r('as thro\~ch A.C.

a-pproved ,,,·orkshops. seminars. dc.

(Approved proposals _ _ _ _ _ _ )
Proposals (or in("r£"asin~ interacHon
with Con'lmunity thrcllCh A.C. approved
workshops. !H'n1ina rS" etc.
(Approved proposals, _ _ _ _ __
rrop')sal.s for incrf'a.sinr postdisciplinary intera{lio!1 thr()ueh A.C.
appruved worv.shc.ps sf'f1linars. de.
(Approved propc,s.ls _ _ _ _ __

Design :-<0. 1

I
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Figure 27 (Continued)

--------------------------------------------------------I. Needs Assessment
II. Goals SetLin~
Ill. -l>r()R~~~~~~~,~~~t;oaril---------iv~-E~:i~~~i~~ -----------~------------------------------~-----~--------- ... _----------------_._---------------------A.

(or acqui rinr. Ilt~V:
resc-arch rncthodology
(4,7,14)

",'i11l(!

*

Providt· t r~inlng tJ. support
groups for individuals

wishing to fi>ne\t.' olu, or
lea rn tlew 5 ki 11£1

Propo.als for providing training (or
updi\ting (110, or \(;arning of new
skills thr()u~~il A.C. approved workshops, sClninaTB, FtC.
{Approved propoB.18 _ _ __

Design I'",

B.

Climate for establishing
ilJclf a8 scholar
(4,7)*

Providt" opportunities (or
Individuals or group. to
eng"ct' in advanc~d study,
flchol;u'ship, r(,8(~arch

Proposals for providing opportunities
for advanced study. scholarship,
research through A.C. approved 'J.'oJ·kShDP!;, scn1inar8, etc.
{Approv<:d proposals _ _ _ _ __

Design No.1

c.

CHrnate for indh'idual
person;>.1 dcvc-lopn)('nt

Provide practic(; in skills
needed fo r pt'rse:nal
dcvelopfTwflt: behavlor
styles

Proposals for providing pradic~ in
skins needed for personal (jp"'r>lopmcnt thToU~~h A.C. approved workshopa, selninar8. f:tC.
(Approved proposals ______ )

Deoil!n No.1

(7,1<,14)

*

*

Sources of inforn~tion used in needs assessment
(refC'r to key PP./61-10)

KEY
A.

Need. If",,,,,,,, of Jatal

l.

Drake'. pruV' •• 1 to Nortbwect Arca Foundation

z.

AC~~

(Frr.hman CIao., Fall J975 • Number equal 780)

IllLL STt'[)Y, Fall And Spring of 1971 - 7<;. (~umb", equals 260)

4•

SURVEY (rom COlnmittre on SI.tus of Profe •• lo ... (Spring 197£,) on Preferred Study

s.

CUE:"S (Pilot run) Spring 1916 (>Iumber equal H)

6.

1°76 - discrepancy between D ra k e • 8 cont ribution toward achif"vt'mcnt and
'
NCllf~MS (Seninr C lass ) 5 prong 7
(Number equal 43~ gradual;ng students)
Sfl.HJent aspir?rion in:

7.

I~STITUTIO"'/l.L GOALS nVE~TORY, Spring

a.
h.
c:.

intelh,<:tual nricn~a.tion
tntell.,ctu,-d/a:l'sthf'tic (~nvironment
huni;:tr.isrn/aHruiErn

1974. di.crcpancy!ranl<

0

rdcr (faculty - number equal 1(9)

d.

individual - personal de v eloprnent

e.
(.

community
innovat ion
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Figure 27 (Continued)

-------------------------------------------------KEy--------------------------------------------------.
------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------~
8.

Review of recent profc89iotll'\1

9.

Mission Statem(~nt from .Long Range Plannin.g Co!nrnittee, rat!'f led by University Senate 5/76

a.
b~

c.

10.

literatUft'!

maintain Drake's image of acadf'mic excellence J t eac h'lng and comprehensive university leadership
increase 8~!lae of cornnHlnity
move towards pDst-disciplinary studie8

Enrollment data
a. '"

h.

incrcaRe student retention
increas{- dh-crBity of student selection

11.

Summary from Chronicle reports and parallel Faculty Development Program

12.

Report fron.

Vic~-President,

A,A.

a. to FacuH; A,lvi6ory Committee, 74-76
h. to ~0nera\ (Hldly, 9f7~. Il/4176

a. to Faculty Advisory Committ"". 74-16

14. Obscrvat ion of Dr,1ke' s dim! shing' purchasing pO\Jer for travel. faculty rcp1.1cement.
r(:~~carch,

.

g. l::vauntion Dcsir,ns
Ddla r:athcrec, an,11yzcd by Researcher, distributed to faculty Advi;:ory Comnittee for

evaluation.
fr~'£Ii' l.Jl:~JlLn..J1".:.--!

EVDlilatio~ of Pr0posal (DesirabilityfFeasbility point total)

Evaluation of Enrollment
Data

Evaluation of Distribution (Projects t~trlx)

Other

EV:llu.'ltton of Horkshops (Follow-up Questionnaire)
Evaluation of Climate/Growth
IGI Datil

CUES Data

csop Feedback
Gencr"l feedback

Advisory COmr:1ittee Feedback
Level of Participation
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Effioient, well defined criteria were developed and communicated to the faculty concerning proposals for projeots.
The Faoulty Advisory Committee and the researcher play a
critical role here in developing a fair, qualitative and
qUantitative instrument for assessing projects for funding
based on clarified goals.
After any faculty initiated project has been funded
and conducted, its effect is assessed.

Again the Advisory

Committee and researcher need to design a fair, concise
instrument to quantitatively assess the project and qualitatively provide for suggestions and comments.

Two general

designs for evaluation have been presented here for
illustrating project and program assessment.
PARADIGM FOR CHANGE AND EVALUATION IN FACULTY

DEVELOPMENT WITHIN AN INSTITUTION

The synthesized paradigm for change and evaluation
in faculty development (Figure 28) is a summative complement
to the two previous portions of the total model.

There are

two integral sub-parts in any faculty development program-the Faculty Development office (FDO) and the faculty members
or client system.
The FDO serves as a link between the institution and
society, helping assess the needs of each and showing the
value of a cooperative interdependence.
Within the FDO, specific needs of the faculty, and
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Paradigm for Change and Evaluation in Faculty
Development within an Institution
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outside clients it seeks to serve, are identified from re-

liable data collected and assessed by the research staff
and coordinator.

After a priority list has been estab-

lished, the goals are synthesized from the needs.

The syn-

thesis process requires extensive interaction with the
Faculty Advisory Committee (FAC).

The FAC should be com-

posed of representatives from all segments of the faculty
which the FDO seeks to help.

FollOWing the goals synthesis,

program guidelines need to be stated as measurable objectives.

Next, instruments need to be designed by the

research staff, and approved by the FAC, to qualitatively
and quantitatively measure the degree to which faculty
proposed projects will meet the goals and objectives.
faoulty proposed projects are soli¢ited.

Next

Then, relevant

projects are obtained through publication of the programfs
goals and guidelines in a specific newsletter devoted to
the program.

Then a personalized, nonthreatening projects

evaluation system needs to be developed by the research staff,
and approved by the FAC.
With this understanding of the FDO relation to
society and the institutional faculty, and its inner functioning, an example of a faculty problem will be run through
the entire model for clarification.
When a faculty member, department, or college,
within the institution, experiences some dissatisfaction,
with which the FDO can be of service, they make a decision
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to act on this dissatisfaction.

After diagnosing their

problem, they begin a search for alternatives.

When the

search has narrowed the dissatisfaction to a specific
problem, they submit an application form for aid, in the
form of a project (workshop, outside consultant, seminar,
training of faculty, etc.) to the FDO for approval.
If the faculty experiences problems anywhere between
diagnosis and application writing for projects, the FDQ
will send out a process helper to give aid where needed.
This aid may consist of goals and guidelines clarification,
providing data for problem diagnosis and alternative
searching, or direct assistance in application preparation.
Once the project has been submitted to the FDO, the
FAC will assess its merit by running it through the proposal
screen.

The proposal screen consists of the instruments

developed for assessing the proposed projects strength in
meeting the programs goals.

If the proposed project is

funded and the project is approved and conducted, it should
satisfy that problem experienced originally by the faculty.
A follow-up evaluation of the projectts effectiveness in
meeting its intended goals is conducted and the results
sent to the proposer so he may also assess the projects
success and suggestions made by its participants.

If the

project did not satisfy the faculty problem or suggested new
possibilities, faculty may want to reassess their problem
and resubmit another application for FDO aid.
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If the proposed application is turned down by the
FDO, a new dissatisfaction has been created and may suggest
re-assessment of the problem to the proposer for resubmission of the application.

The proposer may request a

personal appearance before the FAe voting body for clarification of proposal problems or request a process helper from
FDO to aid in problem clarification.
The model appears to have application within and
outside of higher education.

Any institution seeking to

obtain maximum efficiency from personnel may find the model
useful in identifying, clarifying, and alleviating problems
experienced by personnel which may be hindering the smooth
operation of the institution.

Chapter 5
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The literature points to the fact that change is
inevitable.

Pressures mounting for changes in account-

ability in teaching have become increasingly difficult to
attain in times of eoonomic stress.

Teaching institutions

are espeoially susceptible to criticism since their futures
lie almost solely with their faou1ties' teaching effectiveness.

Generally a very small percentage of their budgets

are attained from governmental, state or other research.
Thus, means of maintaining and/or increasing faculty
teaching vitality and effectiveness becomes critical to the
future of teachers in private higher education.
Private higher education appears to be in an unique
position to experiment in this area with minimal regulatory
constraints.

Institutions such as Drake University with

their independent status, reputation for teaching exoellence
and diversity of offerings (professional and other oolleges) ,
provide an example for such program development.
The purpose of this study was to develop a model
for faculty development.
purpose:

The study actually served a dual

the development of the model, and a report of the

first year's program of Faculty Development at Drake
Universitye
The model appears to be applicable to any institution
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seeking change and the development of nArsonnel
~resources,
or curricular changes. Whereas, the model was designed for
the university setting, its strength lies in its ease of
application and broadness of scope for any institution.
The model provides suggestions for assessing institutional
and personal needs1 goals, or objectives clarification;
suggestions for obtaining faculty or client project proposals to meet those objectives, and an evaluation of
project's effectiveness.

It shows the strength found in

the separation of the Faculty or Personnel Development
Office from the institution.

The FDO can more effectively

serve as a facilitator, and process helper for change.

In

addition, the linkage Which exists through a Faculty, or
client, Advisory Committee and the proposals screen provides further means for understanding the individual's
problems and clarification of institutional goals.
Another asset of the model is its circular nature.
This model provides the individual with more than one chance
at obtaining satisfaction of a felt need, through appeals

and recycling through the entire process repeatedly.
At this point, the most conspicuous weakness, which

can be identified in the model, is its lack of testing time
for validity in the Drake University program, and its
reliability in others.
In summary, this study sought to combine the
theoretical information of change, faculty development, and
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evaluation with practical instruments to c rea t e a mel
ad
for
accomplishing the assessment, implementation, and evaluation of institutional programs' effectiveness.

The model

appears to be an effective beginning toward a much needed
blend of theory and practicality with application in a wide
range of situations.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Pro9ra~

• It was found that a common meeting time for the
Advisory Committee be obtained for quorum representation
and voting purposes.

If priority is to be given to such

programs, the Faculty Advisory Committee members normal
load should be lightened to assure common meeting times.
• A decision should be made as to whether or not
project proposals should be anonymous, since biases between personalities may affect faculty voting.
• Faculty Advisory committee should have the
opportunity to work as a group before decisions need to be
made.

This will aid in increased efficiency of operation

and deoision-making.
• Faculty Advisory members should serve three year
terms with one-third rotation each year.
• External cursory evaluation of any change program
should be undertaken periodically• There should be more personal interaction between
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the Faoulty Development Office and administrators such as
deans, principles, or managers, to assure up-to-date program
decisions.
• A decision should be made concerning clients

(faculty, eta.) encouraged participation, through small
bonuses, to cross disoiplines in order to broaden their
horizons and

aid them in being conversant with a wider

variety of peers, subordinates and superordinates.
The creation of a development board should be explored which separates duties into assessment, implementation, and evaluation.

such separation will reduoe many

conspiouous and hidden biases.
Drake University
The following recommendations are made specifically
for the Drake University program.

• Since increased student retention was an identified need, study of the data obtained by the Drake Admissions Office concerning why students drop-out of Drake
should be performed.
~Ne of the excellent computer facilities
• Greater uS Q~

should be made by faculty 1n aiding instructional evaluation, and reducing the fear of the technology.
• More emphasis must be placed on the importance of
the standardized instruments (IGI, CUES) by deans and
faculty to improve data for assessing climate and program
changes.
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• The Drake Office of Faculty Development appears
to have accomplished much more in less time, than other
institutions concerning change.

It is recommended that

this office become an integral part of the university
structure but do so from a power (staff) position, thus
avoiding the line bureaucracy.

Exploring periodic review

of faculty and staff, in place of tenure (meaningless when
80 percent of faculty and staff have it), might identify
the places where increased budgetary efficiency could

provide funds for continuation of this program.
• The needs of the geographical region serviced by
Drake University needs should be assessed for programs
that this institution might offer that would make it unique,
while enhancing its traditional program offerings.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Further research is recommended in the following
areas.
• The relationship between student retention and
reasons for dropping out of college, which may be related
to teaching, should be explorede
• The effect of the mid-career crisis on personal
teaching effectiveness needs exploration, since its effect
may spread to other faculty.
ibl resource of non-traditional learners
• The poss
e
needs to be assessed.
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• The pros and cons of forming a consortium of
private institutions of higher education for resolving
common problems needs exploration.
• The possibility of faculty exchange programs with
other institutions, as an economic means of revitalizing
staff and incorporating new ideas needs exploration.
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Table 11
cost-Change Patterns for Higher Education l

1971

Fiscal Years
1972 1973
1974

1975

professional salaries

5.0%

3.9%

4.5%

5.1%

5.7%

Non-professional
salaries lit wages

7.8%

7.3%

6.0%

6.3%

B.O%

10.B%

11.2%

9.7%

12.3%

8.6%

Total

6.2%

5.5%

5.5%

6.4%

6.6%

Services

5.4%

6.0%

4.4%

4.7%

8.8%

Supplies & materials

3.7%

2.1%

3.3%

13.2%

24.8%

4.0%

3.7%

3.1%

6.1%

18.0%

16.3%

7.4%

2.6%

8.0%

16.0%*

10.5%

6.8%

5.4%

22.7%

28.3%

6.9%

5.3%

4.0%

9.6%

17.2%

6.4%

5.5%

5.2%

7.0%

9.6%

Yearly change, in percent

Fringe benefits

Equipment
Books

lit

periodicals

utilities
Total
Higher Education
Price Index
*estimate
: :: :

:

lcorbin Gwaltney, The Chronicle of Hi<Jher Ed,:"cation
Desk Book 1976-11 (Washington, D.C.: Edltor1al ProJects of
EducatIon, Inc., 1976) t p. 116.

Table 12
20-Year Trends in Degrees Awarded

l

Bachelor's Degrees
Socia! sciences
Soclel sciences
P;ycho;ogy
Punlfc a!l",,; t. se.... ices

19&3-64

l.Jbr"ry sc,ences

Totol

196~

1971·72

1973·14'

118,426 I 15 1.391
:23,768 I
3 3,536
2,81!lL4 4,414
814
1.0'Y,
145,902
19 0,395

160,620
43,080
12,540
990
217,230

177,220
52,420
15,930
1.120
246,690

2,663
18,679
15,185
3.131
47.358
87,017

3.262
25.521
19,128
4.363
58.070
110,344

6.440
33.810
18,800
12,340
73.200
144 580

7,560
37,940
21.300
14,550
82,150
163,500

19.977
39
37,971
17,129
26.565
7.863
15.843
14,903
43,736
115.173
18.254

23,513
459

23,630
3,370

25.800
4,610
47,WO
21,400
40,840
14,710
32.610
30,250
105.110
208.530
35,770
5,66,810

74,930
13,258
1,446

91,198
16,841
2,042

510

642

90,144

110,723

2.059
16,159
12,160
2,560

1957..()1l

19 19·70

I

1979-30

1961-82

182,000
58,ICO
22,010
1.240
274,030

183,230
74,110
23,180
1,26
281,780

7,800
38,000
21,580
15.290
82,280
164,950

8,450
39,390
22,480
16,720
85,320
172,360

8,7?D
40,190
23,000
17,990
87.050
177,020

8,820 I
40,560,
23,240 /'
18.610
87.830
179.060

25,190
5.350

25,730
6.380
40.0GO
19.9.30
40,990
14,340
38,750
36,340
103,400
205.060
36.970
568,950

25,890
7,320
44,.'140
19,670
41,540
14.450
40,180
36,6,0
104.570
205.120
37,700
577,950

1915076

I

174,330
'5(),520
11,730
1.150
2-'9,730

L

HumnnltJes

ArchItecture &. envHonmental de'Slgn
F\r1e &, applied arts
FCfCI!:;rt L:?JngIJage's
COfpf11'.;nrC<ltrons

110.027

Let'lc('S
To\al

72,965

Natuf.1i scicnce'5. and miscellaneous f",lds
Mathernatlcs Fa sta\J5tks
COn1;-,utcr t. mfornlatlon ~c/.enc.cS
suen':C~

22.~~4

SCiences
): & natural resources
professIOns
ACCOtH"\~\ng

'Jther f)lJsrness. & management

..

.. 1

TolBl

1

18,624
37,014
17,457
6,947
13,421
13,675
45,523
ltO,559
17,703
303,371

40.~'1!

19.:mO
31,429
9.215
18,170
17.9?2
62.670
132.087
20.291

322:~~.-...-E5,677

4,105
35.901
20.895
5,9~9

67,815
134,675
27,442
1.!jo14
49.CUS
21.439
37,031
12.382
22,141
21,133

34.871
161,')04
2G.825
466.440

!)O . .l1O

20,400
37.230
13.640

28,420
24,800
97,030
190.850
31.980
521,650

I

19n·7a
179,270
62,910
O,300
1,210
263,690

I

II

3G,lRO
20,O1l0

39.960
14,110
36,640
33.750
101,380
203.960
35.720
552.320

U

25.870
8.3'10
4n.550
19,290
41.780
14,500
41.620
36,820
105.200
202,170
38.020
5S2,160 •

1983·M
178.~30

76,940
23,610
1.220

~t),210

8,560
39,610
22,740
18,630
85,790
175.330
25.010
9.0~,0

4fl.7:'0
IB.3::10
40.660
14.070
42,020
35,730
102.330
193.3flO
37,J.t~O

56~~

Gwaltney, op. cit., p. 206.
I'J

o

1,0

Table 12 (Continued)

l\1aster's Degrees
S<lc;ai science'S
Seclo se'once$Psych 10FY
Pt.:cl;c a~~J-!rs & servicesllb'MY sCIences
T"t.~1

8,519
l'~
2,059

.-.---.:...------.:.....-.- '-'-" ~---'

I "~M

------_.... .3.251

2,717

--~--

IA.644

2.423

I

--.-

..,,~

11.616

3.237

5.5')2

4.586
3,916

1~.54~_.L_~~541

1%9-10---"'""
18ASO
3,953
IG.G~9

5,290
9.360

I'' "

19.6

5,6

I

I
90

lL

5,165

6.755
6.511

28,598

33,B78,

40,5~

44,1 (,Q

1,427
7.84'1
4,n03
)l(,2
11.364
26,305 I

1,900
7,540
4.G70
?,)()O
12.710
28.960

2.180
8,170
5,1?,)
2,610
13,990
32,070

5,536
1.459
15.723
5.933
S.BOO
2.191

5.190
1,f}50
16,5S0
6,160
6.100
2.660
7.120
1,380

5,410
2,000
l(U-AO
6,160

7.3f\0

10,4
8,3

1975-16

o

o

20.570
5.930
11.390
8.930
4G.87~~0:....L!

1977.70

21.610
6,290
12.320

-.-----.
19n1-llZ

1,)7'N!O

22,1130
6,530
13.160

10,120

383
3,573
2.1'J:G

CO'1,rnur:ic.:ttjon~

3(-,..1
S.SSO

LeHcrs

Tota!

12!166

N.,t:.lf I'll Sciences Il .... d rnlsr:e:'aMoo\.rs f'\etds
v ,q"'~<1,.3tJt:!i &. st,lt,~tic:s
C,-· r' ~ ,tIer fl( fr.fOlnlnt!on sciences

t('~ourt.es

Dro1c$.,)(}n~

t'crr·,Jr.',IIlf-;
o~~ ':1

1

,j~.. ,nC''',.s

(,; p-,,:'Ol":
(';~ !:.~

3.625
10.(157
.... 55S
3.296

Er

(

I

&. management

1,6!1~

702
5.019
5~3

'J30 1

8/130
17.667

10.I·n
22.'166

4,769!
238
13.717
4.977
4.?33
;>,0'l4
2,fl3J

2,2rJ
530
5.933
40,)7G

41),Q n 5

.1J:" F ,r)

..t,11 "(,"

__,_~_~ _._. __ :_._. _______ .____J. __ 7.~."J~

1.0:11'1

6,563
4.511

3,.193

5.527
548

15,247
5,499
5. S06
2.2J4
3,l36

1.137

862
12.:'80

>lAgg

16.964

1,0(13
20.516

62.9;/7

7B..77Ij

28. S?O

0,'1,1;

97,7JD
., lf~()

1{)().J40_L_~7'J.1I15 _._~n.)08

1!,O:_600

I

r;

nco

6,~~,'~'

2,7~;0

'l,Qr,::>
1,,\':0
~'9,9JO

2,500

8,MO
5.450
2,'JllO
14,~0

34.410

5,550
2.140
16,780
6,170
6.uDO
2.8'30
8.('1;\0
1,490
31.370

2,830
9.100
5,760
3,3!O
15.670
36.7.30

5.740

2,330
17,160
6,270
6.9110
2.970
9,450
1,550

7 COO

114,1'/0
/.~'1~

198J~~

22,720
6,640
It',040
10,050
53,450

3.180
9,450
6,000
3.:1~;O

II
i

3.470
9,67.0
6,ISO

I

4.0;;?

16.3.0 i
3B,5!'10 i

16,6_'.1 I
40.070 I

5.870
2.500
17,400
6,300
7.WO
3.080
10.170
1,6;:0

2.620
17,400
6,260
7.160
3,140
10,800
1,&10

5,910

i

3,670
9.6.00
6.ll0
.1,;.~~'OJ/i,.L)Q

40,290

5,780
2,690
17.000
6.060
7.010
3.110
11,170
1.630

33.240

34,5GO

35.4~,;O

35,'110

1 20.4J1 0

175.]30
R.230

12B,290
8.7i:)

127.500
7,91:)0

2~2,;;:£'i)

2~:r),~40

225,)~~,

L 1~~870.~~~~2~_._21~:IflO
107. ~,.J!)

I
II

A~'~~~
r~'~~~
53,490
_":::==..l-_==:'::"-L-"-::'==::".J._-=:==_

Hureanlties

&. envLronmental design
& 'Po' led arts
fOH:,?,n IJn1~\:.JeC'S

22.890
6,5eQ
13.800

n eno

tv
I-'

o

(Continued)

Table 12

Doctoral De!rces
c ..

-----,--

-----..---1960;.61;
19{'7.(,8
.

Social .clenees

1963-6.4

Soc.,! sc.ences

P~yc'\O!o;;;y
?ubi,e aH"ir; &. services
Library St,Hlees

1,659
939
66
13

Total

2,677

1,980
1,0:37
93
19
3,129

.. ---.-.~.

--

I

----.-.-------

..

)069,70.

2,V:O
1,232
110
22
4,004

)971·1l

J,G;l?
4,240
l,.G,c0L1.880
131
210
40
60
5,~.!!3

6,390

I
I

I

191]·74'

4,3';0
1.970

~20

70

I

I

6,610 I

1915·76

~,?50

2,')(.0
2·1()
80
7,;;30

1917.-:8

?,1?O
2,0,.0
260
80
8.640

5,510
3,030
270
BO
8,890

Humanities
Arcl",,:itecture &. environmental
r;n~ &: a~p!;(:ct arts
f"orelgn lar:,::uages

d~s!gn

12
15
35
50
60
70
476
528
734
570
6~O
720
428
610
76(1
840
990
1,000
Commun;catlons
14
15
32.,
17
110
110
130
Lette r'i
853
1,130
1,594
1.930
2.590
2,660
2,9;>0
Totnl
_:...:...;..:..:.-,-,-,-,-,,-,-,-,-,-.c.:...,-,-,-,-,-_ _..:1,,,,,6::::2:c:3,-,-_-,,,2,06.!.J_ _ Y_~ __~~.z..6_·_ _ _
4.,~_~,±i_O___-:..~9

19~!.e2

1979-80

3
422

90
860

100
880

326

990

970

130
3,170
5.240

140
3.260

19B3<84

5,780
3,180
280
80

6,040
3.,320
290
90
9.3.~_,_ _9!74D

I
I

5,~~

120

9;;00
1,620
140
3,..130
5,.630 ,

130
960
1,0GO
160
3,590
5~E..

N3tural sciences end miscellaneous fields
MathC'ma~ics 8',ol s.tat:istic~
COf';1 P u.te,r

. . . , .. \
&. information sciences .. , .

En~'ne."ng

. "

5CJcncc-s
Btolc8.lc3! SCiences
Aencuiture & natural resources
HCJ (th professions

, . , .
. .

Phy~jcJI

668
192

782
19
2.315
3,045
2,097
716
251

21

3<\

596

1.705
2.455
1,6?5

AccountIng
Other hUSlness & management

260

Ed ucat,on
Other'

2,330
338
10,190

Tottil

3613
3,034
386
13,047

1,236
107
3,691
4,312
3.289
1.004
357

947
36
2,933
3,593
2.734
SOO

243
33

427
4,076
434
16.306

5G
566
5,830
5!J9
21,QQ7

1.130
170
3,660
4,090
3,650
970
440
50

S50
7.040
730
22,730

1.000/
980
270
410
3,320
3.330
4,040
4,0·10
3,350
3.5BO
830
9H1
470
510
60
60
1.060
1,220
7,500
8,390
750
800
2?,f,~ _ _
2~?:'0

920
960
1.010
500
530
560
3,060
3,200
3,350
4,OJO
4,140
4.350
4,530
3,770
3.870
4,060
4.240
960
1.000
1.060
1.170
720
740
780 ,
810
70
70
70
70
1,330
1,370
1,440
1,500
10,100
10,400
10,350
lO.7~0
880
890
9!'>0
980
2G'.~~ _ _2_G"-~2.~?.!5~~.,.~~
890
490
2,980

I

First-Professional Degrees
All fields

1963·64

M~d,cin<>

Denti$try

OtMr health professions'
Law
Theology and other
Total
NOl f

I'(g.mn. fllr tho

1-.-1 I.Un~.'ll""

7 _ !nr.:!ol«of.
H

y."'"

1965-66

1?G7~(1$

1')G9~70

1911·72

1973·7..

I

1975-76

1977·78

1979-80

1981-$2

1983·3(

7,303
7,673
7,944
8,314
9,?~0
11,400
12.600
13,600
14.000
14,200
111,400
3,180
3,247
3,422
3,718
3,860
4,600
5,000
5,100
5.300
5.400
5.500
1,624
1,834
2,153
2,372
2,600
3,000
3,300
3,500
3,700
3,900
4,100
10,8G8
13,481
16,916
15,445
21.760
29,000
29,900
31.400
32,100
32,700
3:3,300
4,692
4,564
4,352
5,975
5.850
6,100
6,300
6,50U
6.700
6.900
7,100
27,t>67.._ _
30.. ?~!:) _ _34.?tI~_~5, 724. ____ .~3,'!.l_O____ ~4,1.~ _ _ 2!,12(l___(;Q,l.()Q. _ _6!.,.t>.OO
_ _ _ .~3!.lOO_ _ ¥,.4().'?_

I

1975-04 at. pfolcetGd,

hom& ft~·.(1nomlc., law. fnilltary ,elence .. , thfH)tOgy, "nd )nfordl.Cll'lItlltry fohJrl:If.< ...
p<Hfllltry, QPtorno1ry, o.tonpi\thy. ("jld votflflf1.lJry n'lj(Hc!n".

3--1<)( \u.1(,,,: £:t\lt0p1'1dy Of

[\.)

I-'
I-'

Table 13
Opening Fall Enrollments in 1974, 1975, and 1976 1

~

----------------------1

1To'.' .nro';m<nl

"vdonlO

Men

F1t!t~tlme

Fv:!·qmo

!1'\$1!tut!ons

:::::9~7-2-3-6-e-5 ~'642'-'~:-

10 321
11 2ge,71 \
11,215111
- 0.7%
-+87°/0

~

i97,~

1875

...

'976
';75~7G chan~e

1974-76
---".-

cha~ge

-----

2,728,348
2,8G3,£'85
2,B1G,135

1375
1976
i~7~-76

-1.r:'/tJ

chango
cr..Jngc

O,r,N 4-ycar

+ 3.2"'0

+29'Yo)

-3 5"'.
+10.2%

-5'3%~

911,340
934.6271
911.829
-2.4c; fo
+0.1/''/0

252,758
2133.856
267,421
- 5

8<%~

+ 5.8°/1,)0

i~titUtlon-~-·f-------+----

'074
l(l7S

..
.. :.::.: ...... .

1S76

...... , ....... .

1975-75 change
1974-76 change

.

T~-'~:y;~~ -In-;tlt~'ilO;;-S--

is 74

2,801.910

1,87:5 eGO
1,810,248

, ..... , .• , ..•

~075

...... " .....
lil75
........ ..
1975·76 change

197 1.-76 CT1;!ngEl

ParHimo

Itude:1ts

I---Futr~1;mo

4,164,549
4.424.764
4,420.9·t2
-0.1%
+ C,2'Yo

973.63G
1,023.396
997,055
-3.0!"lj()

+ 2A~~

,-----(),6'%

838,829
905,606
893.026
-10.3%

+16.0%

+6,5%~

3.428.6'.2
4,001,970
3,976,034

' 446,970
482,C82
468.823
-2.9"/0
+4,go/Qr

---.---.942,436
1,10[\,512
1,074.004
-3.1%
+14.0%

I
I

J!ls:ltution,

s;tudcnts

I FlrsH1n)e

Women

Pnrt-tlmo

FuIHI.".

i, l;:tJcicd'~S

Pttn~tjrut'

.2,057.391
2.220 U75
2,290,0·10

1,626.235
1.0·12.257
1,308,724

+ 3.2"/0

+3.1~~

+ 1<1.3°."

+16.8%

I

I

1,935,833
2.0S7,8GO
2,152,U42
+4.1%
+11.2%

995,930
1,006,::J31
9!39,4::J0

636.973
662,736
675,168
+1.0%
·t G.Oo;o

231,G94
2e3,711
255.735
-4.U%

305,597
315,9S0
3,18.1.96
+ 10,3o.f~
+ 14,0"/0

309,312
306,146
303.591

820,462
877,393

468,891
506,613

390,3eO
+ 1.5'%
+ 7,5''/",

509,207

591,956
679,946
724,.\92

+ 10.4'j~

----- ----_.

-2.4':~

+3.5%

+1.3%

+6.6~"~

+22.4%

705,3-13
737,G61
771 ,899
+4.6%

+9.4%

r

2C5.517

I'

2!?2,~C3

303,~02!
+14.2%

-O.8~,~

177,790
185.435
193.541
+ 4,~1~~

68,593
97,931
94,3 1 7
-3.7%

-1.0%

-4.5"/0

+8.9<:!iQ

i: G.5r;/()

602,050
647.216
633,246

+86%
925,650
l,OG6,933
1.133.702
+6.3'%
+22.5%

1,182.382
1,288,123
1,322,414
+2.7%
+11.8%

44,508
53,169
52,613
-1.0%
+18.1%

-2.2~.fo

I

I

208,253
210,639
212,876
+11%j
+2.2%

I

+5.2'%,
-j---

17,010
23,231
22,229
-4.3%
+30.5%

473,339

+22.2%

492,326

516,752
+5.0%
+92%
54.214
(;9,900

-I'

I

SC,300
93,048
120,741
+298%
+24.7'Yo

----1-----·--I

162,9·1()
296,902
179,499 I
310.HlO
192,523 f
3G3,6·13
+7.3% ~'7.2%
+Hll%
+22.5·'"

--------------

I

558,352

--

119,883
124,533
114,533
-8.0%

-_.

457.031

475,C:12

+3'5~;:++ 17.4~1.

--+------1--

447,859
403,787
481,932
+3.9(%
+7.6%

+O.5~{'

345.154
358.''103
349.G38 ,

-1.7~~

--l---

U,,;,ersitles
1974 .,
;~rn::"7G

~:~58 629

co~tro[;o.d

L - - - - - - - - - -AII

Womon

lor 11:1

Ali Institu110ns

Pr!vately

Pu!::dlc\y cantrOlle-a IOlJ,:I;vUoI'IS

13,971
14,673

61,606

16,362

+2,6%
+13.6%

+11,5%
+17.1%

--

63.329
72,484
73.geO
+2.0%
+16.8%

lJack Margarell, "Number of Students Declines for First Time Since 1951," The
Chronicle of Higher Education, XIII, No. 23 (February 22, 1977), 6.
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Table 14
Typology of Learners l

Dimension

Students
Traditional
Non-traditional

Age of student

18-22 years

ca 20-80 years

Age of range for learning

oa 5 years

ca 40-50 years

Career objective or
orientation

initial or
introductory

second or
concluding

Economic status

parent
dependent

independent selfsupporting

Educational mobility

open

limited to
local area

Educational objectives

career

varied (career,
leisure, selfdevelopment,
etc. )

Employment background

limited,
short-term

diverse, frequently rich

Learning mode

group

independent

Learning resource

formal
schooling

formal schooling
plus work-life

high school
graduate

varies: less
than high school
graduate through
post-doctoral

Previous educational
attainment

in transition narrow
band

Psycho-social development

:

::

:

evolving--wide
band

=
Post Seconda
Educa-

Table 15
Interest Areas of the Population (Iowa and CNS National)l

Percent of Interest
Professional fields

Vocational Subjects cant.

6

Medical Technology
Real Estate, Insurance
Salesmanship, Marketing
Taxation
Technical Skills

(N=3001)

Architecture
Education
Engineering
Fine and Performing Arts

13
12
12

L~

8
2
15
7
12

Library Science
Management
Medicine, Dentistry
Nursing

eNS

22

10
9

16
12

'*

16
5

13

Vocational Subjects
Agriculture
Business Skills
Commercial ARt
Communications Media
Computing Sciences
Cosmetology, barbering
Forestry
Industrial Trades
Investment
Labor & Industrial ReI.

13
26
15
17
15

*Not asked in the CNS survey

7
15

11
26
12
."

14
10
."

19
19

22

8

'"

29

Personal DevelOpment
Occult Sciences
Personal Psychology
Phys. Fitness/Self Oef.
Public Speaking
Religious Studies
General Education
Basic Education
Biological Sciences
Creative Writing
English Language
Environmental Studies
Great Books
History

Iowa
{N=281)

CNS
{N= 300 1)

7

10

10

'*
*'

9

7

14
14

19

6

7

16

15
26
11
15

24
9

13

12
12
12

13
8

13

5

8

15
9

15
11

15

'*

===================================================================================~"'"
1

Ibid .. , p. 35.

Table 15 (Continued)

Percent of Interest
General Education cont.
Humanities
Languages
Physical Sciences
Religious Studies
Social Studies

Iowa
(N=2S1)

CNS
(N=300l)

15
17
6
13
16

16
16
6
15
9

Public Affairs
Citizenship
Community Organizations &
Prob.
Consumer Education
Public Affairs
Public and City Services

(N=281

Iowa

CNS
(N=3001)

7

4

15
20
16
6

14
15
12

4

3

Home and Family Livin2
Other Choice
Child Development
Gardening
Home & Appliance Repair
Safety, First Aid
Sewing, Home Crafts

22

30
22
13
25

*

17
26
25
16
27

Hobbies and Recreation
Crafts
Flight Training
Sports and Games

33
15
25

27

11
28

*Not asked in the CNS Survey.
IV

I-'
U1
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Table 16
Estimated Demand for Further Education
Iowa, 1975 1

statement

Percent

Estimated Adult
Population Represented

Yes, would like to
engage in further
learning and
definitely plan to
do so.

12

225,600

Yes, would like to
engage in further
learning but have
no definite plans
yet.

18

339,400

6

112,800

36

676,800

Possibly, but
difficulties would
have to be overcome.
Total expressing
interest.

::
1 Ibid. , p. 30.

:
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Table 17
First Choice Subject Areas
(Iowa and CNS Samples) 1

=
Areas

:
Percent
Iowa Sample
CNS' Sample

Vocational Subjects

36

35

Professional Fields

25

19

General Education

12

16

Home and Family Living

11

12

Hobbies and Recreation

8

8

Personal Development

3

5

Public Affairs

3

4

Other Choice

2

1

100

100

Total

lIbid., p. 36.
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Table 18
Preferred Models of Change (Rated b
S
• li
Y Experts and
peCka ats in Educational Change at
The Michigan Conference)l
: ::

: :
Rank
1

2

3

4

Research Development and Diffusion

7

6

17

10

Social Interaction

3

8

12

21

Problem-Solving

8

19

11

7

25

11

7

1

Linkage
Other*

7

*Fourteen participants suggested alternative models, although only seven chose to rank them. Ofiesh proposed a
"contingency management" model. Tye suggested a "political systems" approach. Dorrs emphasized the need for a
conflict-crisis model. Other suggestions were on the
order of over-arching syntheses (e.g., Gephart) or modifications of those offered (e.g., Lake: "systems problemsolving and organization development").

lR. G. Havelock and M. C. Havelock, eds., Training
for Chan e A ents: A Guide to the Desi n of Trainin
pro¥rams n Educatl.on and OtherF elds (Ann Arbor: Lithor
era tars, Inc., 1973), p. ~8.
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Table 19
Year-to-Year Changes in Total
College Enrollment l

Fall

Public

Private

Total

1966

+ 9 .. 6%

+ 4.6%

+ 7.9%

1967

+11.2%

+ 2.7%

+ 8.2%

1968

+12.8%

- 0.7%

+ 8.7%

1969

+ 8.6%

+ 1.2%

+ 6.5%

1970

+ 9.0%

+ 2.1%

+ 7.2%

1971

+ 5.9%

- 0.4%

+ 4.3%

1972

+ 3.9%

0.0%

+ 3.0%

1973

+ 4.9%

+ 1.8%

+ 4.2%

1974

+ 7.7%

+ 2.4%

+ 6.5%

1975

+11.4%

+ 7.1%

+10.4%

0.0%

+ 1.9%

+ 0.4%

1976*

*Estimates based on sample survey.
Center for Education Statistics

source:

National

::
1 Jack Margare1l, "Public College Enrollment Growth
Appears to be at a Standstill," The Chronicle of Higher
Education, XIII, No. 12 (November 2~, 1976), 3.
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Table 20
Current Status and Potential Putlure
of Instructional Improvement

current Status

Potential Future

Few institutions have
programs

Most institutionals have
programs

Few faculty are involved

Allor most faculty are
involved

Participants are primarily
volunteers

Participants feel some
external pressure to
participate

Faculty participation is
limited and irregular

Faculty participation is
regular and continuous

participation is an
"overload"

Participation is provided
for in normal workload

In-service development is
a peripheral activity

In-service development is
a central activity

Budgets and resources are
modest

Budgets and resources are
adequate

"Soft" grant monies are a
major source of funds
Few institutional policies
support teaching effectiveness or professional development
Few permanent instructionalimprovement centers conduct
professional development

"Hard" institutional monies
are the major source of funds
Many policies support teaching
effectiveness and professional
development
Instructional-improvement
centers providing professional
development are permanent

13& G. Gaff, Toward FacultyReneWa~ (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1975), p.l'S.
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Table 20 (Continued)

:

::

:

::

Current Status

Potential Future

Few staff members have
training and experience in
consulting with colleagues

Many staff members have
training and experience in
consulting with colleagues

Little evidence of
effectiveness of program
exists

Convincing evidenoe of
effectiveness exists

Impact of limited to
selected institutions and
faculty members

Impact is widespread among
institutions and faculty

Modest reforms aimed at
better teaching are
underway

Extensive improvements in
instruction and organization
operations are made
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Table 21
Use and Estimated Effectiveness of Institution-Wide
Policies or Practices in Development

Percentage of institutions at which the
practice existed
All
2-yr. 4-yr. Unlv.

(Na756) ()26) ()lS) (9)
1 • ./tn.>'\ual awards to faculty
tor excellence in teaching
2. Circulation of n.wsl~ttDr
articles. etc •• tnnt are
pertinent to teaching improvement or faculty
develop;:n .. nt
,. A epeclf!c calendar period

is set aside [or r~ofes
sional development
4. There is a f)<!riodic review
or the per-!orn:ance 0: all
tacu1ty ceMb~rs, whether
tenured or not
5. Sabbatical laav69 with at
least half salarj
6. A policy of un~id leaves
that cover3 educational or
development program5
1. Ll~hter thLn nor~al teach-

1ht:

load for first :lear

faculty
8. Tesporary t.aching load
r~uctlons to ~or-k on a
new course. D1.3.Jor COU'.:"59
revision, or research area

Percentage indicating
practice

~/a9

effective

or very effoctive 4

Unu3~d practices
considored essential
(percentage responding)b

All 2-yr. 4-yr. Vnlv.

6

)8

20

104

79

28

)1

24

27

68

71

65

61

27

)2

22

25

62

:n

14

52

52

5S

)8

78

87

71

77

59

63

56

-49

67

60

72

82

66

60

1)

61

s

72

70

7)

80

51

47

55

49

1

Zl

1,

. 23

25

53

64

51

45

6

61

58

59

81

64

68

6)

59

8

5

9. Travel

grant5 to refresh
or upda te k:nowlf'le~ in a
particular fie 1<:1
10. Trav~l funds available
to attend professional
eonferonces
11. Visiting :lcholar~ protra~ that brin~s people
to the ca."'pus foe short
or long ;:eri ods
12. Swr.!:ler r,ran til fOr" project5 to im~rov. ln~truc
_ tion or COurS6"
13. There is a ca~DU3 committee on facuity devel-

op,.."nt

93

46

56

61

64

67

64

57

95

92

95

62

69

59

51

1

)7

65

86

57

60

57

54

,

70

72

66

74

5

SO

55

61
61

63

60

62

5

.P8rcent~e8S based only on Lnstltut~on3 ~t ~hlch practice existed.
bPerc~ntaeM are based on ell institutions (r;~7s6).

Faculty Developmen~ Practices,"
lJ. A. Centra I "Survey o~
in Higher Educatlo n , II,
and
Evalua_tlon
Faculty Development
No.3 (Fall, 1976), 4 .

Table 22

0t

Estimated Use and Effectiveness: Analysis
by Type of Institution

Assessment Practices,

(Two-Year Colleges, N=326; Four-Year Colleges, N=3l5; Universities, N=93)
a
Estimated Extent of Faculty use
Estimated b
Effectiveness
Type
Fewer
(percentage indiAnalysis or Assessment
of
Not
than
520- OVer eating effective
Practices
or very effective)
inst .. used
5%
20% 50% 50%
1. Systematic ratings or instruction by students used
to help faculty improve

2-yr.
4-yr.
Univ.

2. Formal assessments by
colleagues for teaChing or
course improvement

2-yr.
4-yr.
Vniv.

34

3. Informal assessments by
colleagues for teaching
or course improvement

6
3
4

10
9
14

13
16
12

67
69
69

11
13
24

13

23

14
21
32

13

27
18
8

42
33

2-yr.
4-yr.
Univo.

30
20
11

18
19
32

19
26
28

16
19
18

14
12
10

47
39
24

4. Systematic teaching or course 2-yr.

7

evaluations by an administra- 4-yr.
tor for improvement purposes Univo

19
46
41

9
23

10
12
15

15
5
3

48
24
16

60
45
41

2-yr.
5. System for faculty to
assess their own strengths & 4-yr.
Univ.
areas needing improvement

24
39
38

9
11
21

12
13
18

12
10
8

40
25
16

61
53
53

1 Ibid.

u

p. 5.

4
3
1
38

8

58

46
32
55

tv
tv
W

Table 22 (Continued)

Estimated Extent of Faculty llse
Type

Analysis or Assessment
Practices

Fewer
than
5%

of
inst ..

Not
used

6. Classroom visitation by an
instructional resource person upon request, followed
by a diagnosis of teaching

2-yr.
4-yr.
Univ.

59
11
42

19
19
52

11

4

5
5

1

1. Analysis of in-class video
tapes to improve
instruction

2-yr.
4-yr.
Univ.

42
45
21

33
35
61

16
14
10

0

8 .. Faculty with expertise consult with other faculty on
teaching or course improvement

2-yr.
4-yr.
Univ.

28
33
27

25
21
44

24
22
19

9. "Master teachers" or senior
faculty work closely with
new or apprentice teachers

2-yr ..
4-yr.
Univ.

47
62
51

18
19
29

2-yr.
4-yr.
Univ.

55
69
68

7

10. Professional and personal
development plan (growth
contract) for individual
faculty members

12
11

520%

2050%

a

OVer
50%

Estimated b
Effectiveness
(percentage indieating effective
or very effective)

5
1
0

56
53
37

2
1
1

66
54
54

13
13
10

8
3
0

64
57
61

18
8
16

7
6
2

8
3
1

62
56
52

7
8
7

5
3
2

23
5
3

11
56
44

1
4:
3

aFar each item the "no response" rate was between 1 and 3 percent.

I\)
I\)

bpercentages based only on institutions at which practice existed.

,.I:lo.

Table 23
Percentage Distribution of Educational and General Revenues, 1970-71 through 1974-751

Data from
BEGIS Report.s

1970-71
Doctoral-Granting Universities
Tuitions and fees
Governmental appropriations, grants
and contracts
Private gifts and grants
Endowment income
Other
Total, E and G Revenues
Comprehensive Universities and Colleges
Tuitions and fees
Governmental appropriations, grants,
and contracts
Private gifts and grants
Endowment income
Other
Total, E and G Revenues

1973-74

Data from
Audited Financial
Statements

15r11-7r-nr,{;"15

63%

64%

57%

56%

10
6
5
16
100%

10
6
5
15
100%

19
12
5
7
100%

19
12
5
7
100%

81%

76%

74%

73%

3
5
5
6
- 100%

7
6
4
7
100%

10
8
4
4
100%

11
8
4
4
100%

Drake

1914-75

78.1%

B.7
B.O
1.9
3.2
100%

IMildred Steele, "A Report for the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools, Vol. 1" (Des Moines, Iowa: Drake University, November, 1976), p.
2.21i.
(Mimeographed.)
tv
tv
U1

Table 23 (Continued)

Data from
REGIS Reports
1910-71 1973-74

Data from
Audited Financial
Statements
19/1;:':74--·-~~ 1"4-:":15

Drake
1974:":75

Liberal Arts Colleges I
Tuitions and fees
67%
63%
63%
67%
Governmental appropriations, grants
1
1
4
5
and contracts
11
12
14
13
Private gifts and grants
15
14
14
13
Endowment income
6
6
5
6
Other
J:oo,-_··_-l1TI1%
100,--···--100'----·Total, E and G Revenues
Liberal Arts Colleges I I
64%
69%
62%
TUitions and fees
65%
Governmental appropriations, grants
3
3
11
12
and contracts
14
15
17
17
Private gifts and grants
6 5 3
4
Endowmen t income
8
12
5
5
Other
100%
100%
100%-rt:rG%
Total, E and G Revenues
Four Types of institutions combined
63%
64%
68%
71%
Tuitions and fees
Governmental appropriations, grants
and contracts
6
8
14
15
Private gifts and grants
6
7
11
11
Endowment income
6
5
5
5
Other
11
12
6
6
Total, E and G Revenues
100%
100%
100%
100%
NOTE: Because of different classification systems, the data from REGIS reports are not
precisely comparable to those from audited financial statements.

~======================================================:

~
~
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Table 24
Percentage Distribution of Educational and General Expenditures,
1970-71 through 1974-75 1
Data from
HFJGIS Reports
197~0-71
1973-74
Doctoral-Granting Universities
Instruction and departmental research
Sponsored research
Libraries

45%

44%

43%
14

5

5

4

4

5
5
10
20
9

5
5
10
20
9

8
2
TOO%

8
2
100%

44%
6
4
6
6
11
23
10
11
2

43%
6
4
6
6
11
23
11
11
2
l~'l%

Student services
General administration
General institutional support
Administration sub-total
20
Plant operation and maintenance
11
Student aid
9
10
Other
---100%
Total
Comprehensive Universities and Colleges
44%
Instruction and departmental research
Sponsored research
5
Libraries
Student services
General administration
General institutional support
24
Administration sub-total
11
Plant operation and maintenance
10
Student aid
6
Other
100%
Total
1 Steele, op. cit., p. 22lj.

Data from Audited
Financial Statements
1973-74
1974-75

21
9
8
13
100%
44%
4

24
11
11
6

100%

100%

Drake

1914-15

44%
13

48.4%
2.2
4.8
8.7
5.9
9.6
24.2
9. 7
8.5
2.2

190%

N
N
-...J
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Table 25
Faculty unionization l

Results of elections
so far this academic year
He-lVY tyP& tndicates

ntwfy fe-ported elections.

American Assn. of Uni'l. Professors

Four·yea r colleges: lone Mountain c~i~'
I€XJe: CaL

o

7

American Fcd"r;>lIon ::0;-fT:;:::-C::-'Jc:;h:-:e:-:r::-s~----:7:----2------

co~lt"ges:

G;~-·

Four·year
1:!inOfS Scard of
ernors Syslem-5 campuses; Park Conege .
Mo.
'
Two-year colleges: Cctt~y COllege· Mo'
EI Camino Commun'ty College. Cai.; Lo;
Ange!eS Community Coiiege Dlstrict-9

c..lmpuses -

3

,

N;>tional Educallcn Association

FOtJf~ye<if

4

co:!eges: UnlvHSlfy ')1

~l~~~~:

5

2

chuseas~2

campuses.
Two-)-ear coi!eges. Western Iowa: Technica! College

Independent and O:her .......... , .. ,

3

o

AAU.P.·N.EA ................... .
Four·year coll&ges: UnivHsily 01 Nonhern

o
o

o
o

100""a
No Bargaining Agent ................
F aur-ye:u C0f1~l?:5 Butler Unl\lersity.~
Ind. (no agent. 7J; NE ..il .. J&); Eas:ern

7

OreGon 5121(1 CC;lr~e. !('\:;,1,!ute cI Food ::nd
Ag(l~lJilUral

Sc;::nCtj. Un!v€'$tty of F!onda;
Memmack Coil~e,," ~,t]5S.: U:1IVNSt:y 01
Otegon: Stephens Co!iege.· Mo; Waynes·

bUrg Coaege.· Pa.
Two-year colleges. la5aiJ Junior Co!l~9/
Mass.

Recent contract settlements
Following ere summaries of recent collective·bargaining
agreements betNe,," w!'et;es and their faculty unions. The initials
of the national Ilnion 2ppear in parentheses aiter the instltution's

name.
Brooklyn Cent", of long Island Univo<slly (A.F.T.): Unde< a threeyear COf!'fJct retroaC:lve 10 S{'PL L 1976. F,!nmum s·1!anes have been
inuc2900 and facu::j rnl?mbers .... Jll receIVe across-!:ie-bo-ard jflCf<.:cSes of
SS'z'S per year, r'us addltior'td\ inaeases dep~nUfr:g on enroilment The
agH'ement 3vertE"d J. !r.rej~8"n€-d S!p\(o

Nassau Community College, N.Y. (A.F.T.): Urder a thIN"year contract
((>tfO.1C!IVi:l to Sf'pt 1, 1'376. sa:anes """il Increase 0 per cent eac.h of the l:rs.t
tv.o y(?Jt$ and a cost'Qf-h~ing ,nU£?dSe :n :h>? t:w;:L <is wei! as their (lOfrnal
ply rJ'SfS The contr 3(1 &.)<;0 !fJCiuct'd an eady ref!ff'ment plan b(;gtf'l~it... C) at
agd 55. Improv(?ren:s !n ffI~;2 beneH1i. and (onl,nuallon of tne gOJS'fi'!lf"lg

p..'1WNS of the 3cajerrHC senilte? departments. and conege promO;)Ofi and
tenure committee

Higher
l"paculty Unionization, The Chronicle of
1977)
I
2.
~cation, XIV, No.2 (March 7,

Table 26
Faculty

~<iembers

with Tenure, 1975-76

All institutions

Alabama II., ......... ., ...... ,. ...
Alaska •••••••••••••••••••
Arizona ......
Arkansas ••••• .,., • ."., ....... .,
\Ill

•••

"

•••

,.

•••••

California •••••••••••••••
Colorado • ., •• ., ...............
Connecticut ••••••••••••••
Del-aware

lilt

••••••••••••••••

District of Columbia •••••
Florida .................. ." • ., •••

Georgia .... ., .......................
Hawaii " .......
Idaho .. ,. .................
Illinois •••••••••••••••••
Indiana ...
III

..............

O'

41-

.........

.,

'"

__

.,

•••

.,

........

/I

Iowa ................ '" .............
Kansas •

(&

.........

.,

. . . . .'

.......

Kentucky •••••••••••••••••
Loui s ial1a ..........................
Maine •

<IIi

.......

"

•

III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 Gwaltney,

OPe

1

Public institutions

Private institutions

Men

Women

Total

Men

Women

Total

Men

Women

Total

53.2%
32.3%
29 .. 5%
55 .. 8%
13.3%
61 .. 8%
64.2%
44.7%
49 .. 6%
61.1%
48.7%
71.5%
53.4%
64.1%
59.7%
52 .. 7%
56.8%
57.3%
62.8%
53.6%

45.6%
14.1%
21.8%
41 .. 3%
60.5%
31 .. 3%
47.3'
14.4%
34.6%
49.7%
28.9%
50.2%
32.7%
47.7%
38,,4%

50.4%
26.6%
29.1%
51.8%
70.5%
57.2%
60.3%
35.7%
45.2%
58.2%
43.4%
65.7%
49.6%
60.3%
55.3%
47.4%
52.1%
53.5%
58.4%
48.8%

53.5%
33.4%
29.2%
59.2%
77.6%
61.3%
74.9%
44.5%
28.4%
63.6%
48.8%
72.0%
54.0%
66.2%
61.8%
53.4%
59.0%
59.0%
64.4%
57.6%

49.8%
14.4%
26.9%
43.4%
64.5%
36.8%
62.3%
11.0%
26.2%
52.2%
25.9%
50 .. 3%
31.1%
50.2%
40.7%
28.8%
37.6%
42.1%
49.4%
30 .. 3%

52.1%
27.4%
28.7%
54.7%
74.7%

52.2%

30.8%

44.5%

43.1%
43.5%
51.2%

51.5%
31.3%
34.1%

45.7%
40.7%
48.1%

56.8%
71.4'
35.0%
27.6%
60.6%
42.9%
66 .. 2%
49.8%
62.2%
57.2%
47.5%
54.4%
55.1%
60.0%
52.2%

64.9%
57.8%
47.1%
54.9%
48.9%
48.4%
55.6%
46.7%
59.4%
54.8%
51.3%
43.4%
49.1%
55.1%
45.6%

cit., p. 182.

29.9%
35 .. 3%
41 .. 8%
47.4%
29.2%

39.7% 59.2%
33.0% 52.9%
38.1% 43.0%
38.0% 50.3%
33.2% 45.7%
37.6% 45.1%
47.1% 52.8%
50.0% 47.4%
40.1% 55.7%
31.5% 50.6%
32.4% 47.0%
23.8% 38.S%
41.0% 46.7%
36.1% 50.0%
27.0% 41.9%
N
N
~

Table 26

(Continued)

All institutions
Public institutions
Men
Women Total
Men
Women Total
Maryland ....

Go

.....

"

............

Massachusetts .............
Michigan ...............
Minnesota .................
Mississippi ••••••••••••••
II

••••

tllissouri ..............................
~ntana

o..

&

..............

«II

o,

..

•••

Nebraska •••••••••••••••••
Nevada •••••••••••••••••••
New Hampshire ••••••••••••
New Jersey .................
New Mexico .................
New York •••••••••••••••••
North Carolina •••••••••••
North Dakota •••••••••••••
Ohio .o. .. ., •• '" ... ,. • ,. • • • • • • • • ,.
Oklahoma .............. '" ••• ,. ,. ,. •

Oregon ..... o. • .,
Pennsylvania •••••••••••••
Rb.ode Island ....................
8- . . . . . . . . . .

,.

•

.,

•

lID

South Carolina •••••••••••
South Dakota ..............
Tennessee ••••••••••••••••
Texas • ., ............. __ ,. .........

Utah •

Ill-

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,

-,~--.~--.-.------

....

-.-

lit

••

Private institutions
Men
Women Total

56 .. 1%
59.0%
68 .. 8%
58.5%
36.8%

41.3%
39.4%
50 .. 3%
36 .. 0%
22 .. 4%

52.3%
54.4%
64.8%
53.6%
31 .. 9%

59.4%
70.3%
72.2%
51.9%
35.1%

45.2%
50.3%
55.4%
33 .. 2%
20.7%

55.3%
64.9%
68.7%
52.7%
30.2%

41.8%
52.9%
49.4%
59 .. 8%
52.4%

25.4%
31.6%
26.6%
40.5%
37.5%

42.3%
48.3%
43.8%
55.1%
47 .. 3%

56.5%
63.0%
56 .. 2%
61.4%
59.0%
68.5%
58.3%
58.8%
46.5%
51.5%
50.5%
57 .. 1%
66.8%
64 .. 8%
59.6%
39 .. 4%
63.0%
56.0%
51 .. 9%
67.4%

35.1%
39.1%
28.8%
47 .. 8%
31.4%
54.2%
33.2%
41.1%
28.9%
40 .. 1%
35.5%
38.4%
48.3%
45 .. 5%
36 .. 8%
18 .. 9%
39.5%
37.0%
34.0%
42.3%

51.5%
58.6%
49.9%
58 .. 9%
54.7%
64.6%
52.7%
54.9%
41.2%
48.8%
47.3%
52.5%
62.9%
60.8%
54.2%
33 .. 9%
57.9%
51.2%
47.2%
63.2%

56.1%
63.2%
55.3%
61.4%
71.2%
70.8%
59.6%
47.2%
41.2%
53.0%
47.4%
60.2%
70.4%
67.6%
62 .. 3%
37.2%
69.9%
54.4%
51.2%
67.8%

34.4%
43.0%
26.8%
47.8%
50.7%
58.7%
32.2%
44.0%
23.6%

51.2%
59.8%
48.7%
58.9%
67.5%
67.0%
54.1%
54.4%
35.8%
51.0%
44.8%
55.6%
66.2%
63.5%
56.2%
31 .. 1%
66.5%
50.6%
46.6%
63.7%

57.3%
60.7%
59.6%

38.0%
20.6%
36 .. 7%

52.2%
49.6%
54.5%

44.4% 25.3%
64.4% 38.6%
40.7% 37.7%
60 .. 4% 38.4%
60.7% 46.3%
21 .. 1% 10.8%
57.3% 36.2%
44.9% 26.5%
50.8% 32.1%
61.2% 40.0%
56.4% 24.2%
48.4% 36.6%
40.1% 18.9%
59.8% 32.5%
54.1% 36.5%
52.6% 23.8%

40.2%

44,~1%

35.2%
41.4%
51.1%
49.0%
41.7%
14.5%
51.7%
39.0%
33 .. 4%
43.4%

59.4%
39.4%
55.3%
56.8%
20.8%
52.8%
40.4%
47.6%
57.1%
51.4%
45.2%
34.0%
52.7%
50.3%
42.4%
N
W

0

Table 26 (Continued)

All institutions
Men
Women Total
Vermont

O1

......

Virginia .••..

.,

.............

e •••••••••••

Washington •••••••••••••••
West Virginia .............
Wisconsin ..................
Wyoming ......

"o. • • • "" • ,. • • • • •

Total .- ........ ,.,. ..

II

•••••

••••

Public institutions
Men
Women Total

Private institutions
Men
Women Total

53.0%
49 .. 5%
12 .. 4%
60.1%
65.2%
56 .. 1%

28.4%
36.4%
51.9%
44.2%
44 .. 9%
44.9%

41.1%
46.1%
69.2%
55 .. 8%
60.7%
54.0%

63.1%
48 .. 0%
75.2%
61 .. 9%
66.4%
56.1%

39 .. 3%
35.6%
61.7%
45.2%
48.1%
44.9%

57.6%
44.9%
72.3%
57.5%
62.4%
54.0%

41.7%
55.7%
53.8%
50.9%
58.9%

17.4%
39.1%
36.5%
39.7%
28.8%

35.6%
51.0%
49.6%
47.6%
52.0%

59.5%

41 .. 7%

55 .. 3%

61.0%

43.8%

58.8%

55.7%

35.6%

51.1%

N
W

I-'

APPENDIX B
INSTITUTIONAL GOAL INVENTORY GOAL AREAS
AND PROFILE CHART
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ourCOME GOALS
Academic Devclop~Cnl-(hi, goal has to do with actjuisition
of general and specIalIzed kn()wled~e. preparation of srodents
for advanced scholarly study. and maintenance of high intel.
lectual standards on the campus. (1.-1.6,9)"
Intellectual Orientation-·· this goal arca relates to an allifude
about learning and intellectual w(,rk. It means familiarit
with
and plobkm solving method" the ability
syntheSize kno\\ ledge from many ,ourec;. the capacity for
self·dlfccwd !cammg, and a c()mmitmcnl to lifelong learning.

rc~earch

l~

-

~U~

"

Indhit!llal Personal Dne!opmcnl-this p,oal area means iden.
tification by ,.tudents of pCf,.\nal goal, and development of
means for ac!lIcvlIlg them. enh:;~cemcnt of sense of self'worth
and sdh·onfidcntc. (3,1\,1 1.13)
i:lumanisml Altruism -- this goal area reflccts a respect for diverse cultures. commitment to workinR for world peace. con·
sciousness of the important nwral issues of the time. and
concern about the wdfart of man generally. 114.17.20.23)
Cultural/Aesthetic Awareness-this goal area entails a
heightened appreciation of a variety of art forms. required
study in the humanities tlr arts. e'p,,,urc to forms of non·

\Vesrcm art. and

cnC0Ur;tgt.:m~n(

of

activ~ sfudent panjcipa~

lion in artistic activi tics. II S.IX.21.24)
Tl1ldition811~,·IiL:ioll'nC\s- this goal arca is intcnded to mean
" reHgiousne~s. tkH i\ orthodox. uo<:tnnaL u"iua!ly stl'lJrian.
and often fundamcntal- in shOff. IruJllivnal rather than '4sec'!
ular~or "modern." (16.1'1.22.251

Vocational Prcparation--Ihis gl1al ar~a means offering: spe·
cific occupational CUfflCU!U!l1\ !as In accounting or nursing),
programs geareJ to emerging career fidJs. opportunities for

Social Egalitarianism-this oat
.
admissions and moan' fig d a~ea has to do with open
viding educatio~<al 109 u. e' ucatlOn for all admitted, pro-

expertences releva t
h
.
n to I e evolnng
n v eroups and wome
d ff .
work in basic skills: (42.45,48.52)
n, an a enng remedial

.
Interests of mino 't

Social
. . . Critichm/Ac r··
I\lSm-t h'IS goal area means provid'lng
Cn(IClsms of p . T
.
h'
. re'al 109 Amencan values. offering ideas for
c anglng Soctal institutions judged to be defect", h'I'
student I
h
"e. e ping
. scam. ow to bring about change in American
socIety.
and bemg
"
e d • as an 'msltlutron.
b "
. en"ll"
b
in working for
aSlc changes In Amenean society. (43.46.49,53)

c

PROCESS GOALS
Freedom-this goa I area .IS d e C',"cd as protecting the right
of faculty 10 present controversial ideas in the classroom
n~! preventing sludents from hearing controversial points or
VIew, placlOg no restrictions on off-campus political activities
by Caculty or students, and ensuring faculty and students the
freedom to choose their own life 't) les. 15-1.57.60.63i
Democratic Governance- this goal area means decentralized
declslon·making arrangements by which students. facultv.
adminIStrators. and governing board members can all be
sign.ificantly involved in campus governance, opportunity
for Indlvtduals to participate in all decisions affecting them:
and governance that is genuinely responsive to the concerns
of everyone at the institution. 15S.5.~.61.1H1
Community-this goal area is defined as nldntaining a climate
in which there is faculty commitment to the gene;.1 weifare
of the institution. open and candid comniunication. open
and amicable airing 01 differences. and mutual trust ar.d
respect among students. faculty, and administrators. 156,59,

retndning or upgrading ~ki:!s. ant.! a<;slstance to students in

62.65)

career planning. i 26 ..I(J ..16.JIlI

Intellectual! Aesthetic En"ironment - this goal area means
a rich program of cultural events. a campus climate that
facilitates student [rec-time involvement in intellectual and
cultura! activities. an environment in which stuJents and
faculty can easily interact mCllrmally. and a reputatIon as an
intellectually exciting campus. l&h.69.'7J.76)

Ad'anced Tr.ining~-thi, ~oal area can he most readilv understood ,imply ii' tht """I.,toilitv of pmt!'rauuatc educ~tion.
It means developing and rn;}inr;'lIning a ~trdn.L! ~md comprehensive gr<.l{Juatc si~h(lnl. pf(n'ldln~ prc;.'r3ms in the profcs
sions, and ~ondu('ting aJ\ anced ~tlldy !rl ~p('cI31Ized problem
area,. i27.JU2,4Ii
M

ne~earch-

this goal aft:a Involves doing contract studies for
exrernaJ agencies.. cond...:c!mr bJ\ic research in the nafural
and social scicncc~< and seeKIng generally to t"'xlcnd the frontiers of lno\!:ledge through sClcnlliic research. ;21\,3-1.3).37)

Meeting Local [\u'd, - tillS g031 arca is defined as pro,iding
for continuinH cJuc3tion for adults, \crvlng as a cultural cen·
ter for the community. pro\ldillg trained manpower for local
employers. and bciln:l!lng stuuent involvement in community-service actiVIties. 129 ..3J.J,)AO)

l)ubUc S(.'nicc- thi" gDal art.'a means wod~lng with govt."rn·
mental agencies in s(~'i~d and tf1\'irunmeorai policy formation.
committing institulldflal rc<"()urcC's [0 the solutIOn ot nH1Jor
social and environmental problems. training people from
disadvantaged commw1!lic';. and generLl!!Y heing ft'sponslve
to rcgional and n,",onal priori tiCS in planning educational
programs. (44,47.50.511
-The numbt-rs in pJfcnthe'iCs are the four Goal Statements that make
up each Goal Area.

Inno>alion-this goal area is defined as a climate in which
continuous innovation is an accepted way of life: it means
established procedures for readily initiating curricular or
instructional innf'lt'3tions; and. more specifically. it means
experimentation with new approaches to individualized inStfUCllon and to evaluating and grading student performance

(67.70.74.77)
OIl.Campus Lellrning-this goal area indudes time away
from the campus in travel. work-srudy. VISTA work. etc.:
study on several campuses during undergraduate programs: awarding degrees for supervised srudy off the campus:
awarding degrees entirely on the basis of performance on
an examination. 168.72,75.78i

Acroulllability/Efficicncy- this goal area is defined to
include use of cost criteria in deciding among program
altenlatives. concern for program efficiency, accountabdity
to funding sources for program effect/Veness. and regular
submission of evidence that the ins.titution is achieVIng
staled goals. (79.81.83.87)

Miscellaneous goal Hatements not included ;n goal areas (! 2,71. 80, 82, 84. 85. 86, 88. 89. 90)
Copyright«:i 197) by Educational Testing Service. All rights , ..e!Ved.

Figure 29
Descriptions of the 20 Goal Areas in the
Institutional Goals Inventory
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INSTITUTIONAL GOALS INVrNTORY'
.!
PROFILE CHART
of no
importancej
not
applicable

of
low
imporlance

of
medium
importance

.

of
high

Importance

1.5

of
extremely
high
importance

Academic
Development
Intellectual
Orientation
Individual Personal
Development
Humanism! Altruism
Cultural! Aesthetic
Awareness
Traditional
Religiousness
Vocati,.nal
Preparation
Advanced Training
Research
Meeting Local
Needs
Public Service
Social
Egalitarianism
Social Criticism!
Activism
Freedom
Uemocratic
Govt."rnance

'"~

Community

o
C
::l

Intellectual/Aesthetic
Environment

g""

Innovation

"

Off·Campus
Learning

£I.

Accountability!
Efficiency

Inst!tutional Goal, Inventory
Institutional Rc,earch Program for Higher Education
Educ3tJonai Tesl1ng Service. Princeton. New Jersey ilii'AO
Copyright<O 1973 by Educational Testing Serv.ce. All rights reserved.

Figure 30
Institutional Goals Inventory Profile Chart

See other side for
descriptions of the
20 Goal Areas-
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CAMPUS COMMUNICATION
Drake university
To:
From:

Date:

Subject:

Faculty Development Program:
Applications

Spring 1977

Workshops-

The Faculty Development Program funded by the Northwest Area
Foundation is designed to:
1.

2.

enhance the professional skills, vitality, productivity and innovations of the faculty, thereby improving
student learning opportunities; and
improve the learning process by interrelating student
needs and expectations with the teaching and advising
methods of the faculty.

Additional goals have been identified through analysis of
data accumulated over the past 2 years in a number of
studies. To help meet these goals, workshops or seminars
within the $500 - $1000 range may be designed by colleges,
departments or groups.
If you wish to propose a specific workshop, you may:

1.
2.

fill in the attached application form, or
write a proposal following the general form as a
guideline.

If you wish help in proposal preparation, please see the
Program Advisory Committee member from your college or see
the Coordinator, Prudence Dyer. Her office is Old Main 302.
Telephone 271-3518.
Attached:

(1) Application Form
(2)

Working Draft of University Needs, Goals
identified from Drake Data Bank
Figure 31
.

Guidelines for Appl i cat10n

1

II' Dyer "Guidelines. fO. r Application I Working Paper
•
,
(
Mines Iowa'
for the Faculty Development Program Des dO)'
.
Drake University, Spring, 1977). (Xeroxe •
\I
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12.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Theme or goal of worksho
Rationale or statement o~ or :eminar.
Relation of need to identi~~:d'
Proposed time, length locati goals.
Projected scope and a;peal fon(if relevant).
suggestions for leadership 0 workshop.
Initial estimate or cost. or other resources.
Leadership/consultant(;) Honoraria
Travel expenses of Consultant(s)
----------------Hospitality expenses of Consultan~tT.(s~)r-------------
Materials, other resources
Other
-----------------------Consider one or more oEJ'ectives I n each of the followlnn
categories..
'::J
Content Area
Behavioral Aspect
L
a. To develop knowledge about:
h. To develop understanding of:

2.
3.
1.

2.
3.

c. To develop skill in:

1.

d. To develop attitudes toward:

1.

2.

3.

M. Knowles. 191s. Self-dlrecte~ Learning: A~gu!ge ~or .
learners and teachers. ASsocIation Press, New York, p. 98.
8. Evaluation or specific follow-up plans.
9.
PROPOSAL ENDORSEMENT: Proposals supported by Deans,
Department Coordinator and general faculty and meeting
above identified objectives have generally received the
greatest support of the Faculty Advisory committee for
funding. Please indicate support of your proposal
through appropriate accompanying signatures, letters, etc.
Figure

32
1

Guidelines for support for Faculty Development Program
lp. Dyer and J. Gerlovich, "Guidelines for support for
Facul ty Development Program, A Working Paper for the Faculty
Development Program (Des Moines, Iowa: Drake university,
Spring, 1977). (Xeroxed.)
II

Proposer s)

o

1

Theme
2

3

4

5

o

Desirable

123

4

5

Feasible

• has objectives designed to meet
identified needs of program
• proposes reasonable plan to
achieve objectives
• includes appropriate follow-up
or evaluation procedures

• appeals to interests, needs of specific
group(s) of faculty
.. stays within budget guidelines
.. endorsements
Faculty Department Head
Dean

Accept
Reject

Because

Defer

Because

Needs Group Discussion
Needs Proposers Interpretation

Advisory Commi ttee ~~MeniDer
Figure 33

Advisory Committee Recommendation
Form for Faculty Proposals
tv
W
00

Date

fd

F

Th

Date sent
to A.C..

Cost to
F.D.P

Recommendations
Rec'd - Faculty
Advisory
i

id

Figure 34
Projects Proposals LOgl
lp. Dyer, "Projects Proposals Log," A working Paper for the Faculty Development
Program (DeS Moines, Iowa: Drake University, 1976-17).
(Xeroxed.)
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Sk.llls.

I

IV. ~(' r t t Vt' n,,''i ~11 1::

Individual
Faculty
Member
(TeJ.chinsl

Is"",

projects completed

I

!lI!:h"''/' Ed.! "

o - projects in proeress

Figure 35
Projects Matrix l
I'V
lp. Dyer and J. Gerlovich, "Projects Matrix," A Working Paper for the Faculty ,::,.
(Xeroxed.
)
o
Development Program (Des Moines, Iowa: Drake University, 1976-77).
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F AC F LTi~J:l_J::_Y_P_O 1':-1£:'>; T 1'!~c::s.~10::~: IAr ED
With a 3 y"a r grant fro," ;-~. W. Area FOll',rlrtti
f
Vice President of Acadcn-ic Af!-'rs II ,: S" ~n or Faculty Dev{'lopment.
.
" ' , 0 ,.(' mll h ap -! d P
as Coordinator. Fa~ulty Advisory Committee (I:AC)po,n e
rudenee Dyer
.. t
'1' .
. -.
.
wag selected through

JOIn

C(Jl1~L to.ltlon of C{n;rdlnator <:l.nd \'it:t>- f)rt>sir\c"nt Slnith.

FAC

i

of Larry Brown - Cht'tni,try Don Cast!
L
con5.sts
"
. -'
t:tnan - aw, BiH Colt:n)an - Fine
A rts. I) HUg Jr ll1man - Bugin"se Rob!'r! La
J
.
R I'
_
I'
.
_
•
r~en - ournahsm. David
(, nflSon hVS1CS. (':If''Y HU!isi - F'harPl:iCv A
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C
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F'
t'
"
1"
nn .. C .OGce optlnulng
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AI"
.
d
.
I
'
.
.
.
~o apIJOlnte
v.'ert: Research
nl('rn Jack GI'rluvlCh and O(fl(-e Man,,~er t'at Gcrlovich.

~~~_~<;"S_I':":-:;

n t.£~"-!..;-:_X_I?:

{rorn o€'c<is by i:"aculty Advisory Cotnf~titt~C" and Coorcu.,1.tori
I

at three ip\:cls:
lfnivr_!:..:"'b~J~~:!J:

rt).1int.lin Dr,,\(rls ft"pu:ation ()f aca.dt"rr.ic cXt..rH;tnct". n1a.in-

ta.in "Pt" i:d pr()(('~~i~'r1.tli'l.·I>(.'lti()nal prc"~:r.l:n's: cr-'o'("lo? srnst!l\'ity to

idro! i(u'd ~ludc!~t r,t'(",jc::: int'Yt',1St' s~ud('rH T('tr;nt1()h ~hrou~h ("(}onsf'hnc
(fa( ul!\ ;~t\ldt'r,t ir,!i'r;1.dtr.nl; rf;rourace ln~(H-aHon \l"tthin t'nivC'rsitv ~().\lg:
inCr(':-~A(, c!i·:cr!.ity {,( ~:tu(:('nt~. nrndd(" rHlst~tit5(~p1tn;tr\" np~"rl',.:.n(ti"'~ :(,r

5~tFh.

tr.f"

r:l

rr!-'c;}rl'h.
r.i~~·i~~

~(hn!.)r~~"\p: ~t:.::;nH·"':t
pllrrha9inl.!

lH,u.'crs

·opp .. rtuni!·i("~

(or tr;l.\·cl.

. ..
n'...\i~1!.'l~1 (lenity l"fl~Cnt'("~t!,ll
irH1{)v .... ::on \.\.'lthin (pllt,(C' en,,}s: !~l;\1f\t.ltn
pr(~~r,!n'!'i: lttct('a5r cr,'\I,:th In ;n="ar("ncss
rnu!Ji( and nthf'r aT! 5. it'll... rc~f'C c!lvcrsih'
culture',1 en\"irO!1f1irnt: in.:rcas(" students'

0.~.}J~.r~J~ ~~· ('t:

~'I"'inc'

'ff'cecl"d

T("pl"('Tf'iI"!",:!.

~hr(oIJr:h

r('s('arch:

orif"!"I!.1tt0n; r~'cnur~LP b.cuJt\'
so{~(i:\l pr(,ff'ssion",l/',-ocatl()~al

and appr{"cl:ttlnn of thf' li~('ra.t\lrr-.
of students: increase lntc-ll('ctu;"ll!
so('ial £.rou-th throuch un.<lC'fSL\:,t!lnc
of otr:f'f pC'oplc :tnd thclr Vlf'WS: t"xperienc(' in rciatlne tc otnC'r9.; incrC";ts("
student!,>t \:(){ Ation:d pf0 f('ssioni'l1 cro'J.th thrCiuch pr£'paration in tra,(Jltional
i

and ('nl{'r~ini:!

t\r(':'\9:

i;)crea.se interactlon v:1,th Community: increase post-

riiscirlina ry int(~r~~·ti()n ~
Indi\Ul(l;~.Ell Lf"vf"l! pr()\-idr t r;iininc and support ~rol!pg for inrih-i.~ua.ls "\l.-ightn~
--t~r-{~r~ew old. or learn n{'v,' skdl~: pro\;"-~(, opoortu!'.it:c-s fnr i;1~ivl(:t.:als or

groups to ('ngd~e in R<j.... a.ncL'd study. scholarship. fcsf'a.rch: pro\'1ce practice

in skills nee,kd for pcr90nal dn'dopml'nt. behavinr styl .. ! .
'---__________________________________-:::_~nr," i<e t:niv(' r~tf,:

De. Moine-, lou-" ;0311

Figure 36
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(Drake
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Figure 36 (Continued)

Howard Bowen, Chancellor of the Claremont U .
't C
---" " .
mverSl y enter and "dean"
of pnvate hlgher eciucatlon, will be the first of th
l'
~
.
e campus consu tants In
the E acuIty
Development
Program's
Continuing
Sem'
.
I"
h
'
Inar In "llg er Ed ucatlOn.
.
The seSSlOns
are
.
,
" scheduled February 3 and 4 . D r. B owen WI'11 b e d'ISCUS SIng
Outcon'lCS In Pnvate HIgher Education ' Enrollment P rOJec
. t'Ions, an d T ren d S
in Adult Learning.
Each of the Seminars to be scheduled throughout the Spring will feature an
outstanding leader in higher education, beginning with an orientation session
open to all faculty, followed by small group sessions designed to address
particular needs of the selected faculty groups.
Juanita Kre~, Vice President of Duke University, has agreed to lead the
second of these Seminars, tentatively scheduled for April 5 and 6. Recently
she has been serving as an economic consultant to the Carter administration
transition tean1.
ABOUT TIlE WorU<SHOP::;
The Alexander Technique Workshop has been funded and will give opportunities to the faculty in the College of Fine Arts to work with Miss Marjorie
Barstow, foremost authority on the technique of voice and body improvement. She and her students have worked with singers, actors, dancers, instrumentalists, and other performers.
PROPOSALS EVA LCATION CRITERLA. REFINED
All proposals \'lill be weighed on a desirability/feasibility matrix system
continuum on a scale of 1 to 10 possible points.
Desirable characteristics: has objectives designed to meet identified needs of
program; proposes reasonable plan to achieve objectives; includes appropriate follow-up or evaluation procedures.
Feasible characteristics: satisfies interests, needs of specific group(s) of
--facu"1ty (faculty clusters, departments, colleges, groups within the Univer-

sity); stays within budget guidelines.
The Faculty Advisory Committee will consider onlyproposals meeting the
.
,
. 's Gals
Self-initiated proposals
tdentlfied
I,~ acully D('veloprnent P rogram
0
•
,
which arc within the contracted area of the faculty member are generally outside the scope of the Faculty Development Program.
'f" needs and have the support of the
College based proposals must s.h ow specl IC
Dean andlo r mt'mbers of the department or collt'ge.

proposals through the Faculty
APPLICATIONS a rC still available for ot h cr program.
Dcvelur,ment office at 302 Old Main. 3518.
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NE'.'!S OF H'::

3:30 p.m.

\~':il\!(;s ,~. niL'nHL~ ~~~

Open \:(·('ti~:',:
f01io\""t~{; l)y

;.'1

!iiche:r Education

::IUPf~\.'~'

Theatre

Con\'cr,a',ion anc; LiLations, l:pper Gallery

J2:00

3:00 p.m.

Duffet Lunch IOlmstc:dl, Facultv and Guests
(C;,.1l1;lS by \,-('rl'1~5('i1Y, 4:00 ~.m. - for
rcscr-.-atio!1s - 53.2S1
Economic 5 and Or' ions
EducationalOt:tcomes
Cpen tdcctir:: in 0:111r:(.~ Theatre

A follow-up seminar is [Jro')-)seri for late spring featuring another
forerllnner in Higher E"'llc2-tion.

NEW
JohnJJ.<J:c',:1'.'.l'C!' - i~ orr"l:1i~i:1g h tn' Ga', workshop for the English Deo2rtme'nt
to dett'rmi:v, to what C\.~("1t the :-:ational Council of Teachers of English
position "stU-:1(.:.tS 1 rl::ht t~) ~\:(:ir O\,:~j l~~;ruage·· is valid at Drake and to
develop tc:,cilin[' strc,rcgi"s for implementing the results in their Freshman

English classes.

Figure 37
SPECTRUM Vol I,
lJ. Gerlovich and P. Dyer, SPECTRUM - News of the
Faculty
Development Program (Drake university) I,
Drake
No. 2 (January, 1977).
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Figure 37 (Continued)

r-- ------------.-.
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!:.~~ s(:.l.'.':,.'::_~:_" - is ()rgimLit!~: separate workshops on Assertive Training
for 1v1c;) z,rlu IV-oHler: Facully t:) teach people ,Ll' dif;erence between
assertiun :!u(l ctggres sion: Lvlp peopJe identify and accept their ovrn persnn21
ht sand ;,1,(} c of ot L\~r::< -;"t 'ince ('xistinq ohstacles to assertive action; and
l~evel()p ~~L:.il1s thl'ou;;11 acl:~'(; pl·actice.

F: e:.;earcL \·;.·Lh0ds in the· St·,,-~· "11
cnCf-S to (!t:\-elop l(:ac!~lng Btr2.tcgies and
technique:; ch,lt (,fl'ploy qlkiir;ltive research methods for Drake F'aculty.

~:ninlr':ilv (,C. he' Pacific. ~;ilcraln('''to. California to obtain skills devo:·cd to
rn lht.' :lrl of tC:t{'llin~ lZt\\!. -;'hpsc profC'ssors v:ill forlnulate ~~
p r {~ ~~ r ;::1 ! : '1 ~"} f ''.V{, r k s
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EXTENDED SE:~':r CES - - - F:::;DS A'.'AlLABLE

1.

HAJCJR Ct:'\P.ICCU;:! r;~\,n.c; :':,:T -- A~'ard., in the $I,CGO range for
the prcpar3ti'.;n of f:~:>,J pro2ra.:t(t:) ncross dcpart~cnts or colleges
inv01vlt:,; c:.r;t .. <·L.!,-.~ .
; '., ,::;l d~·.''''lop:-:c-:nt -- \I.'ith tea:ns or grot!ps

focusing on a variety of 3::~ects of a single issues.
new methods of

currj~ulL~

instructional (,,?rc\·,

C

-

or cOurse organization related to

":It.

new dcvclopTr~ts ~it~in Ji~~i?lin0~ but outside rcneral range
of the individualts professional pr~p3ra[ion.

Proposals related to
"multiplying f~ct,)r"

1~?rovinG

upon return to

.

instructional skills and contalnin; a

a s)'stc:-1 for infor,.-.ing or tDining coll<:3t;ues

C3~;U~

rcgistration~ do~t?'stic

• expenses for tuitiun or

EXTENDED LEADn.SHIP ROLES -- 3-4

Appdntc~nts

transportation, housing

by Invitation or Contract

A third .<It('gury of EH0ndcd Scrvic<: Alurds "ill be by invitation or individual contract \.-'1th tho..: tJculty ~(lOiJ:..cnt Pr0f!',1~ for instruction~--il or leadership

rolcs with Drak0 colleagues in

ca~pus

prcgr~~s.

Guidelin~s

include these

f~ctors:

faculty oe~hcr h~vl~G s~ill Dr cx~crtisc in given needed leadership rol~
SL<1ff assig:1-.-eot b~.t
Dcv~lo?=ent Prc~ram to conduct an cxtcndc~ ~ork~h0?
(beyond t'-"O full C<l\'S) or 5e~inar in hours beyond norz.11 ."orkload or

faculty

tili'!nDCf

airea'::: carrying a [ul1 acace!:lic or

is asked by faculty

nonDl acadefJic or c('ntract year
Tates: not to exceEd extra service guidelines of the C.C.E.
($150 full d .• y; $7') half day; $25 per contact hour) or in Faculty

HMual 3.522
CrHeria and r;uicielincs for
Faculty Devc·lopu:pnt Officc'
dir.ptays fU:'lded projecls OJ'
bllln(tcc of $1)1000 is still
j

f"culty initiated proposals are available froM the
302 Old :-Lin, 3518. The distributiun f0atrix (ov0r)
pro; rar;! ~o21 3nJ by university unit. An uncor::c~itteed
.:lvaLL1Dle for syring and sum=ter •.."orksho?s.

_ _ _ _ Drake University

Des Mores' 10\':0 50J 11

Figure 38
SPECTRUM Vol I, 3

1

IJ. Gerlovich and P. Dyer, SPECTRUM

News of the
(Drake
university,
I,
Drake Faculty Development Program
No. 3 (March, 1977).·
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Figure 38 (Continued)

t::::·'
:
I

"co

Tc.,io
f·" W"rnon ""d
F,,,,,"y 'od "'ff ,<oJ"t, ,ood"cto' by
St"~~-v;~~~,~~h~;J-d-;; -tJLti E)~line Burr:ess is bt::inB held HaTch 22 and 23 with full classes.
The r'J.'(lf,rilm

j

s f I)r f ,'leu 1 ty who CeS}.fe training to become more personally ef fee t ive

on t~c job as well as in their personal lives. An additional 4 - phase session
(or Faculty and Staff Mcn will be held on Hay 17, 19, 24, and 26 in 2 hour blocks.
Those y:ishing to rq~ister should call the Faculty Development Program. 3518.

:l-,"f'l'l.:]l_r.[(:_J?_: __'::L~:(:!1~"~, Professor of Sociology at the University of Cal Hornia _
San Diego and nuthol of nuocrous books on the sociology of deviance, will conduct
a ~:orb;Lop in the eo,_: iill sc icnccs m~d Tela ted fields. The \wrkshop, proposed by
J. Schr:cLier and 1'. Conr<2d, will c,r,;,:tasize teaehin;; c;ualitative research :Jcrhocs.
The l,ros,rt,l1 will (o;;.e place on the tl/nninr" afternoon, and evening of Mi!rch 24
llno J;>(Jln;ng and afLcrnoou of H;-,rch 25. Those interested in attending should contact
Joseph Schneider, 2158 or Peter Conrad, 2157.

DISTRIBUTION NATRIX OF FUNDED PROJECTS

I Group<i
within
L'rdv{"r~:ity

- - - - - ' ----------1-U\cnTeaching
Faculty)

I
I!
I
I

I
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la.

University needs have been identified.
1-----~-~---2-~-~-~--~~3 --~--~~~~~~-------5
A

strongly
disagree
lb.

disagree

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

Faculty are aware of General College goals.
1-----~-~---2-~--------3--~~-~---4~~------5

strongly
disagree
lc.

disagree

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

Department's objectives have been delineated.
1-~-----~---2--~-~-~~--3---~-~~--4~-~~-~--5

strongly
disagree

disagree

undeoided

agree

strongly
agree

COMMENTS:

2.

Consultant aided you personally in understanding your
program strengths and weaknesses.

1___________
strongly
disagree

2~

_________

disagree

3---~-----4-~---~-5

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

COMMENTS:

3.

Student perceived needs and goals are parallel to those
of the faculty.
1 ___________ 2 __________ _________ ________
5
4
3
strongly
disagree
undecided
agree
strongly
disagree
agree
COMMENTS:

Figure 39
Evaluation Form

RESEARCH

INSTRUCTIONAL
DE\lELOPMENT

DEVELOPMENT

c

Z

POST-DISCIPLINARY
INSTITUTES
(Instructional Methodology and/or Disciplinary Growth and Renewal, ••• )

H

<:

tr:l

!:':J

en

H

Research Grants a
a
Matching Grants

1-3

r<
I

n

o

Sabbatical
Grants a

t"1
t"1
"tr:l
Gl

tr:l
I

t:l
tr:l
'1j

><

~

Summer Stipends a

Workshop. Seminars
.on campus
.off campus

Resource(s) Center(s)
(w/modest equipment?)
a
:Incentive Grants t
Sabbatical Grants
:Experimentation a :
Curriculum Review
~----------------~
and Development
Travel Funds a
/
Mini-Sabbatio-erl

Limited term projects
(3 year study on Urban
Affairs; or 2 year
.........
study on Futures; .........
Hunger, ..• )
.........
.........
a
Sabbatiyal Grants
.........
.........

,.,

Grants~

8:
tr:l
Z

. ;I-0 0: Cen ters

1-3

Z

tr:l

tr.1

t:l

.........

(f)

.........

......... Instructional Clinics
(Evaluation-Dev.)

.........

I

GJ

aprograms currently in existence on the
Drake University campus, but in other
offices.

.........

o

><
t"1

~)..o~.........

(f)

~,,?>-V\)~

o)..~G ~/'
o~~ ':/

.........

Figure 40
Working Draft for an Integrated Program fO
Professional and Disciplinary Development l

.........

lp. Dyer and J. Gerlovich, "Working Draft for an Integrated Program for Professional and Disciplinary Development," Faculty Development Program (Des Moines, Iowa:
Drake University, 1977).
(Xeroxed.)
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APPENDIX D
INDIVIDUAL PROJECT RESULTS

1.
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To what degree do You feel th
met?
e program goals were
A.

Introduce faculty members to th
Technique 11
e

It

Alexander

Individual
responses
1
1
1
0---1---2---3---4---5--_6
7
2
1
6
not
--- ---8---9---10
SOIne
very
at all
what
well
COMMENTS:
Faculty sessions very useful.
Technique was introduced and
used well.

N •
Mean

S.D. ==
Abstain ==
SD

B.
Individual
responses

l1li

12
8.58
2.22

l1li

o

1f;;;.2
~i=f-

Assess the value of the technique to Fine Arts
students
1

1

4

5

O---1-~-2---3---4---5~~~6---7--~8~--9--~lO

not
at all
COl-1MENTS :

some
what

very
well
N

=

12

Mean ==
B.08
Student feedback very positiveeS.D. =
1.19
Voice students benefited most. Abstain ==
1
I have neither the experience
nor knowledge to make an assessment.
c. Teach the technique to Fine Arts students
Individual
1
2
responses
2
1
1
2
1
O-~-1---2-~-3---4--~5-~-6~--7---B---9---10

not
at all
COMMENTS:

very
well

some
what
Nt:!

Mean ==

12
5 .. 08
2.09

Need time to incorporate into S.D. ==
2
teaching_ More exposure for
Abstain =
mastery. Don't believe students experienced the technique enough.
Any form allowing students to understand relationship between structure/funotion is valuable.
Figure 41

Alexander Technique Workshop
Eva.luation Form
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Figure 41 (Continued)
2.

Did this program help you to become more efficient
personally, in your area of speoialization?
'
Individual
responses
1
1
3
2
3
O~-~1---2---3~--4-~~S~~-6~--7---8---9--_10

did
not help
COMMENTS:

some
help
N

=:

Mean =:
S.D. =:
Abstain

Anticipate making good use
of the technique. More work
needed in technique. Interesting new concepts. will help in
my classes.

very
helpful
12
5.50
2.03
2

=:

Did this program help you to become a better
teacher in your area of specialization?
Individual
responses
1
1
2
1
1
5
3.

O---1-~-2--~3~~-4-~-5-~-6-~-7--~8---9~--lO

some
help

did
not help
COMMENTS!

Not had chance to test the
technique. Need evaluation
over a period of time. Good
way to bridge gap between conceptual and action experiences.
4.

N =:
Mean =
S.D.
Abstain

very
helpful
12
6e75

2.11
1

=:

Do you feel the need for a spring follow-up in the
"Alexander Technique~
Yes

8

No

3

Abstain

1

Total N II:
Weighted Mean aI
S.D. =
Abstain

48

(1-3)

7.23
1.97
Ell

6

252

1..

Did you develop any new awareness of trends in
Higher Education?
Individual
responses
3
3
16
4
1
S.D ••

1r;,:;:Vr-r-

O--~~1----2~---3--~-4-~~~5

none

some

very much

CO~TS:

N

27

a

Bowen s comment reflected his per- Mean =
2
onal biias, not current higher
sd
S.D.
eucat on trends. No ideas on
Abstain = 0
implementation. Helpful, stimulating
introductory program. Only half the staff
attended/could fund be better spent another way_
Staff already aware of new trends, ideas in
higher education.

=

::;

Did you feel there was personal value in allocating
time for the small group sessions?
Individual
responses
3
8
9
3
2.

O---~1---~2---~3--~-4----5

very much
none
some
23
COMMENTS:
N=
4.0
Sharing ideas through face-to-face Mean =
1 .. 04
interaction was most useful exS.D. =
pariance of the two days (3)
Abstain • o
General sessions were more informative. Bowen did not meet the challenge.
Excellent faculty reactions. Format extremely
valuable, enjoyed the interchange.
Did you feel the interactive, small group sessions
you attended were effective in helping you understand other individual'S points of view within the
University context?
Individual
responses
6
10
4
3.

O~-~~1--~-2-~--3-~~~4~---5

very much
some
none
23
COMMENTS:
N ==
3.39
Bowen mission, of serving as a
Mean •
0 .. 83
catalyst was accomplished. Bowen S.D.
o
"shot-do;'n" adult learner session Abstain·
before it got started. Interesting
interaction with other colleges. Would enjoy
sessions with other individuals in other colleges
at Drake. Good interaction.

=

Figure 42
Seminar in Higher Education I
Evaluation Form

2S3

Figure 42 (Continued)
4.

DId you feel the
attended was (were)
A.

o

f

ses810n(8) which you
personal value?

Eoonomio Projeotions
d
Higher Eduoation
an Enrollment 1n Private

Individual
responses
1
2
5
3
4
0----1----2----3-- -- 4.. -..... 5
None
some
very muoh
B.
Individual
responses

3

4

4

very much

1

1

None

5

1

some

N ==

15

Mean ==
S.D. ==
Abstain

2.67
1.23
0

==

N -=

4

very muoh

Mean
S.D.

15

2.80
1.33

a
ft

Abstain:=

0

Educational Outoomes

Individual
responses

None

6

:3

6

some

11

N ==

2

very muoh

COMMENTS:
Just qot started when program
ended. Bowen did not deal with
specific problems at Drake. More
small group interactions sessions
needed. Not much practical

information from Bowen.
5.

o

Economics and Options

O~~--1~---2----3---~4----5

De

3.46

1 .. 25

1

:3

some

None

C.

Mean ==
S.D ••
Abstain ==

Trends in Eduoating the Adult Learner

O----1----2----3--~~4~-~-5

Individual
responses

15

N ==

Mean ::II
S.D. =:
Abstain

3.41

=

Total ==

135

t4eiqhted
Mean =

S.D.

0.94
0

e::

Abstain =

3.26
1.04
0

Would you be interested in follow-up sessions?
18 yes
4
no
Il yes, cheCK specific area
A. Economic projections and Enrollment in Private
Higher Education
! __
B. Trends in Educating the Adult Learner
12
C.. Economic a and Options
4
D. Educational Outcomes
l~_
+

COMMENTS:
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Figure 42 (Continued)
6.

suggestions for Future Programs are Topics:
Public and private higher education, differences in
role, charaoter and olientele; adult education
psychology; programs and goals congruenoy needed~
adult learner, how to teaoh? faoulty apathy;
need pragmatic data, facts: Fine Arts topicSI
small group projects: Deal with specific identified
projects: curriculum at Drake; accountabilitYJ
teacher training; and time management skills.
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lao University needs have b
.
Individual
een 1dentified.
responses

1-----------2---3
2
1
disa9ree---~~~;ci~;~-----4--------5
agree
strongly

strongly
disagree

agree

N•
Mean

3

III:

S.D. ==

Abstain ==
lb. Faculty are aware of General College gomle.
Individual
....
responses
1

4.33
.53
1

1-----------2------3 agree strongly
2
disagree
~;ci~~------4-------5

strongly
disagree

aqree

N ==
Mean •

S.D.

1l1li

3

4.67
.53

Abstain == 1
lCe Department's objectives have been delineated.
Individual
responses
1
2
1-~--~~--~--2---~-----~3~-~--~---4-----~-~S

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

N ==

3

Mean::

4.67
.. 53
1

S.D .. ==

Abstain ==
COMMENTS:
We were operating on some assumptions
which needed discussione Reminded us
to review our purposes. Course of
aotion for dealing with discrepancies
was laid out.

Consultant aided you personally in understanding
your program strengths and weaknesses.
Individual
responses
3
2.

1 _____ ~~~_~_2 ____ ~~_~_~~3~--------4--------5

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

Figure 43
Curriculum Review in speech communications
Evaluation Form - Faculty
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Figure 43 (Continued)
COMMENTS:
Found weak areas and how to
strengthen them.

N

COMMENTS:

N

2

1:1

Mean 1:1
5
S.D. =:
0
Abstain. 1
3. Student perceived needs and goals are parallel to
those of the faculty.
Individual
responses
1
1
1----~--~---2--~~~-~~~--3~-~~~---~4-------~5
strongly
disagree
undecided
a9ree
strongly
disagree
agree
2

I'll

Did not talk to consultant conMean I'll
3
earning student reactions. Found S.D. I'll
1
students and faculty had difAbstain = 2
ferent goals. STudent goals most
similar to faoulty member are those
they worked most closely with.
4. Consul tant was valuable in providing methods for
improving your personal skills.
Individual
responses
2
1
1---~---~~--2---~---~~--3~-----~--4--~~----5

strongly
disagree

disagree

agree

undecided

strongly
agree

COM1>mNTS:

N :::

Made some simple, effective
suggestions"

S.D. ==

Mean

=

3

4.33
653

Abstain = 1
5. Consultant suggestions will be incorporated into
your program.
Individual
responses
___ __ 2
1
1 -~~~------~ 2-~-----~--- 3~
disagree
undecided
agree
strongly
strongly
agree
disagree
3
COMMENTS:
4.33
Mean :=
Teaching suggestions, yes.
.53
S.D
•
.:
Need further help outside
Abstain a 1
and within the department.
~

~_A_~_~

__

~_5
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Figure 43 (Continued)
A follow-up outside consultation program should be
conducted after one year.
Individual
responses
1
2
6.

1--~~~~-~---2~-~~-~~~~-~3~--~~-~--4~~--~~-~5

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

COMMENTS:

Never thought about it.

agree
N :=
Mean

S.D.

strongly
agree
:=
a

Abstain ==

7.

Other suggestions
COMMENTS:

Learned a great deal about
my teaohing effeotiveness
from the oonsultant.

Total N •
Weighted
Mean ==
S.D. ==
Abstain ==

3
3.67

.53

1

23

4.30
0.42
S

258

la. University needs have been identified
1~------~---2----~~-~-~~3~-~----~~4~--~-_~~5

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

lb. Faculty are aware of General College goals.
1-~---------2-~----~----3---------4---~----5
strongly
disagree
undecided
agree
strongly
disagree
agree

lc. Department's objectives have been delineated.
1-----------2-----~-~---3-----~--~4-------~5

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

CO~~TS:

2.

Strengths and weaknesses of program could be
readily identified.

1____ ~ _____ ~2----~------3---------4-~----~-5

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

COMMENTS:
3.

student perceived needs and goals are parallel to
those of the faculty.

5

~
4-------2 -------~~decided
-~J--------1----------agree
strongly
strongly
disagree
agree

disagree
COMMENTS:
Figure 44
.
h communications
Curriculum RevieW 1n sp~e~onsultant
Evaluation Form
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Figure 44 (Continued)
4.

Faculty were receptive to suggestions to improving
personal skills.

1-----------2-----------3---------4________ 5

s~rongly

d~sagree

disagree

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

COMMENTS:
5.

Suggestions will be incorporated into the speech
communications program.
1-----------2--~--------3-------~-4-~--~~--5
strongly
disagree
undecided
agree
strongly
disagree
agree
COi-fMENTS :

6.

A follow-up outside consultation program should be
conducted after one year.
1---------~-2--~---~----3---------4--~-----5

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

COMMENTS:
7.

Other suggestions
COMMENTS:

Total responses == 8
l4ean ==
S.D. ==

4

.86

t-test

260

1

(x1-x2 )

t ==

s (i1 -x2 )

t ==

0.93*

P-statistio 2

Nl • f of faculty
N2 == t of oonsultants
8

1 == S.D. of faculty

S2 == S.D. of consultants

P ==

P == 0.25**

*Since 0.93 is less than 4.30, there is no significant difference between means. The speeoh oommunioations
faculty and the consultant are therefore in general agreement concerning project's goals.
**25% of the variation in one variable (speech
communications faculty responses, oonsultant responses) can
be acoounted for by just knowing the other variable.
lJ. M. Gottman and R. E. Clasen, Evaluation in
Educationt A Praotitioner's Guide (Itasca, Illinois: F. E.
PeacocK publIshers, Inc., I§74), pp. 409-420 e
2 Ibid •

Figure 45
Statistical Analysis of speech
Communications Workshop
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1.

Indicate the session(s) you attended.
Thursday, Maroh 24
10:00 - 12:00 Noon
2:00 -

4:00 PM

Friday, March 25

-11

10:00 - 12:00 Noon

8

2:00 -

9

4:00 PM

5

The workshop(s) attended was (were) helpful in
personal knowledge of qualitative method
1n the Social Sciences.
S
Individual
Responses
1
2
9
2.

~eve1oping

1-~~---~----2~--~~~~---3---~~---~4~--~----5

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

agree

COMMENTS:

strongly
agree

S.D. ==

Excellent presentation of
theoretical and practical
application of qualitative
approach to data oollection.
Very informative.

N ==
Mean ==
S.D. -=
Abstain

~
fEL
N-1
12
4.58
0.27
III

o

The workshop(s) attended was (were) helpful in
developing personal understanding of teaching
qualitative methods in the Social Sciences.
Individual
1 ___________ 2 __________ _________ 3________ 5
Responses
5
3.

strongly
disaqree

disagree

3

4

undecided

agree

COMMENTS:

strongly
agree
N ==

8

Mean ==

4.63
0.24
4

S.D. ==

Abstain ==

Figure 46
Teaching Qualitative Methods in The social Sciences
Evaluation Form
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Figure 46 (ContinUed)
The workshop(s) attended was (were) helpful in
developing personal skills in teaching nualit ti
methods..
'".1
a ve
Individual
Responses
7
2
4..

1~-~~-------2--~-~----~3---------4~~~-

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

agree

__strongly
~~5

agree

COMrJJENTS :

N

=

9

Mean ==

Obligattions prevented me from
s. D. =
attending all programs desired.
Abstain
Picked up a number of good ideas.
My response would have been positive if I
could have attended all sessions.

4.22
0.27
==

3

The workshop(s) attended was (were) helpful in
clarifying personal attitudes toward teaching
qualitative methods.
Individual
Responses
4
4
5.

1~----~~----2~-~-~-~---3-~~------4~-------5

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

N ==

COMMENTS:

Mean ==
S .. D. ==

Definitely helped me.

Abstain

=

B
4.50
0.25
4

COMMENTS:
Sessions provided much food for
thought.

N

5

_

~

~

~

The workshop (£I) attended was (were) helpful in your
personal research.
Individual
2
5
Responses
1
3_____ ___ 4_____
l----------~ 2 ---~~--~--J
undecided
agree
strongly
strongly
disagree
agree
disagree
~

6.

=

Mean

11

==
S.D. ==

3 .. 82

Abstain::

1

0.44
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The workshop(s) attended w
clarifying personal value a: (were) helpful in
methods.
s n teaching' qualitative
Individual
Responses
1-----------22
.... 3...... _-.. --...... 45
s
strongly
disagree
undecided
(lnre-e------disagree
'lJ
strongly
agree
7.

_9I<0I0 _ _ _ _ . . . . .

COMMENTS:

N

7

1:1

Mean
4.29
Would definitely be part of my
S.D. 1:1
0.29
methods course.
Abstain c 5
8 e The consultant (Dr. Wiseman) was effeotive in this
program.
Individual
Responses
1
2
8
1 ~---~-~~---2-~-3
4
-~~-~-- ~~-~--~-~
5
strongly
disagree
undecided
anr;;-----disagree
1:1
strongly
agree
l1li

9.

COMP-mNTS:

Nell

Excellent presentation of ideas
by presenter.

Mean
S.D. ==
Abstain

==

1

A follow-up to this program should be oonducted.
Yes

10.

4.55
1 .. 14

lI':

-10

No -....;;.....2
Abstain
Suggestions, comments:

2

Would be good to follow-up this workshop with another
workshop of specific techniques.. Additional methods
seminars needed. Interesting that this evaluation
is quantitative. Need to be more partioipants involved. Excellent way of keeping faculty abreast of
disciplinary developments, hope they continue. Need
more time for discussion and exchange following presentations. Very much appreciate being invited&

=

66
Total N
Weighted Mean .. 4.39
0.59
S.D. lilt
18
Abstain -
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Program was suooessful in meeti
i ts
of increasing your personal effngti
overall goal
Individual
ec veness.
Responses
2
1 ---------~2------ ----~ ~-4
1
strongly
disagree
undecide~----- --------5
disagree
agree
strongly
agree
COMMENTS:

1.

3

.. a·1~
~~

SO

N
Mean
S.D. ==
Abstain::
III!

=

3
4.33
0.58
0

Training program procedures were effective for
learning the difference between assertion, aggression, passivity, and politeness.
Individual
Responses
2
1
2.

1-----------2----------3--~------4-----~--5

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

N ==
Mean ==
S.D. 1:1
Abstain ==

COMMENTS:

3
4.33
0.58
0

Training program procedures were effective for
identifying and accepting personal rights as well as
the rights of others.
Individual
Responses
1---____ ___
_____ __ 1 ________ 14--------S1
strongly
disagree
undecided
agree
strongly
disagree
agree
3.

~

2_~

~

3~

N

COMMENTS:

3

::I

Mean :=
S.D. =
Abstain
Figure 47

Men's Assertiveness Training Opportunities
Evaluation Form

=

4.00
1.00
0
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Figure 47 (Continued)
Training program proced,:,res were effective for reducing blocks to assert1ve behaviors.
Individual
Responses
1
1
1
4.

1~---~-----~2----~----~3--- -~----

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

COMMENTS:

4

-------~5

agree

strongly
agree

N ==

3

Mean ==
S.D. ::
Abstain

4.00
1.00
III

0

Traininq program procedures were effective for
practicing assertive responses.
Individual
Responses
1
1
1
5.

1---~-------2-~---~----3-------~-4--------5

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

N ==
Mean ==
S.D. ==
Abstain

COMMENTS:

3

4.00
1.00
==

o

Instructional methods incorporated were appropriate.
Individual
Responses
1
1
1
6.

1-----------2----~-----3--~~-----4--------5

strongly
disagree

disagree

COMMENTS:

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

N ==

3

S.D. ==

·LOO
1.00
0

Mean:=
Abstain

7.

1::1

A follow-up mixed men and women's program should be

conducted.
Individual

2
1
3 _________ -------- 5
4
1-----------2------~~~;cided
agree
strongly
strongly
disagree
agree
disagree
:3
N ==
4.33
COMMENTS:
0.513
S.D. !!is

Responses

Abstain

='

o
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Figure 47 (Continued)
ng t 0 0 ther f aculty/
I would recommend such trainl'
.
staff members.
Individual
Responses
2
1
1-----------2-------~--3~-~------4~~~-----5
strongly
disa.gree
undecided
agree strongly
disagree
agree
8•

COMMENTS:

N

3

ID

Mean ==
S.D. ID
Abstain

4.33

Just a bit too many role playing
0.58
situations that involved only a
== o
pair at a time. Why not involve
more at the same time? I enjoyed
and benefited from the program. I think the leader
did a fine job. Abbreviated four session did not
seem complete enough. High drop-out rate reduced
effectiveness.
Total N ID
Weighted Mean
S.D. ==
Abstain ==

==

24
4.11

0.54

o
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1& Program was suocessful in meeting its overall goal
. of increasing your personal effeotiveness
Indiv1dual
•
Responses
1
6
1
1---~---~---2----------3-~----~-~4-----~--5
strongly
disagree
undecided
agree
strongly
disagree
agree

COMMENTS:
Need to praotice some of the
things learned before I can judge.
Much more awareness--handled more
things well. I'd like more
practice yet, concerning additional situations.

S.D.

II:t

~
Ifx
;;-rr-

N-~

N ==

Mean ==
S.D .. II:
Abstain ==

8
4.00
0.53

o

Training program procedures were effective for
learning the difference between assertion, aggression,
passivity, and politeness.
Individual
2
4
2
Responses
2.

1-----------2-~-----~~-3---~-----4----~~--5

strongly
disagree

disagree

strongly
agree

agree

undecided

8

N ::

COMMENTS,

4.00
Mean at
0.76
On the line situations depend on
S.D. ==
the person involved. Well done.
Abstain == o
I don't think we worked on differences
as much as techniques of assertion. Wish we would
have done more here! We didn't practice each
ourselves.

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

~

~

2

_

~

~

_

Training program procedures were effective for
identifying and accepting personal rights as well as
the rights of others.
Individual
__________ 13 ______ __ 5
4 ____ ___ 2
5
Responses _______
1

3.

agree

strongly
agree

Figure 48

Women's Assertiveness Training opportunities
Evaluation Form
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Figure 48 (Continued)
COMMENTS:

N

Yes, and it's important.
was on personal rights.

Stress

8

JIll

Mean

l1li

S.D.

III!

4.13

Abstain ==

0.60
0

Training program prooedures were effective for reduoing blocks to assertive behaviors.
Individual
Responses
4
2
2
4.

1-------~~--2------~--~3-----~~~~4~~---~--5

strongly
disagree

disagree

undeoided

agree

COMMENTS:

strongly
agree

N

As muoh was done as possible in a
short time. I still have blocks.

8

:r:

Mean ==

3.75

S.D.

0.88

JIll

Abstain

JIll

0

Training program procedures were effeotive for
praoticing assertive responses.
Individual
3
2
3
Responses
5.

1-----~----2-----~-~--3~-----~~-4--------5

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

strongly
agree

agree

COMMENTS:

N ==

8

Mean =

4.13

S.D • .:
Further time needed. Must have
Abstain
been good. Muoh easier to "role
play" in the end.. Practicing the
responses helped mosts Need more practice.

0.83
::I

o

Instructional methods incorporated were appropriate.
Individual
Responses
2
2
4
6.

1______ ~ ____ 2----------3---------4--------5

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

COMMENTS:

N ..

One method back fired temporarily
rt
but was handled well...l ignoring
technique. More outside reading
would have been helpful to me.

S.D.

8

Mean -

i

4.25
0.89

:=

Abst.ain

I:

0
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Figure 48 (Continued)

7.

A follow-up mixed men and women's program should be
conduoted.
Individual
Responses
2
2
2
2
1---~-------2-~-~~-----3~------~-4-~------5
strongly
disagree
undecided
agree
strongly
disagree
agree
COMMENTS:

8

N ==

3.5
If all had taken the basic course. S.D.1.20
Not necessary. It would depend on Abstain = o
the individuals involved. Some
people would welcome this while others would be too
uncomfortable for it to be effective. This would
be extremely useful. Personally, I'd have trouble
relating equally to men. I'd really like to but the
men I know rig1!.1;, ~ are all on ego trIps.
~1ean

::I

I would recommend such training to other faculty/
staff members.
Individual
Responses
1
4
3
1------~--~-2----------3---~-~---4--------5
strongly
agree
undecided.
strongly
disagree
agree
disagree
8.

COMMENTS:

N ==
Mean ::

8

4.25
0.71

The hours spent were very worthS.D. =
while and provided a good foundaAbstain = o
tion for further individual learning.
Some don't need or would be receptive to it. Many
would like it. It would depend on the person. Then
maybe we'd have better communication, understanding,
and better relationships. Specifically within own
dapartmen t"
64
N ==
Weighted Mean == 4.00
0.77
S.D .. ==
o
Abstain ==
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1.

Please check the session(s) you attended.
Lou Kelly

3:30-5:00 PM Thursday

Open session
Gary Tate
John Butler

7:30 Thursday

11

9:00-10:15 AM Friday

-

B

10

10:30-11:45 AM Friday

12

Program(s) was (were) helpful in developing personal
knowledge about the NCTE resolution "The Students'
Right to Their Own Language".
Individual
Responses
10
2
2.

1-----------2----------3---~-----4-~---~~-5

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

COMMENTS:

agree

N

strongly
agree

:=

Mean :=
S.D. =
Abstain

13
4.00
0.65

Disappointed in answer given to
student by consultant. I'm glad
= 2
both NCTE and eccc were represented.
Could not attend the open session. If it takes so
much comment, the resolution should be revised.
NCTE resolution useful only in developing personal
understanding. No practicality. Reading resolutions
helped.

3.

Program(s) was (were) helpful in developing personal
understanding of the relationship between an individual and his language.
Individual
Responses
1
4
6
4
1-----------2--~----~--3---------4--~-----5
strongly
disagree
undeoided
agree
strongly
disagree
agree

15
3.87
Mean :::
0.92
Butler's example of cognitive
S.D. =
strategies underlying methodologies Abstain m o
were particularly helpful. This was
nothing new, though the refresher he~ped. Theory
session were of limited usage. Didn t learn anything new. Extraordinary good panel discussions.
N ==

COMMENTS:

Figure 49
English Department - Language Workshop
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Figure 49 (Continued)
4.

Program(s) was (were) helpful in developing personal attitudes towards dialects other than Edited
Standard English.
Individual
Responses
3
3
5
1
1-------~--~2-~--~-~---3~~-~-~---4-----~--5
strongly
disagree
undecided
agree
strongly
disagree
agree
COMMENTS:

N

III!

Mean ==
S.D. ==
Abstain ..

12
3.33
0.99

If development means change, then
no. I was glad to have exposure
3
to the dialectic in the olassroom.
Not muoh help on the praotioal level. Sessions
only reinforced my ideas and beliefs concerning
linguistios. Didn't ohange my already liberal
approach. Ideas were vague.

Program(s) was (were) helpful in developing personal skill in teaching language in Freshman English.
Individual
5.

Re~PQnse~

4

3

2

4

1-----------2----------3---------4--------5
strongly
agree

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

agree

13
Mean :=
3.30
1.11
High caliber leadership brought in. S.D. ==
Don't believe the practical part
Abstain = 2
of the conference dealt with how to teach.
There is no one way to teach writing. Some good
tips, but no systematic ourriculum outline.
N ==

COMMENTS:

Program(s) was (were) helpful in developing values
for dealing positively with students' dialects.
Individual
Responses
1 ___________ 2______ __ 3 ________ 64 ________ 45
6.

~~

strongly
disagree

disagree

3~

undecided

agree

COMMENTS:
Emphasis was placed on respecting
what the student says rather than
how he says it. Writer's feelings
are closely tied to his modes of
expression. Nothing new.

strongly
agree
N ==

Mean ::
S.D. :::

Abstain ==

13
4.42
0.84

2
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Figure 49 (Continued)

7.

Program(s) was (were) helpful in re-examining the
nature of teaching composition
Individual
•
Responses
7
6

4
5
undecided---;g-r~;------

1-------~--~2-~-~---~--3~~-~

strongly
disagree

disagree

strongly
agree

COMMENTS:

N =

*M-

Faculty project ooordinator very
S.D • •
effective. Faoulty response not as Abstain =
good as expected. Consultants
were very effective. Many provacative things came
out of the meeting for me. It's always good to
think through your disoipline. This was the
primary value of suoh programs.
79
Total N •
Weighted Mean • 3.84
0.82
S.D. =
11
Abstain =
8.

Recommend follow-up program.

Yes

10

No

Program was excellent and should be carried further.
9.

Please comment on the strengths and weaknesses of
the consultants.
Good choice of speakers. Consultants presented
excellent cases for their points of view. Consultants knew their areas. Don't think a better
group of consultants could have been assembled.
Consultants highly informative. Consultants were
unique and interesting.

10.

Other suggestions.
I wish I could have attended more sessions. Small
group sessions (4 or 5 people) could have been helpful. Discussions of theory are too subjective to
be very useful. Let people knew about the program.
Threaten, coerce, beg professors to come.

APPENDIX E
EXCERPTS FROM THE DRAKE UNIVERSITY FACULTY
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM PROPOSAL TO THE
NORTHWEST AREA FOUNDATION
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GUIDELINES
Submit six (6) copies of an application developed
according to the following outline.
A. Describe the problem or need the project will
address, assessing the institution's current
situation and where it would like to be in five
years, and indicating how the grant will help
the institution reach that point.
B. State the project goal and objectives.
c. List strategies for attaining that goal and
objectives.
D. Describe the planning process through which the
proposal was conceptualized and the parties
within the institution who were consulted in its
development.
E. List project participants, appending vitae for
each with major responsibilities.
F. Provide a three-year implementation schedule.
G. Provide a three-year budget. (Each college is
asked to provide 25% of that amount.)
H. Describe the evaluation plan. • • •
I. If appropriate, comment on the project's capability
for transferenoe to other departments of the
institution or to other institutions.
J. Enrollment: 1969-70 1970-71 . . . . 1975-76
Head Count
FTE
K. Describe selectivity standards for admission in
1969-70, 1975-76.
L. Education & General:
1969-70 1970-71 • • • 1975-76
Expenditures:
Revenues:
M. Ratio of assets to liabilities
$
Assets:
$
$
• .. •
$
Liabilities: $
$
• • •
(It
N. Develop a one-page summary of the Propasahle
will be used to describe the project to t e
Foundation's Board of Directors: thus, it should be
written from a non-educator's point of view.) 1

lcommittee on status of Profession, "Drake University
Faculty Development Program Proposal to the Northwest Area
Foundation,iI Maroh 30, 1976, p. 7.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
A.

The Problem

Continued professional growth by faculty is particularly important for a university such as Drake, with its strong
commitment to quality teaching and close contact between
faculty and students. Due to economic and enrollment
pressures, Drake has set a goal of increasing the student/
faculty ratio from 16 to 1 at present to 20 to 1 in 1980.
This change contemplates stabilizing the faculty at a reduced
number in the future. At the same time, meeting institutional
responsibilities tQ present students, as well as serving
future students, become a critical problem for both the
individual faculty member and the university at large.
Inducing professional growth on the part of the faculty is
essential to maximize instructional effectiveness in the
1980's. The current danger of faculty stagnation must be
alleviated by a systematio program to stimulate faculty
development within a changing and more demanding University
context.
Because the problem is national in scope, many professional development centers have appeared recently with a
concomitant mushrooming of literature concerning improvement
by the faculty member. Unfortunately, the impact of these
developments has been minimal for two basic reasons. First,
information pertaining to faculty development is not adequately disseminated to the individual faoulty member.
Second, this material is not interpreted in terms of the
specifio problems and conditions pertaining to the institution attempting its utilization.
Dissemination of information regarding an institution's
specifio student body is also a problem. Although data are
available on every campus, there have been few conoerted
efforts either to inform the faculty member of the
characteristics of the student body or to design inst~uc
tional programs which recognize such factors. As a result,
Drake, like most institutions, misses the full opportunity
to coordinate instruction with direct and perceived student
needs--a process upon which much of this University's reputation is based.
This proposal seeks to establish a coordinated and continuous faculty development program at Drake University.
The program will concentrate on disseminating information
pertinent to both the professional concerns of faculty
members and the abilities and expectations of the student
body
The program will transmit systematically to the
facuity the bast oontemporary opinion and research related
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to all areas of professional practice. This will be done
in an atmosphere of University-wide commitment to the ooncept of faculty development. It is hoped that vitality,
productivity and innovation--often characteristic of
faculty members in their early years--will be combined with
experience and maturity to make the Drake faculty member a
more complete professional at every stage of growth.
B.

Goals and Objectives

The overall goal of the project is to improve the
quality of teaching at Drake University. The project will
attempt to meet this goal by identifying issues that confront the individual faculty member as a teacher, person,
and member of the University community and by providing
coordinated assistance for the faculty member in the
resolution of these issues. This goal is baded on the
assumption that detailed and systematic attention must be
given by the faculty member to his or her methods, goals,
values, attitudes and constraints; otherwise, little or no
change will occur in the kind of teaching and learning that
takes place in their classroom. To ~hieve this goal, two
specific goals have been established.

lIbid., pp. 1-3.
~
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MAJOR GOALS

GO~l I: To enhance the professional skills, vitality,
product1vity and innovativeness of the faculty thereby
improving student learning opportunities:
'

Objectives:
1. At least one-half the faculty will participate in
some phase of the faculty development program each year
with all faculty participating over the course of the '
entire program1
2. Perceived needs of faoulty in professional areas
of instructional, organizational and personal development
will be addressed1
3. Faculty will be involved in goal-setting processes
and will speoify their own professional development goals
for following semesters; and,
4. Faculty will inoorporate strategies and teohniques
presented through the faculty development program into their
personal teaching and advising activities.
Goal II: To improve the learning process by interrelating student needs and expectations with the teaching
and advising methods of faculty.
Objectives:
1. Perceptions and expectations of students will be
monitored throughout their attendance at the University;
2. Information ooncerning the strengths, weaknesses,
expeotations and perceptions of the student body, by department, will be disseminated to faculty,
3e Faoulty will utilize this information about the
student body to improve teaching and advising methods; and,
4~ Utilization of information regarding aoademic
strengths and weaknesses of the student body will
facilitate !tudent mastery of skills in areas of identified
weaknesses ..

llbid.
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